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EXTENDED SUMMARY
New concept of Bivacuum is elaborated, as a dynamic superfluid matrix of the Universe with

large domains of virtual Bose condensation, standing for their nonlocal properties. Bivacuum is
represented by continuum of subquantum particles and antiparticles of the opposite energies, with
properties of quantum liquids, separated by energy gap.
The collective excitations of such quantum liquid, form the quantized vortical structures in
Bivacuum - strongly interrelated donuts: toruses V$ and antitoruses V! of the opposite energies
with Compton radiuses L0

i % &/m0
i c of three electron’s generation (i % e,!, "!. The pairs of these

in-phase clockwise or anticlockwise rotating toruses and antitoruses (cell-dipoles), form Bivacuum
fermions (BVF' % V$( V!) i and antifermions (BVF) % V$* V!) i of opposite spins. The
intermediate state between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins, named Bivacuum bosons, has
two possible polarization: (BVB$ % V$') V!) i and (BVB! % V$)' V!) i. Two Bivacuum fermions
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of opposite spins may form Cooper pair: [BVF' $ BVF)#. The correlated actual torus (V$! and
complementary antitorus (V!! have the opposite quantized energy, mass, charges and magnetic
moments, which compensate each other in symmetric primordial Bivacuum (in the absence of
matter and fields) and do not compensate in secondary Bivacuum.
The dependence of the resulting actual inertial mass: mV

$ % m0/ 1 ! %v/c!2 of torus %V$ !of
asymmetric Bivacuum fermions (BVFas

" % V$+ V!) and Bivacuum bosons, on the external
translational group velocity %v , 0! follows relativistic mechanics, while the resulting
complementary inertialess mass of antitorus %V! ! : %|!mV

! | % |i2mV
! | % m0 1 ! %v/c!2 ! has the

reverse dependence. Corresponding symmetry shift in secondary Bivacuum take a place in
presence of matter and fields. The product of actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess)
mass is a constant, equal to the rest mass of particle of corresponding generation squared:
%|mV

$ mV
! | % m0

2 !i. Their difference is equal to doubled kinetic energy of particle:
%mV

$ ! mV
! % mV

$v2 % 2Tk !
i. The shift of symmetry between V$ and V! of BVF" due to

relativistic effects, accompanied the rotation of Cooper pairs [BVF' $ BVF)#as around common
axe with external velocity (v! of Golden mean (GM) condition (v2/c2 % ! % 0,618!, results in
origination of the rest mass: m0 % |mV

$ ! mV
! |! and elementary charge: e! % |e$ ! e! |. This GM

condition turns the asymmetric Bivacuum fermions and antifermions BVFas
" to stable

sub-elementary fermions: BVFas
" ! " F"

! with spatial image of truncated cone with ratio of
base radiuses, equal to GM.
The fusion of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions to triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y $ F"

! ,z
i also

becomes possible at the Golden mean velocity vrot% c#1/2 after the gyration radius of pair
"F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y around common axe at GM conditions declines to Compton radius:

L0 % &
%mV

$ !!%vrot
2 !!

% &
m0c % c

$rot

i
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where: %mV
$ !! % m0/! is the actual mass of torus at GM conditions; %vrot

2 !! % c2! is the external
group velocity at GM conditions.
At this conditions, the triplets, representing electrons, positrons, protons and anti protons, are
stabilized by the resonance exchange interaction of unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"

!, i and
paired %F'

$ andF)
!!i with Bivacuum Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!!i with fundamental quantized

frequency ($VPW % n$0!i. This interaction occur in the process of quantum beats between the
actual and complementary states of sub-elementary fermions, representing their
"Corpusle%C! # Wave%W!# pulsations with fundamental Compton frequency:

$C #W % $VPW % n$0 % n%m0c2 !/&
i     2

where: m0c2 is a rest-mass energy of sub-elementary fermion of i -generation.
The absence of magnetic monopole - spatially localized magnetic charge, is one of the important
consequences of our model of elementary particles, as far the magnetic moments symmetry shift
of BVFas

" is independent on velocity (v!in,ext and always zero:
.!! % !V

$ ! !V
! % 0     3

The "C # W# pulsations are accompanied by emission # absorption of cumulative virtual
clouds (CVC!), formed by subquantum particles. The total energy, charge and spin of particle,
moving in space with velocity (v) is determined by the unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"

!
z,

as far the paired ones in "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y of triplets compensate each other.
In the case of proton:

p % - "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y $ F"
$ ,z

"     3a
the triplets of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions, with mass, corresponding to that of " -
electron generation, has a properties of quarks and antiquarks. However, in our model of adrons
we do not need the hypothesis of fractional quark charge.
The energy of 8 gluons is about 50% of energy/mass of quarks and antiquarks (" sub-elementary
fermions and antifermions). These gluons correspond to 8 different superposition of
[CVC$ $ CVC!# in two spin states (!1/2! of triplets of (p), emitted and absorbed with in-phase
"C # W# pulsation of pair of quark $ antiquark:

"F'
$ $ F)

!#S%0,1
" % "q$$q!#S%0,1     3b

of triplets (3a). The pairs of quark (q$ ~ "$! and antiquark (q! ~ "!!, like (3b) represents mesons
with neutral bosons properties.
Thenewformulas for totalenergyofdeBrogliewave of sub-elementary fermion, equal in both
phase, taking into account the recoil and antirecoil energy, compensating each other in the process
of [C# W# pulsation, is derived.
Thesystemof these formulasunifies theextended inourwork theoryof relativitywithquantum
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mechanics %duality!andquantumfield theory.
The empirical frequency of de Broglie wave of the electron, proton, atom or molecule ($B

ext! is
demonstrated to be the modulation frequency of the internal Compton (reference) frequency of
"C # W# pulsation of their sub-elementary fermions ($0

in) i, forming elementary particles, by the
external particles translational dynamics. The "C # W# pulsations of unpaired F"

! , i are
accompanied by the "emission # absorption# of Cumulative Virtual Clouds (CVC!) and the
reversible recoil - antirecoil effects, generating the electric and magnetic potentials,
correspondingly.
The notion of metastable Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material object in

Bivacuum is introduced. The VR is a result of interference of fundamental Virtual Pressure
Waves (VPW0

!! of Bivacuum (reference waves), with virtual ”object waves” (VPWm
! !. The latter

represent whirls of superimposed [CVC$ $ CVC!#m
i , generated by the in-phase "C # W#

pulsation of pairs "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y
i of triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y $ F"

! ,z
i , modulated by translational

and librational de Broglie waves of the object’s atoms and molecules.
It follows from Unified theory, that the Principle of least action is a consequence of Virtual
Pressure Waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum influence on pulsing particles, driving the properties of
matter to conditions of combinational resonance. Its ground frequency is equal to Compton one
equal to Golden mean frequency (2).
The dimensionless pace of time for any closed system is determined by the pace of its kinetic
energy change (anisotropic in general case), related to change of Bivacuum Tuning Energy:
TEi% |mV

$c2 ! nm0c2 |i % &|$C#W !n$0
i |, introduced in our work, as a difference between the

total energy of particle, related to frequency of its [C # W# pulsation and fundamental energy of
Bivacuum (nm0c2!:

"dt/t % d ln t % !d lnTk#x,y,z % !d ln"%1 $ R!TEi #x,y,z

% !d ln"%1 $ R!|$C#W !n$0
i |#x,y,z

    4

    4a
where: R % "1 ! %v/c!2#1/2 is relativistic factor; n % 1,2,3. . . is quantization number of VPW!

energy EVPW % nm0
i c2 % n&$0

i and fundamental Compton frequency: $0
i % m0

i c2/&
The time for each selected closed system of particles is a parameter, characterizing the average
velocity and acceleration of these particles, i.e. this system dynamics. The pace of time is zero and
time - infinitive, if kinetic energy of closed system is permanent. The pace of time and time itself
are uncertain (dt/t % 0/0; t % 0/0), if the translational velocity is permanent and equal to zero
(v % 0 % const!.
A lot of experimental results, like Kozyrev’s ones, incompatible with existing paradigm, find the

explanations in terms of our theory, confirming the existence of new kind of Bivacuum mediated
nonlocal interaction between distant systems, realized via nonlocal Virtual Guides (VirGSME

ext ! of
spin, momentum and kinetic energy between Sender (nonequilibrium system) and Receiver. The
worm like VirGSME

ext can be formed by Bivacuum bosons or Cooper pairs of Bivacuum fermions.
Synchronization of "C # W# pulsation between remote elementary particles under the action of
all-pervading Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (VPW!! is important factor in quantum
entanglement.
The main source of ’free’ energy of Bivacuum, used by overunity devices, is forced combinational
resonance of de Broglie waves of real elementary particles with fundamental Bivacuum virtual
pressure waves (VPW!! of basic quantized frequency $0

i % %m0
i c2 !/& % $rot

i (see eq.2). The
condition of combinational resonance is:

$VPW % n$0
i % k$C#W

or : EVPW % nm0
i c2 % kmV

$ c2

    5
    5a

where: n and k are the integer numbers.
The energy exchange between VPW$ $ VPW! and real particles in the process of "C # W#
pulsation of pairs "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y of triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y $ F"

! ,z
i at pull-in -range state

accelerate them, driving to resonant conditions (5 and 5a).
In accordance to rules of combinational resonance of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves with

elementary particles, we have the following relation between quantized energy and frequency of
VPW! and energy/frequency of triplets C # W pulsation in resonance conditions:

EVPW! % &$VPW!
i % n&$0

i % &$C#W
i % R&$0 $&$B % R&$0 $ h2/2mV

$%B
2

or : nm0
i c2 % Rm0

i c2 $ mV
$v2 % Rm0

i c2 $
m0

i c2%v/c!2

R

R % 1 ! %v/c!2; n % 1,2,3. . . %integer numbers)

    6

    6a

where the angle frequency of de Broglie waves is: %$B !1,2,3 their length is: %B% 2#LB
2 % h/mV

$v
and:
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$B % &/2mV
$LB

2 % mV
$v2/2&     7

The relation between translational most probable velocity of particle and quantization number (n!,
corresponding to resonant interaction of Bivacuum VPW! with pulsing particles, is:

v % c n2!1
n2

1/2
    8

At the conditions of triplets fusion, when n % 1, the translational velocity of particle is zero:
vn%1 % 0. When the quantized energy of VPWn

!, corresponds to n % 2, the resonant translational
velocity of particle should be: vn%2 % c & 0.866 % 2,6 & 1010cm/s. At n % 3,we have from (8):
vn%3 % c & 0.942 % 2,83 & 1010cm/s.
It is anticipated, that at the velocity, corresponding to n - 1,5, the interaction of pulsing particles

with basic VPWn%1
! after forcing of oscillation should slow down the their velocity, driving

translational mobility to resonant conditions: n % 1, v / 0. The 2nd and 3d laws of
thermodynamics, reflecting the ’spontaneous’ cooling of matter can be a consequence of just this
conditions.
For the other hand, if velocity of particles corresponds to n , 1,5, their pull-in range interaction
with VPWn%2

! can accelerate them up to conditions: n % 2, v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.
Virtual particles and antiparticles have mass mV

$ ! mV
! - m0 and charge |'e $ !

'e ! | - e0

symmetry shift smaller, than the rest mass and charge of real sub-elementary fermions and
antifermions. The frequency of their "C#W# pulsation is lower than fundamental Compton’s one:
$

C#W
i - $0

i % m0
i c2/&. These reasons prevent the fusion of virtual particles and antiparticles to

triplets. The action of fundamental virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum with Compton
frequency ($0

i ! on groups of Cooper pairs of virtual particles: q"BVF'$ BVF)#as %q ,, 1!,
forming big vortices with radiuses: R % &/ mV

$ ! mV
! i

c ,, L0
i % %L$L!!1/2 % &/%m0c! , can

accelerate their rotation around common axis, driving to Golden mean conditions from the lower
limit: vrot

ext / !1/2c. It is another - virtual source of superfluous energy of Bivacuum, standing for
mechanism of overunity devices. This acceleration finally may transform the virtual particles to
real elementary particles. It happens in strong enough fields, providing starting symmetry shift of
Bivacuum fermions and corresponding external velocity and frequency of "C#W# pulsation,
necessary for forcing of oscillation and synchronization with VPW!.
Most technically simple example of propulsion, based on mechanism of the accelerated electron

gas in the electrodes of capacitor as a result of forced resonance with VPWn#2
! , is presented by

Biefeld-Brown (B-B) effect. This effect is confirmed in many laboratories over the world
(Naudin, http://members.aol.com/jnaudin509/, Bahder and Fazi, 2003). When a high voltage (~30
kV) is applied to a capacitor, whose electrodes have different dimensions, the capacitor
experiences a net force toward the smaller electrode, positive in most cases. The B-B effect may
have applications to vehicle propulsion in space. The physical basis for the Biefeld - Brown effect
is not understood in the framework of existing paradigm. Using our Unified theory, we may
explain this effect as a result of two process:
1) acceleration of the translational dynamics of conductivity electrons in the volume of electrodes

of capacitors in strong electric field, making the electrons most probable translational velocity in
eq.7 close enough to resonant velocity v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s at n % 2 and $C#W / 2$0, when the
additional acceleration under the influence of Bivacuum Pressure Waves (VPW!! in conditions of
combinational resonance (6 and 8) becomes effective. The corresponding excessive internal
kinetic energy of the electrons at big enough voltage can be resulted in overcoming the
autoelectronic emission threshold and electric break of capacitor, following by thrust. In Searl
machine such pull-in range energy exchange of conductivity electrons with Bivacuum VPW!

induce the ’spontaneous’ acceleration of rolls rotation around stator of machine;
2) different pressure on positive and negative electrodes of capacitors, provided by virtual
negative sub-elementary fermions of ("! and by virtual positive sub-elementary antifermions of (e!
generation, correspondingly, acquiring the additional kinetic energy in the external space between
electrodes under basic %VPWn%1

! !e," action and their spatial separation in strong electric field. The
asymmetric internal and external pressure of real and virtual elementary particles,
correspondingly, is exerted by their, hitting on the electrodes of opposite charge of capacitor,
creating thrust and capacitor propulsion.
Some evidence are existing, that the difference in electrodes dimensions is more important factor
of thrust direction, than their polarity. The geometrical asymmetry of capacitor may provide the
’focusing’ of collective momentums of real and virtual particles increasing the B-B effect.
The collective and coherent properties of the conductivity electrons in the electrodes of capacitor

are the important factor, which should increase the B-B effect, if our explanation is right. For
verification of given explanation, I propose to use for the positive and negative electrodes of
capacitors the magnets from paramagnetic materials, where the electrons dynamics is ordered
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much more than in regular metals. The strong enhancement of B-B effect is anticipated.
The Searl overunity device is also considered from the positions of our Unified theory.

Two accompanied its action effects - decreasing or increasing of the effective mass of Magnetic
Energy Converter (MEC), depending on clockwise or anticlockwise direction of rotor of MEC,
and its self acceleration should be analyzed separately, as far they are based on different physical
mechanisms and are not directly dependent on each other:
1. The increasing or decreasing of the effective mass of rotating magnetic system, named

Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC) in Searl effect can be a consequence of shift of equilibrium
between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins "BVF'# BVF)# to the left or right, depending on
clockwise or anticlockwise direction of MEC rotor rotation. This effect is due to corresponding
sign of mass symmetry shift of the huge number of BVF, surrounding system and between MEC
and the Earth surface. The primary unperturbed by MEC symmetry shift of Bivacuum is
determined by the Earth gravitational potential. The sign of additional symmetry shift in
Bivacuum and it absolute value |!&mV

$ c2 |H, generated by MEC, is dependent on clockwise or
anticlockwise magnets rotation, related to equilibrium shift of [virtual particles # virtual
antiparticles] to the right or to the left, increasing or decreasing the gravitational interaction
between Earth and MEC.
2. For explanation of self-acceleration of MEC rotor we proceed from assumption, that between

the velocity of MEC paramagnetic rolls rotation around stator and most probable translational
velocity of real ’free’ electrons in their coherent clusters near rolls surface and dynamics of ions of
rolls lattice the strong correlation is existing.
The additional acceleration of orchestrated collectivized electrons in moving magnets, driving

their translational velocity to resonant interaction with VPWn%2
! : n % 2, v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.

This pull-in range acceleration becomes possible after acquiring by the surface electrons of rolling
magnets the sufficient resulting velocity for combinational resonance condition (6). This resulting
velocity can be evaluated approximately, as a sum of the internal most probable velocity of ’free’
electron gas, using Maxwell distribution:

v in% 2kT
me

~107 cm/s at room temperature     9

and the additional translational electrons velocity increment, induced by the rolls of MEC rotation
around stator. After the rolls surface electrons velocity threshold overcoming (about
.vext$ 3 & 104 cm/s! the MEC rotor acceleration starts. The velocity increment is induced by
acceleration of the orchestrated electrons within the rolls of MEC due to their coupling with ion
lattice of paramagnetic rolls.
The superfluous energy of space, extracted by Motionless Electromagnetic Generators (MEG),

constructed and patented in US by Patrick, Bearden, Hayes, Moore and Kenny (2002), also can be
a result of acceleration of charged real and virtual fermions or antifermions, induced by resonant
interaction with Bivacuum VPWn%2,3

! . In such a way the ’free’ energy of Bivacuum is converted to
additional kinetic energy of the coherent electrons in ’collectors’. This increment of kinetic
energy, like in B-B effect, increases the electrons flux in short - living nonequilibrium states,
realized in MEG. The role of magnetic field action in MEG and de Palma overunity machines,
based on Faraday disk, is to increase the fraction of coherent electrons and cumulative effect of
their interaction with VPWn%2,3

! in conducting parts of devices.
In hydrosonic or cavitation overunity devices, using ultrasound induced cavitation, the collapsing

of bubbles is accompanied by high temperature jump about 6000 K, ionization and dissociation of
liquids molecules (i.e. H2O # H$ $ HO!!, tearing off the electrons and visible radiation
(sonoluminescence). The additional accelerations of the electrons and protons in their pull-in
range conditions with VPWi

! provide the ratio of output to input energy (Coefficient of
performance) in the range 1,5 - 7. Our theory predicts, that in strong magnetic fields this
coefficient will be greater.
In all kinds of known ’free energy’ generators/converters, one or both of interacting systems:
Bivacuum and/or conducting elements of convertors should be in nonequilibrium state.

Keywords: vacuum, Bivacuum, torus, antitorus, virtual Bose condensation, nonlocality, virtual
fermions and bosons, sub-elementary particles, symmetry shift, golden mean, mass, charge, fusion
of elementary particles triplets, corpuscle - wave duality, de Broglie wave, electromagnetism,
gravitation, quantum entanglement, principle of least action, harmonization force, time, virtual
guides, Pauli principle, virtual replica, unification, overunity devices, Biefeld - Brown effect,
Searl effect, Bearden Motionless electromagnetic generator (MEG), hydrosonic devices.
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Introduction
Einstein never accepted the Bohr’s philosophy, that properties of particles cannot be analyzed

without direct experimental control. Bohr’s objection of EPR paradox was based on this point.
David Bohm was the first one, who made an attempt to explain wholeness of the Universe,

without loosing the causality principle. Experimental discovery: ”Aharonov-Bohm effect” (1950)
pointing that electron is able to ”feel” the presence of a magnetic field even in a regions where
the probability of field existing is zero, was stimulating. For explanation of nonlocality Bohm
introduced in 1952 the notion of quantum potential, which pervaded all of space. But unlike
gravitational and electromagnetic fields, its influence did not decrease with distance. All the
particles are interrelated by very sensitive to any perturbations quantum potential. This means
that signal transmission between particles may occur instantaneously. The idea of quantum
potential or active information is close to notion of pilot wave, proposed by de Broglie at the
Solvay Congress in 1927. In fact, Bohm develops the de Broglie idea of pilot wave, applying it
for many-body system.

In our Unified theory instead quantum potential we introduced the notion of external
nonlocal virtual spin, momentum and energy guides (VirGSME

ext !.Our VirGSME
ext have some

common properties with ’wormholes’ (Wheeler, Misner, 1950; Wheeler, 1968). They connect
and interrelate spin, momentum and energy of distant elementary fermions and antifermions of
the opposite spins, but close energy and frequencies of [Corpuscle - Wave] pulsation (see Fig.4
of this paper). The mechanism of VirGSME

ext action includes the collective pulsation of diameter of
virtual microtubule, formed by huge number of pairs of [torus $ antitorus], introduced in our
concept of superfluid Bivacuum. These pulsations are followed by the angular momentum (spin
state) and momentum/energy exchange between connected by VirGSME

ext fermions. Such dynamics
of virtual microtubules (VM) without their resulting energy change, due to compensation of
positive and negative energy increments of torus and antitorus, is responsible for nonlocal
quantum entanglement between even very remote ’tuned’ particles and their coherent groups.
The coherence, necessary for VirGSME mediated interaction, is provided by the resonant
exchange interaction of elementary particles with all-pervading basic Bivacuum virtual pressure
waves (VPW0

!! in a course of particles "C # W# pulsation.
In 1957 Bohm published a book: Causality and Chance in Modern Physics. Later he comes to

conclusion, that Universe has a properties of giant, flowing hologram. Taking into account its
dynamic nature, he prefer to use term: holomovement. In his book: Wholeness and the Implicate
Order (1980) he develops an idea that our explicated unfolded reality is a product of enfolded
(implicated) or hidden order of existence. He consider the manifestation of all forms in the
universe, as a result of enfolding and unfolding exchange between two orders, determined by
super quantum potential.

In book, written by D. Bohm and B. Hiley (1993): ”THE UNDIVIDED UNIVERSE. An
ontological interpretation of quantum theory” the electron is considered, as a particle with well-
defined position and momentum which are, however, under influence of special wave (quantum
potential). Elementary particle, in accordance with these authors, is a sequence of incoming and
outgoing waves, which are very close to each other. However, particle itself does not have a
wave nature. Interference pattern in double slit experiment after Bohm is a result of periodically
”bunched” character of quantum potential.

After Bohm, the manifestation of corpuscle - wave duality of particle is dependent on the
way, which observer interacts with a system. He claims that both of this properties are always
enfolded in particle. It is a basic difference with our model, assuming that the wave and
corpuscle phase are realized alternatively with high frequency during two different semiperiods
of sub-elementary particles, forming particles in the process of quantum beats between sublevels
of positive (actual) and negative (complementary) energy. This frequency is amplitude and phase
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modulated by experimentally revealed de Broglie wave of particles.
The important point of Bohmian philosophy, coinciding with our concept, is that everything

in the Universe is a part of dynamic continuum. Neurophysiologist Karl Pribram does made the
next step in the same direction as Bohm: ”The brain is a hologram enfolded in a holographic
Universe”.

The good popular description of Bohm and Pribram ideas are presented in books: ”The Bell’s
theorem and the curious quest for quantum reality” (1990) by David Peat and ”The Holographic
Universe” (1992) by Michael Talbot. Such original concepts are interesting and stimulating,
indeed, but should be considered as a first attempts to transform intuitive perception of duality
and quantum wholeness into clear geometrical and mathematical models.

In 1950 John Wheeler and Charles Misner published Geometrodynamics, a new description
of space-time properties, based on topology. Topology is more general than Euclidean geometry
and deeper than non-Euclidean, used by Einstein in his General theory of relativity. Topology
does not deal with distances, angles and shapes. Drawn on a sheet of stretching rubber, a circle,
triangle and square are indistinguishable. A ball, pyramid and a cube also can be transformed
into the other. However, objects with holes in them can never be transformed by stretching and
deforming into objects without holes. For example black hole can be described in terms of
topology. It means that massive rotating body behave as a space-time hole. Wheeler supposed
that elementary particles and antiparticles, their spins, positive and negative charges can be
presented as interconnected black and white holes. Positron and electron pair correspond to such
model. The energy, directed to one of the hole, goes throw the connecting tube -”handle” and
reappears at the other. The connecting tube exist in another space-time than holes itself. Such a
tube is undetectable in normal space and the process of energy transmission looks as
instantaneous. In conventional space-time two ends of tube, termed ’wormholes’ can be a vast
distant apart. It gives an explanation of quantum nonlocality.

The same is true for introduced in our theory nonlocal Virtual spin-momentum-energy guides
(VirGSME!. In our Unified Theory (UT) the introduced VirGSME, formed by Bivacuum bosons
(BVB!!, may connect not only positrons and electrons or other pairs of particles and
antiparticles, but also remote virtual Bivacuum fermions %BVF'! and antifermions %BVF)! of
similar generations (e,%,"!.

Sidharth (1998, 1999) considered elementary particle as a relativistic vortex of Compton
radius, from which he recovered its mass and quantized spin. He pictured a particle as a fluid
vortex steadily circulating with light velocity along a 2D ring or spherical 3D shell with radius

L % &
2mc     1

Inside such vortex the notions of negative energy, superluminal velocities and nonlocality are
acceptable without contradiction with conventional theory.

Bohm’s hydrodynamic formulation and substitution

& % Re iS     2

where R and S are real function of r and t, transforms the Schrodinger equation to

%'
%t $ &%'v ! % 0

or : & %S
%t $ &2

2m %&S!2 $ V % &2

2m %&2R/R! " Q

    3

    4

where: ' % R2; v % &
2m &S and Q % &2

2m %&2R/R!
Sidharth comes to conclusion that the energy of nonlocal quantum potential (Q) is

determined by inertial mass (m) of particle:
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Q " ! &2

2m %&2R/R! % mc2     5

He treated also a charged Dirac fermions, as a Kerr-Newman black holes.
Barut and Bracken (1981) considered zitterbewegung - rapidly oscillating imaginary part of

particle position, leading from Dirac theory (1958), as a harmonic oscillator in the Compton
wavelength region of particle. Hestness (1990) proposed, that zitterbewegung arises from self
interaction, resulting from wave-particle duality. Within the region of Compton vortex the
superluminal velocity and negative energy are possible after Sidharth. If measurements are
averaged over time t~mc2/& and over space L~&/mc, the imaginary part of particle’s position
disappears and we are back in usual Physics (Sidharth, 1998).

Serious attack on problem of quantum nonlocality was performed by Roger Penrose (1989)
with his twister theory of space-time. After Penrose, quantum phenomena can generate
space-time. The twisters, proposed by him, are lines of infinite extent, resembling twisting light
rays. Interception or conjunction of twistors lead to origination of particles. In such a way the
local and nonlocal properties and particle-wave duality are interrelated in twistors geometry. The
analysis of main quantum paradoxes was presented by Asher Peres (1992) and Charles Bennett
et. al., (1993).

In our Unified model the local properties, within the Compton region of Bivacuum dipoles,
are resulted from local Bivacuum symmetry shift of sub-elementary particles, responsible for
their inertial mass and charge origination. The nonlocal properties of two or more particles in
state of entanglement, are the consequence of Bivacuum gap symmetry oscillation (BvSO)
between torus and antitorus of BVF",BVB! and corresponding pulsation of BVB! radius, equal
to that of virtual spin-momentum-energy guide VirGSME, connecting these particles with
counterphase [C # W# pulsation.

The quite different approach for computational derivation of quantum relativistic systems
with forward-backward space-time shifts, developed by Daniel Dubois (1999), led to some
results, similar to ours (Kaivarainen, 1993, 1995, 2001, 2003, 2004). For example, the group and
phase masses, introduced by Dubois, related to internal group and phase velocities, has analogy
with actual and complementary masses, introduced in our Unified model (UM). In both
approaches, the product of these masses is equal to the particle’s rest mass squared. The notion of
discrete time interval, used in Dubois approach, may correspond to PERIOD of [C # W]
pulsation of sub-elementary particles in UM. The positive internal time interval, in accordance to
our model, corresponds to forward C / W transition and the negative one to the backward
W / C transition.

In theory of Haisch, Rueda and Puthoff (1994), Rueda and Haish (1998) it was proposed, that
the inertia is a reaction force, originating in a course of dynamic interaction between the
electromagnetic zero-point field (ZPF) of vacuum and charge of elementary particles.

In our approach, the resistance of particle to acceleration (i.e. inertia force), proportional to
its mass (second Newton’s law) is a consequence of resistance of Bivacuum symmetry and
virtual pressure wave energy density to changing, accompanied variation of particle’s momentum
and kinetic energy.

In contrast to nonlocal Mach’s principle, our theory of particle-Bivacuum interaction
explains the existence of inertial mass of even single particle in empty Universe. In accordance to
formalism of our theory, the rest mass and charge of elementary fermions origination are both the
result of Bivacuum fermions (BVF) symmetry shift, corresponding to Golden mean conditions,
i.e. equality of the ratio of external velocity of BVF to light velocity squared to:
%v/c!2 % ! % 0.618.

The work, presented here, is a next stage of development of the Unified theory of Bivacuum,
"corpuscle %C! # wave %W!# duality, electromagnetism and gravitation (Kaivarainen, 1993;
1995; 2001a; 2002; 2002a; 2003; 2004). The model of Bivacuum is a result of new
interpretation of Dirac’s theory, pointing to equal probability of positive and negative energy
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(Dirac, 1958). The symmetry of our Bivacuum as respect to probability of elementary particles
and antiparticles creation, makes it principally different from asymmetric Dirac’s vacuum (1958),
with its realm of negative energy saturated with electrons. Positrons in his model represent the
’holes’, originated as a result of the electrons jumps in realm of positive energy. Currently it
becomes clear, that the Dirac’s model of vacuum is not general enough to explain all know
experimental data, for example, the bosons emergency.

The main goals of our work can be formulated as follows:
1. Development of superfluid Bivacuum model, as the dynamic matrix of symmetric double

cells-dipoles, formed by pairs of virtual torus and antitorus of the opposite energy/mass, charge
and magnetic moments. The explanation of creation of the electrons, positrons, quarks and
photons, as a triplets of asymmetric Bivacuum sub-elementary fermions of tree lepton generation
(e,%,"!. The resulting external properties of such elementary particles are still described by the
existing formalism of quantum mechanics and Maxwell equations;

2. Development of the dynamic model of wave-corpuscle duality of sub-elementary
particles/antiparticles, forming elementary particles and antiparticles. Explanation of the
nonlocal quantum entanglement, based on new theory;

3. Generalization of Einstein’s and Dirac’s formalism for free relativistic particles,
introducing the notions of correlated pairs of inertial - actual torus and inertialess -
complementary antitorus of sub-elementary fermions, forming elementary particles, as the
asymmetric triple-pole dipoles, containing the opposite mass, charge and magnetic momentum
poles;

4. Finding the analytical equations, relating the internal and external parameters of
sub-elementary particles and elucidation the quantum roots of Golden Mean, as a condition of
triplets of sub-elementary fermions fusion, the rest mass and elementary charge origination at
certain threshold of their symmetry shift, making possible the resonant energy exchange with
Bivacuum;

5. Explanation of the absence of Dirac’s monopole in Nature;
6. Calculation of magnetic moment of the electron, based on our Unified Theory (UT).

Evaluation of the velocities of zero-point oscillations, responsible for electromagnetic and
gravitational potentials of the electron as a consequence of longitudinal and transversal elastic
recoil effects, accompanied "Corpuscle # Wave# pulsation of particles;

7. Unification of Principle of least action, electromagnetism, gravitation and time with
introduced in our theory Tuning energy of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves;

8. Elaboration a concept of Virtual Replica (VR) of any material object in Bivacuum with
hologram properties, as a consequence of superposition of the reference basic Bivacuum virtual
pressure waves (VPW0

!! and virtual spin waves (VirSW0
!1/2! with the object virtual waves

(VPWm
! ! and (VirSWm

!1/2!, modulated by de Broglie waves of particles, forming this object;
9. Proposing a new mechanism of Bivacuum - mediated nonlocal spin (information),

momentum and energy exchange between remote coherent microscopic and macroscopic
systems via introduced Virtual guides of spin, momentum and energy %VirGS,M,E!;

10. Explanation of Kozyrev’s type experiments and other phenomena, incompatible with
mainstream paradigm, based on new kind of nonlocal Bivacuum mediated interaction between
remote objects, following from our Unified theory;

11. Construction of the new dynamic Hydrogen atom model, alternative to the Bohr’s one;
12. Explanation of the Biefeld-Brown, Searl Bearden and cavitational overunity devises

action, converting the energy Bivacuum virtual pressure waves to acceleration of the electrons
due to forced combinational resonance between "Corpuscle # Wave# pulsation of particles and
virtual pressure waves of Bivacuum (VPW0

!!.
1. New Hierarchical Model of Bivacuum, as a Superfluid Multi-Cell Structure

New concept of Bivacuum is elaborated, as a dynamic superfluid matrix of the Universe
with large domains of virtual Bose condensation, standing for their nonlocal properties.
Bivacuum is represented by continuums of subquantum particles and antiparticles of the
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opposite energies, with properties of quantum liquids, separated by energy gap.
The collective excitations of such quantum liquid (ether), form the quantized vortical

structures in Bivacuum - strongly interrelated donuts: toruses V$ and antitoruses V! of the
opposite energies with Compton radiuses L0

i % &/m0
i c of three electron’s generation (i % e,!, "!.

The pairs of these in-phase clockwise or anticlockwise rotating toruses and antitoruses
(cell-dipoles), form Bivacuum fermions (BVF' % V$( V!)i and antifermions (BVF) % V$* V!)i

of opposite spins. The intermediate state between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins, named
Bivacuum bosons, has two possible polarization: (BVB$ % V$') V!)i and (BVB! % V$)' V!)i.
Two Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins may form Cooper pair: [BVF' $ BVF)#.

The correlated actual torus (V$! and complementary antitorus (V!! have the opposite
quantized energy, mass, charges and magnetic moments, which compensate each other in
symmetric primordial Bivacuum (in the absence of matter and fields) and do not compensate in
secondary Bivacuum.

The opposite quantized energy of torus and antitorus (EV$ and EV!! are interrelated with
their radiuses (LV!

n ! as:

"EV!
n % !m0c2% 1

2 $ n! % !&$0%
1
2 $ n!#e,%," n % 0,1,2. . .

or : EV!
n % &c

LV!
n

e,%,"

where : LV!
n % &

m0c% 1
2 $ n!

% L0
1
2 $ n

e,%,"

    1.9

    1.9a

where: "L0 % &/m0c#
e,%," is a Compton radius of the electron of corresponding lepton

generation (i % e,%,"!; &$0
i % m0

i c2 and $0
i % m0

i c2/& is fundamental angular frequency of
Bivacuum.

The interrelations between increments of energy and radiuses of torus and antitorus in
primordial Bivacuum, i.e. in the absence of matter and field, are equal to:

.EV!
i % ! &c

LV!
i 2 .LV!

i % !EV!
i .LV!

i

LV!
i or :

! .LV!
i %

# LV!
i 2

#&c .EV!
i %

SBVB!
i

2hc .EV!
i % LV!

i .EV!
i

EV!
i

    1.10

    1.10a

where: SBVB!
i % # LV!

i 2 is a square of cross-section of torus and antitorus, forming
Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! and Bivacuum fermions (BVF"!.

The torus and antitorus (V$and V!! i of BVF" are both rotating in the same direction:
clockwise or anticlockwise. This direction determines the positive and negative spins
(S % !1/2&! of Bivacuum fermions: BVF' or BVF). In Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! with zero
spin, V$and V! rotate in the opposite directions.

The virtual mass, charge and magnetic moments of torus and antitorus of BVF" and BVB!

compensate each other. Consequently, BVF" and BVB! represent dipoles of three different
poles. There are three types of mass (mV

$ % |mV
! | % m0! i, electric (e$ and e!! and magnetic (!$

and !!! dipoles, describing properties of %BVF"! i % "V$+ V!#i and %BVB!! i % "V$') V!#i

corresponding to three lepton generations %i % e,%,").
The energy gap between torus and antitorus of symmetric %BVF"! i or %BVB!! i is:

"ABVF % EV$ ! %!EV!! % &$0%1 $ 2n!#i % m0
i c2%1 $ 2n! % hc

[dV$+V!]n
i     1.11

where characteristic distance between torus (V$! i and antitorus (V!! i of Bivacuum dipoles
(gap dimension) is a quantized parameter:
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[dV$+V!]n
i % h

m0
i c%1 $ 2n!

    1.12

From 1.6 and 1.7a we can see, that at n / 0, the energy gap ABVF
i is decreasing till &$0 and

the spatial gap dimension [dV$+V!]n
i is increasing up to Compton length %0

i % h/m0
i c.

The radius of each type of symmetric %BVF"! i or %BVB!! i in the ground state, when n % 0,
is equal to radius of corresponding generation torus:

Le % &/m0
ec ,, L% % &/m0

%c , L" % &/m0
%c     1.13

The smaller %BVF"!%," can be located inside and outside of bigger %BVF"!e.
The reversible transitions of torus and antitorus of (BVF" % V$+ V!)n

i between states with
different quantum numbers: n % 1,2,3. . . and fundamental Compton frequency

$0 % m0c2/& % c
L0

i
    1.14

are accompanied by the [emission # absorption] of virtual clouds (VC j,k
$ ~ V j

$!Vk
$! i and

anticlouds (VC j,k
! ~V j

!!Vk
!! i. It will be shown in this paper, that basic carrying Compton

frequency of [Corpuscle # Wave] pulsation is equal to (1.9) also.
The energy and momentum of primordial Bivacuum keeps constant in a course of strictly

correlated spontaneous transitions between similar/symmetric excited and ground states of torus
and antitorus of BVF" and BVB!, in realms of positive ($) and negative (-) energy, because these
transitions compensate each other.

The energy of asymmetric %BVF" and BVB!!' of secondary Bivacuum - in presence of matter
and fields is dependent on sign and value of Bivacuum symmetry shift: !&.(0

i % !.m0
i c2 and

Bivacuum excitation state.

The gradient of ratio of density of Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins BVF' and BVF) is
related to gradient of their equilibrium constant:

grad %1 ! KBVF!% grad %1 ! "BVF'#/"BVF)#!     1.15

like the gradient of density ratio of BVB$ and BVB! of opposite polarization:

grad %|1 ! KBVB! |!% grad %|1 ! "BVB$#/"BVB!#|!     1.16

may originate under the influence of rotating atoms, molecules or macroscopic bodies and curled
electromagnetic field.

The Bivacuum excitations: BVB!, BVF' and BVF) may have a broad spectra of radiuses and
energetic gaps, determined by the energy and effective mass of excitations. This means the
existence of fractal hierarchic structure of Bivacuum, as a superposition of different circulations,
pairs of torus or vortices.

1.2 Virtual Bose Condensation (VirBC) of Bivacuum as a Base of Nonlocality
It follows from our model of Bivacuum, that the infinitive number of Cooper like pairs

"BVF'$ BVF)#S%0
i and their intermediate states - Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! i, as the elements of

Bivacuum, due to zero or very small (in presence of fields and matter) external zero-point
translational momentums:

pBVF'$BVF)
i % mBVF'$BVF)

i v / 0
pBVB

i % mBVB
i v / 0

pBVF'$BVF)
i % pBVB

i

    1.17
    1.17a
    1.17b

can form virtual microtubules %VirMT! with properties of Virtual Guides of spin,
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momentum and energy (VirGSME!. The radius of such ’wormholes’ is equal to Compton radius
of torus (V$) and antitorus (V!!, determined by mass of corresponding lepton/electron
generation: Li % &/%m0

i c!. The length of such quasi one-dimensional (like quantum strings)
virtual Bose condensation (VirBC) can be comparable with dimensions of the Universe:

%VirBC
i % h/pBVF'$BVF),BVB

i / (     1.18

The clusterization and bunching of virtual microtubules (VirMT) with isotropic orientations
in the absence of fields and matter, is one of the stage of Bivacuum self-organization. It leads to
origination of huge domains of virtual Bose condensate (VirBC) with nonlocal properties,
responsible for microscopic and macroscopic entanglement between coherent particles and their
systems (real Bose condensate).

Nonlocality, as the independence of potential on the distance in the volume of virtual or real
Bose condensate, follows from application of Virial theorem to system of %BVF"! i and %BVB!!
(Kaivarainen, 2002; 2004). The Virial theorem in general form is correct not only for classical,
but also for quantum systems. It relates the averaged external kinetic T' k%v(! %

i

) mivi
2/2 and

potential V' %r! energies of particles, composing these systems in such a form:

2T' k%v(! % )
i

mivi
2 % )

i
r(i%V/%r(i     1.19

If the potential energy V%r! is a homogeneous n ! order function like:

V%r! * rn     1.20

then the average external kinetic and potential energies are related via the power (n) as:

n % 2Tk

V%r!
    1.21

For example, for a harmonic oscillator, when T' k % V' ,we have n % 2. For Coulomb
interaction: n % !1 and T' % !V' /2.

The important consequence of Virial theorem is that if the average kinetic energy and
momentum (p! of particles in certain volume of Bose condensate tends to zero:

Tk % p 2/2m / 0     1.22

the interaction between particles in volume of BC, characterized by radius: LBC%&/p , becomes
nonlocal, i.e. independent on distance between them:

V%r! * rn% 1 % const, if n % 2Tkin
ext /V % 0     1.23

In the case of virtual Bose condensation of Cooper pairs of Bivacuum fermions
"BVF'$ BVF)#S%0 and Bivacuum bosons %BVB!! the power is tending to zero:
n % 2Tkin

ext /V / 0, as far the external momentum and kinetic energy of pairs tend to zero. We
define the nonlocality, as independence of any potential in the volume of Bose condensation (real
or virtual) on distance (r). The informational signals (spin/phase) transmission in such a system
should be instant, corresponding to their infinitive velocity.

1.3 Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!) in primordial Bivacuum
Virtual clouds (VC j,k

$ ! i and anticlouds (VC j,k
! ! i emission and absorption in primordial

Bivacuum, i.e. in the absence of matter and fields, are the result of correlated transitions between
different excitation states (j,k! of torus (V j,k

$ ! i and antitoruses (V j,k
! ! i, forming symmetric

BVF"#i and "BVB! i, corresponding to three lepton generation (i % e,%,"! :
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%VC j,k
$ ! i " "V j

$ ! Vk
$ #i ! virtual cloud

%VC j,k
! ! i " "V j

! ! Vk
! #i ! virtual anticloud

    1.24

    1.24a

(VC j,k
$ ! i and (VC j,k

! ! i exist in form of collective excitation subquantum particles and
antiparticles, correspondingly.

The process of [creation # annihilation# of virtual clouds should be accompanied by
oscillation of virtual pressure (VP!) and excitation of positive and negative virtual pressure
waves (VPW$ and VPW!! j,k.

In primordial Bivacuum the virtual pressure waves: VPW$ and VPW! totally compensate
each other. However, in asymmetric secondary Bivacuum, in presence of matter and fields the
total compensation is absent and the resulting virtual pressure is nonzero.

The [VPW!# and their superposition due to their virtuality do not obey the laws of relativistic
mechanics and causality principle.

The quantized energy of VPW! and corresponding virtual clouds and anticlouds, emitted #
absorbed by %BVF! i and %BVB! i as a result of their transitions between j and k states are:

EVPW j,k
$

i % &$0
i %j ! k! % m0

i c2%j ! k!

EVPW j,k
!

i % !&$0
i %j ! k! % !m0

i c2%j ! k!

    1.25

    1.26a

The quantized fundamental Compton frequency of VPW!:

n$0
i % nm0

i c2/&     1.27

For quantization number of energy of symmetric primordial Bivacuum n % %j ! k! % 1,2,3. . .
the total compensation of positive and negative Virtual Pressure Waves is existing:

nEVPW j,k
$

i % !nEVPW j,k
!

i % nm0
i c2 % n&$0

i     1.28

Comparing this formula with expression for quantum potential %Q % mc2! in Sidharch’s
(1998) interpretation (eq.5 of Introduction) for the case, when m % m0 and n % 1, we can see
that they coincide. It means that in the framework of our theory the nonlocal quantum potential
of Bohm is equal to energy of most probable virtual clouds (VPW!!.

The transmission of signal in form of nonresonant Bivacuum gap oscillation, propagating in
Bivacuum without origination/annihilation of pairs of virtual particles and antiparticles is
nondissipative and instant. The infinitive velocity of signal transmission is a result of nonlocal
properties of any kind of Bose condensate: actual or virtual, as was demonstrated in section (1.1).

It looks, that Bivacuum can be considered, as the active medium, where BVF" and BVB!

dipoles are the active elements. The superposition of VPW$ and VPW!, excited by their
transitions, may form a three-dimensional (3D) autowaves. It is known from existing theory, that
3D autowaves can propagate in space, form rotating spiral structures (reverberations) or have
the stationary structures. The life-time of such rotating structures in superfluid Bivacuum, like
vortices in liquid Helium, can be very long.

2. Virtual Particles and Antiparticles
Generally accepted difference of virtual particles from the actual ones, is that the former, in

contrast to latter, does not follow the laws of relativistic mechanics:

m % m0

"1 ! %v/c!2 #1/2     2.1

For actual free particle with rest mass %m0! and relativistic mass (m!, the formula, following
from (2.1) is:
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E2!p 2c2 % m0
2c4     2.2

where E2% %mc2!2 is the total energy squared and
/
p % m

/
v is the momentum of particle.

In accordance to our model of Bivacuum, virtual particles represent asymmetric Bivacuum
dipoles (BVF)as and (BVB!as of three electron’s generation (i % e,%,"! in unstable state far from
Golden mean conditions. Virtual particles, like the real sub-elementary particles, may exist in
two phase: Corpuscular [C]- phase, representing strongly correlated pairs of asymmetric torus
(V$! and antitorus (V!! of two different energy states and Wave [W]- phase, resulting from
quantum beats between these states. Corresponding transitions are accompanied by emission or
absorption of Cumulative Virtual Cloud (CVC$ or CVC!!, formed by subquantum particles and
antiparticles.

Virtual particles differs from real sub-elementary ones by their lower stability (short
life-time) and inability for fusion to triplets, as far their symmetry shift, determined by their
external velocity and corresponding relativistic effects are not big enough to follow the Golden
Mean condition (see section 5).

For Cumulative Virtual Clouds (CVC!! and excited by them periodic subquantum particles
and antiparticles density oscillation in Bivacuum - virtual pressure waves (VPW!!, the
relativistic mechanics and equality (2.2) are not valid. Consequently, the causality principle also
do not works in a system of VPW!, representing oscillations of subquantum particles density.

The [electron - proton] interaction is generally considered, as a result of virtual photons
exchange (the cumulative virtual clouds CVC! exchange in terms of our theory- section 13.2!,
when the electron and proton total energies do not change. Only the directions of their
momentums are changed. In this case the energy of virtual photon in the equation (2.2) E % 0
and:

E2 ! p 2c2% !p 2c2 - 0     2.3

The measure of virtuality (Vir) is a measure of Dirac’s relation validity:

%Vir! *+ m0
2c4!%E2!p 2c2! +# 0     2.4

In contrast to actual particles, the virtual ones have a more limited radius of action. The more
is the virtuality (Vir), the lesser is the action radius. Each of emitted virtual quantum (virtual
cloud) must be absorbed by the same particle or another in a course of their "C # W# pulsations.

A lot of process in quantum electrodynamics can be illustrated by Feynman diagrams
(Feynman, 1985). In these diagrams, actual particles are described as infinitive rays (lines) and
virtual particles as stretches connecting these lines (Fig. 1).

Each peak (or angle) in Feynman diagrams means emission or absorption of quanta or
particles. The energy of each process (electromagnetic, weak, strong) is described using
correspondent fine structure constants.

Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams describing electron-proton scattering (interaction), mediated by virtual
photons: a) - annihilation of electron and positron by means of virtual electron e!%v! and virtual
positron e$%v! with origination of two and three actual photons %)! : diagrams b) and c)
correspondingly.

3 Two conservation rules for asymmetric Bivacuum fermions (BVF"!as and
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Bivacuum bosons (BVB!!as

There are two important postulates in our theory:
I. The absolute values of internal rotational kinetic energy of torus and antitorus are equal to

the half of the rest mass energy of the electrons of corresponding lepton generation, independent
on the external group velocity of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions: BVFas

" % "V$+ V!] and
Bivacuum bosons %BVB!!as:

"I# : 1
2 mV

$%vgr
in !2 % 1

2 |!mV
!%vph

in !2 |% 1
2 m0c2 % const

in

e,%,"
    3.1

II. The internal magnetic moments of torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of asymmetric
Bivacuum fermions and antifermions: BVFas

" % "V$+ V!] are equal to that of symmetric BVF"

!0 "
1
2 |e0 | &

m0c and independent on their external translational velocity, in contrast to changes
of their mass, internal angular velocities and electric charges, compensating each other:

"II# :
|!!$ |" 1

2 |e$ | |!& |
|mV

$ | vgr
in

rot
% |!!! |" 1

2 |!e! | |!& |
|!mV

! | vph
in

rot

%

% !0 "
1
2 |e0 | &

m0c % const

e,%,"

    3.2

The dependence of the actual inertial mass (mV
$! of torus V$ of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions

(BVFas
" % V$+ V!) and Bivacuum bosons, on the external group velocity (v) follows relativistic

mechanics:

mV
$ % m0/ 1 ! %v/c!2 % m     3.3

while the complementary inertialess mass (mV
!! of antitorus V! has the reverse velocity

dependence:

! mV
! % i2mV

! % !m0 1 ! %v/c!2     3.3a

The product of actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess) mass is a constant, equal to the
rest mass of particle squared and represent the mass compensation principle:

|mV
$ | & |!mV

! |% m0
2     3.4

The ratio of complementary mass to the actual one of BVFas
" " "V$+ V!#as is equal to:

!mV
!

mV
$ % 1 ! %v/c!2     3.5

The difference between absolute values total actual and complementary energies of torus and
antitorus from (3.5) or sum of their true values (mV

$c2 ! mV
!c2! is equal to doubled kinetic energy

of torus, equal to that of asymmetric BVFas
" :

|mV
$ |c2 ! |!mV

! |c2 % mV
$v2 % 2Tk % m0v2

1 ! %v/c!2
    3.5a

In the case of asymmetric antifermions BVFas
"

the meanings of mV
$ and mV

! , e$ and e!, !$
and !! change their places. The relativistic dependence of the actual mV

! became as (3.3) and that
of complementary mV

$ , as (3.3a). However, the difference between absolute values of masses and
charges at v , 0 remain the same (the difference between absolute values of magnetic moments
of BVFas

" and BVFas
"

is always zero). For the other hand just these differences determines the
empirical mass and charge of virtual and real particles, in accordance to our model. Taking into
account that the products of internal group and phase velocities of torus and antitorus, as well as
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external ones, are equal to the light velocity squared:

%vgr
in !V$ vph

in
V! % vgr

extvph
ext % c2     3.6

where vgr
ext " v is the external rotational - translational group velocity, we get from (6) the

internal actual & complementary charge compensation principle:

|e$e! |% e0
2     3.7

For primordial symmetric Bivacuum (in the absence of matter and fields), when the external
translational group velocity of BVF0

" % "V$+ V!] is zero: vtr
ext " v % 0, we get from

eqs.(3.5a-3.7), using 3.2:

"|mV
$ | % |!mV

! |% m0 #v%o

%vgr
in !V$ % vph

in
V! % c

v%o

"|e$ | % |e! |% e0 #v%o

    3.8
    3.8a

    3.8b

We have to note here, that the experimental electric charge |e! |, which determines the Bohr
magneton (!B!, is not equal to charge of symmetric torus or antitorus: |e! | , e0 and primordial
magnetic moment (!0! differs from the Bohr magneton (!B!:

!0 "
1
2 |e0 | &

m0c , !B "
1
2 |e! | &

m0c     3.9

Combining (3.5) and (3.4) we get:

m0
2

%mV
$ !2 % 1 ! v

c
2     3.10

Using the known expression for de Broglie wave length (or curvature LB % )B/2#) and
taking into account the equality of the actual mass of torus (V$! to inertial mass of real particles,
following from our approach (see 3.3) we get:

LB % &
mV

$v / mV
$ % &

mV
$LB

    3.11

Excluding the actual mass mV
$ from (3.10), we get the relation between de Broglie wave

curvature and the external group velocity of asymmetric BVF or BVB for three values of the rest
mass, corresponding to electrons of three generations (i% e,!, "!:

LB
i %

& 1 ! %v/c!2

m0
i v

    3.12

If the curvature is known, then the corresponding external velocity can be calculated as:

v % 1
m0
&

2LB
2$ 1

c2

    3.13

Formulas 3.12 and 3.13 are applicable for real and virtual particles and antiparticles.

3.1 Geometrical expression of electromagnetic and gravitational fine structure constants

The effective electric curvatures of Bivacuum dipoles (BVF and BVB) of (i) generation can
be evaluated from condition of equality of energy of Coulomb attraction between the actual and
complementary charges and the energy gap between torus and antitorus of symmetric %BVF"! i or
%BVB!! i (eq. 1.11) in their ground state %n % 0!:
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EE %
e$e!

lE % e0
2

lE % m0
i c2 % EBVF,BVB

n%0     3.14

They have a following shape:

lE i % e0
2

m0
i c2     3.15

It is easy to see, that the ratio of electric curvature to Compton radius L0
i % &/m0

i c of
bivacuum dipoles is equal to electromagnetic fine structure constant:

lsq
i E/L0

i % e0
2

m0
i c2 /%&/m0

i c! % e2

&c % *- 1/137     3.16

The * % e2/&c is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, independent on lepton
generation. Multiplying the numerator and denominator of (1.5) on the total energy of particle:
Etot % mV

$c2, we get the ratio of particle’s Coulomb potential to its total energy:

lsq
i E

L0
i % *

1 % *mV
$c2

mV
$c2 % EE

Etot
    3.17

The distance, at which the effective gravitational energy of attraction between actual and
complementary masses is equal to the energy gap between torus and antitorus of symmetric
%BVF"! i or %BVB!! i (eq. 1.11) in their ground state %n % 0!: can be calculated from:

EG % G %msq
$ !%msq

! !
lG

% m0c2 % EBVF,BVB
n%0

i

    3.18

From this condition the effective gravitational curvature of Bivacuum dipoles of i !
generation (lsq

i % Gm0
i /c2! is 2 times less than the gravitational radius (rg!, corresponding to

mini black hole formation of such system: rg % 2Gm0
i /c2 % 2lG

i .
The ratio of the effective gravitational curvature to Compton radius of torus or antitorus (L0

i !
appears to be equal to ratio of the Compton radius (L0

i % &/m0
i c! of the electron of (i) generation

to the Plank mass squared:

lG
i /L0

i % "%Gm0
i /c2!/%&/m0

i c!# % G%m0
i !2 /&c% +% %m0

i /MPl!
2

for the regular electrons: +% %m0
e /MPl!2 % 1.7385 & 10!45

    3.19

    3.19a

+i % %m0
i /MPl!

2, is the dimensionless gravitational fine structure constant, introduced in our
Unified theory. It is different for each of the rest mass of three electron’s generation
(Kaivarainen, 2004), with permanent Plank mass squared: MPl

2 % &c/G.
Multiplying the numerator and denominator of (1.2) on the total energy of particle:

Etot % mV
$c2, we get the ratio of particle’s total energy to its gravitational potential (see eq.8.19):

lG
i

L0
i % +

1 %
+mV

$c2

mV
$c2 % EG

Etot
    3.20

The new electro-gravitational fine structure constant can be introduced as:

) % +
* % EG

EE
$ 0.22&10!42     3.21

4. The relation between the external and internal parameters of Bivacuum fermions
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& role of Golden mean in the rest mass and charge origination
The formula, unifying the internal and external parameters of BVFas

" , is derived from eqs.
(3.1 - 3.7):

mV
$

mV
!

1/2
% mV

$

m0
% m0

mV
! %

vph
in

vgr
in % c

vgr
in

2

%
vph

in

c
2

%

L!

L$ % L!

L0

2
% |e$ |

|e! | % e$
e0

2
% e0

e!

2
% 1

"1 ! v2/c2 ext
#1/2

    4.1

    4.1a

where:

LV
$ % &/%mV

$vgr
in ! and LV

! % &/%mV
!vph

in !

L0 % %LV
$LV

! !1/2 % &/m0c ! Compton radius
    4.2

    4.2a

are the radiuses of torus (V$!, antitorus (V!! and the resulting radius of of BVFas
" % "V$+ V!#,

equal to Compton radius, correspondingly.
Using (4.1- 4.2a) it is possible to calculate the absolute values of the actual (mV

$! and
complementary (mV

!! masses and their dependence on the external group velocity (see eqs. 3.3
and 3.3a and the difference between them 3.5a):

%mV
$ ! mV

! !c2 % mV
$v2 % m0c2%v/c!2

1 ! %v/c!2
    4.2ab

The same is true for actual and complementary charges (|e$ | and |e! |! and difference between
them:

|e$ | % e0

"1 ! v2/c2 ext
#1/4

e! % !e0"1 ! v2/c2 ext
#1/4

.e! % |e$ | ! |e! | % e0
1 ! R
R1/2

e$ % !e! % e0 at v % 0

    4.2b

    4.2c

where: R % 1 ! %v/c!2 is relativistic factor.
For the internal group (vgr

in ! and phase (vph
in ! velocities and:

vgr
in % c"1 ! v2/c2 ext

#1/4

vph
in % c

"1 ! v2/c2 ext
#1/4

.vin % vph
in ! vgr

in % c 1 ! R
R1/2

    4.2d

    4.2e

radiuses of torus (LV
$! and antitorus (LV

!! :

LV
$ % L0"1 ! v2/c2 ext

#1/4

LV
! % L0

"1 ! v2/c2 ext
#1/4

.L! % LV
! ! LV

$ % L0
1 ! R
R1/2

    4.2f

    4.2g

and corresponding symmetry shifts of listed parameters, as a difference between them, depending
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on the external group velocities (v! of BVFas
" and BVB.

The formula, unifying the internal and external group and phase velocities of asymmetric
Bivacuum pair of fermions (BVFas

" !, rotation around the common axe (Fig.2), following from 4.1
and 4.1a, is:

vgr
in

c
4

% 1 ! v
c

2     4.3

where: c2 % %vgr
in !V$ vph

in
V! % vgr

extvph
ext

4.1 Hidden Harmony of internal and external velocities of (BVF"!as, as a natural root of Golden
Mean

One of the most important discovery of our Unified theory (Kaivarainen, 1995; 2000; 2003;
2004) was the revealing of natural roots of Golden Mean (! % 0,618!, which is a key number in
a lot of process and spatial and dynamic parameters in physics, chemistry, biochemistry, biology,
cosmology, etc.

At the equality of internal and external group and phase velocities, named ”Hidden
Harmony” conditions of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions (BVFas

" !, as the elements of matter and
fields of the Universe:

%vgr
in !V$

rot % %vgr
ext! " v

vph
in

V!
rot % vph

ext

    4.4

    4.4a

formula (4.3) turns to simple quadratic equation:

!2 $ ! ! 1 % 0,

which has a few modes : ! % 1
! ! 1 / 1

! ! ! % 1 or : !
%1 ! !!1/2 % 1

or : 1
%1 ! !!1/2 % 1

!

    4.5

    4.5a

    4.5b

where:

Phi " ! %
vgr

in

c
2

%
vgr

ext

c
2

% v
c

2     4.5c

The solution of quadratic equation (4.5) is the famous Golden mean (GM):
%v/c!2 % ! % 0.618.

4.2 Symmetry shift, determined by Golden Mean, as a condition of the rest mass and charge of
sub-elementary fermions origination

It will be demonstrated here, that at GM conditions the asymmetric Bivacuum fermion
(BVFas

" ! turns to sub-elementary fermion or antifermion, depending on sign of symmetry shift
(F"

!!, as a part of elementary particles (Fig.2 and 3).
Using Golden mean equation in form (4.5b), we can see, that all the ratios (4.1 and 4.1a) at

GM conditions turns to:

mV
$

mV
!

1/2
% mV

$

m0
%

vph
in

vgr
in % L!

L$ % #%L!!2

#%L0!2 % |e$ |
|e! | % e$

e0

2
!

% 1
!     4.6

where the actual (e$! and complementary (e!! charges and corresponding mass at GM
conditions are:
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e$
!% e0/#1/2; e!

!
% e0#1/2

%mV
$ !! % m0/#; %mV

! !!% m0 #

    4.7

    4.8

using (4.5a and 4.8) it is easy to see, that the difference between the actual and
complementary mass at GM conditions is equal to the rest mass:

mV
$ ! mV

! % m0% 1
! !#! % m0     4.9

It is important result, pointing that just a symmetry shift, determined by the Golden mean
conditions, is responsible for the rest mass of elementary particle (i.e. matter) origination.

The same is true for charge origination. The GM difference between actual and
complementary charges, using 4.5a in form # % %1/# ! 1!, determines corresponding minimum
charge of sub-elementary fermions or antifermions (at vtr

ext / 0!:

#3/2e0 % |.e! |! % |e$ !e! |! " |e|! or : |e|!/e0 % #3/2

where: %|e$ ||e! |! % e0
2 and |e|! " |.e! |!

    4.10
    4.10a

It follows from our theory, that the ratio of charge to mass symmetry shifts, oscillating in the
process of "C # W# pulsation at Golden mean (GM) conditions (section 6), is a permanent
value:

n|.e! |!
n|.mV |! % |e$ |!!

|mV
$ |! % e0#3/2

m0
% const

or : n|&e|!

e0#3/2 % n|&mV |!
m0

    4.11

    4.11a

where: %mV
$ !! % m0/! is the actual mass of unpaired sub-elementary fermion in [C] phase,

equal to mass of triplet of elementary particle at Golden mean conditions; the spatially localized
charge of sub-elementary fermion also is a property of its [C] phase only.

The overall shape of asymmetric %BVFas
" % "V$ + V!#! i at GM conditions, representing

sub-elementary fermion, is a truncated cone (Fig.2) with ratio of radiuses of bases of torus (L$!
and antitorus (L!!, defined by eq. 4.6.

A huge amount of information, pointing that Golden mean plays a crucial role in Nature,
extrapolating similar basic principles of matter formation on higher than elementary particles
hierarchical levels, starting from DNA level up to galactics spatial organization, are collected and
analyzed in the impressive web site of Dan Winter: http://www.soulinvitation.com/indexdw.html

4.3 Quantization of the rest mass/energy and charge of sub-elementary fermions

Formula (4.2ab), using 4.11a, can be transformed to following shape:

n2 " .mV
!

m0

2
% .e

e0#3/2

2

% %v/c!4

1 ! %v/c!2     4.12

Introducing the definition: %v/c!2% x, eq. 4.12 can be reduced to quadratic equation:

x2 $ n2x ! n2 % 0     4.12a

The solution of this equation is:

x % 1
2 !n2 $ n4 $ 4n2     4.12b

It is easy to calculate, that at n % 1, n2% 1 and .mV
! % m0; .e % e0#3/2 we have

xn%1% %v/c!2 % 0.618 % #.
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At n % 2, n2% 4 and .mV
! % 2m0; .e % 2e0#3/2 we have xn%2 % 0.8284 % 1.339!.

At n % 3, n2% 9 and .mV
! % 3m0; .e % 3e0#3/2 we have xn%3 % 0.9083 % 1.469!

At n % 4, n2% 16 and .mV
! % 4m0; .e % 4e0#3/2 we have xn%4 % 0.9442 % 1.528!

4.4 The ratio of energies at Golden mean and Dead mean conditions
The known formula, unifying the ratio of phase and group velocity of relativistic de Broglie

wave (vph/v! % %c2/v2! with ratio of its potential energy to kinetic one %VB/Tk! is:

2 vph
v ! 1 % VB

Tk
    4.13

It is easy to see from (4.13), that at GM condition (4.4b): (vph/v!! % %c2/v2!! % 1/!, the
ratio:

%VB/Tk!! % 2.236 and "Tk/%Tk $ VB!#! % "Tk/EB #! % 0.309     4.13a

The Golden mean (GM) conditions for sub-elementary particles, composing free elementary
particles are the result of their fast rotation at GM or Compton frequency (section 5):

$0
i % m0

i c2/&     4.13b

Such spinning of sub-elementary particles in triplets around the common axis (Fig.2), when
their internal and external group and phase velocities coincide (eq.4.4), is responsible for the rest
mass, spin and elementary charge origination. The rest mass in our model corresponds to
conditions, when the translational external group velocity is equal to zero %vgr

ext! tr " %v! tr / 0, but
not the rotational one, following GM condition.

In contrast to Golden mean conditions (4.13a), we may introduce here the ”Dead mean”
conditions, corresponding to thermal equilibrium. At this conditions any system can be described
by the number of independent harmonic oscillators, unable to coupling and self-organization:

V
Tk

D
% 1; 2Tk

EB

D
% Tk $V

EB

D
% 1     4.14

The deep natural roots of Golden mean, reflecting realization of conditions of Hidden
Harmony (4.4 and 4.4a), leading from our theory, explain the universality of this number
(!% 0.618).

It is demonstrated in our work, that any kind of selected system, able to self-assembly,
self-organization and evolution: from atoms to living organisms and from galactics to Universe -
are tending to conditions of combinational resonance with virtual pressure waves under the
action Tuning Energy (TE) of Bivacuum (section 15).

The less is deviation of ratio of characteristic parameters (dynamic and spatial) of system
from [! " Phi], the more advanced is evolution of this system. We have to keep in mind that all
forms of matter are composed from hierarchic systems of de Broglie waves.

The tendency of any system (from elementary particle to the Universe) to Hidden Harmony is
a driving force and final goal of evolution, is confirmed on the lot of examples (see huge web-site
of Dan Winter: http://soulinvitation.com/indexdw.html).

4.5 The solution of Dirac monopole problem
The Dirac theory, searching for elementary magnetic charges %g! and g$!, symmetric to

electric ones %e! and e$!, named monopoles, leads to following relation between the magnetic
monopole and electric charge of the same signs:

ge% n
2 &c

where : n % 1,2,3 is the integer number

    4.15
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It follows from this definition, that minimal magnetic charge %at n % 1! is as big
as g - 67.7e. The mass of monopole should be huge * 1016 GeV. All numerous attempts to
reveal such particles experimentally has failed. Our theory explains this fact in such a way: in
contrast to electric and mass dipoles symmetry shifts (see 4.9 and 4.10), the symmetry violation
between the internal actual |!$ | and complementary |!! | magnetic charges of elementary
fermions is absent because of their permanent values, as postulated by magnetic moment
conservation rule (3.2). The equality of the actual (torus) and complementary (antitorus)
magnetic moments of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions:

&|!! |% %|!$ | ! |!! |! % 0     4.16

independent on their external velocity, explains the absence of magnetic monopoles in Nature.
The elementary magnetic charge is not a monopole, like electric one ($) or (-). It is a dipole,

formed by pair "F'
$ $ F)

!# of triplet - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i (see Fig. 13).

5 Fusion of elementary particles, as a triplets of sub-elementary fermions
at Golden mean conditions

At the Golden Mean (GM) conditions: %v/c!2 % ! % 0.618, the large vortices in Bivacuum,
containing number of pairs of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions, rotating around the common axis
of vorticity, reduces to one pairs of sub-elementary fermions with ratio of radiuses of torus and
antitorus: L$/L! % #%L$!2/#L0

2 % ! (see eq.4.6):

"F'
$ $ F)

!# " "BVFas
' $ BVFas

) #!     5.1

of opposite charge, spin and energy with common Compton radius. The spatial image of pair
"F'

$ $ F)
!# is two identical truncated cones of the opposite orientation of planes rotating without

slip around common rotation axis (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Model of the electron, as a triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! , i , resulting from fusion of third

sub-elementary antifermion "F)
!# to sub-elementary antifermion "F'

!# with opposite spin in rotating
pair "F)

$ $ F'
!#. The velocity of rotation of unpaired sub-elementary "F)

!# around the same axis of
common rotation axis of pair provide the similar rest mass %m0! and absolute charge |e! |, as have
the paired "F'

$ and F)
!#. Three effective anchor %BVF" % "V$+ V!#!anc in the vicinity of

sub-elementary particles base, participate in recoil effects, accompanied their "C # W# pulsation
and modulation of Bivacuum pressure waves (VPW0

!!. The recoil effects of paired "F'
$ $ F)

!#
totally compensate each other and the relativistic mass change of triplets is determined only by the
anchor Bivacuum fermion %BVF" !anc of the unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"

! ,.
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The fusion of elementary particles in form of triplets of metastable sub-elementary fermions
and antifermions "F"

! " %BVFas
" !! #i (Fig.2) becomes possible at GM conditions:

- "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i     5.2

Corresponding fusion threshold is due to ’switching on’ the resonant exchange interaction of
CVC! with Bivacuum virtual pressure waves VPW! of fundamental frequency
($0% m0c2/&!e,%," in the process of [corpuscle%C! # wave%W!] transitions of elementary
particles (see next section). The triplets of elementary particles and antiparticles formation
(Fig.2) is a result of conjugation of third sub-elementary fermion (antifermion) "F"

!# to
sub-elementary fermion (antifermion) of rotating pair "F'

$ $ F)
!# of the opposite spins. The latter

means that their "C # W# pulsations are counterphase and these two sub-elementary particles
are spatially compatible (see section 9). The velocity of rotation of unpaired sub-elementary
fermion "F)

!# around the same axis of common rotation axis of pair (Fig.2) provide the similar
rest mass %m0! and absolute charge |e! |, as have the paired "F'

$ and F)
!#.

Let us consider zero-point rotational dynamics of F"
! ,e,%," % "V$+ V!# in triplets (Fig.2)

when the external translational motion of triplets is absent. Such sub-elementary fermion
properties are the result of participation in two rotational process simultaneously:

1) rotation of asymmetric [actual torus $ complementary antitorus] around central axis of
F"

! , with spatial image of truncated cone with average radius:

LBVFas
! % &/|mV

$ $ mV
! |!c % &/"m0%1/! $ !!c# % &/2. 236m0c     5.3

2) rolling of this truncated cone around the another axis, common for pair of sub-elementary
particles "F'

$ $ F)
!# (Fig.2) inside of a larger vorticity with bigger radius, equal to Compton

radius:

LBVFas
' $BVFas )

! % &/|mV
$ !mV

! |!c % &/m0c     5.4

The ratio of radius of %BVFas
" !! " F"

! , to radius of their pairs "F'
$ $ F)

!# at GM conditions
is equal to the ratio of potential energy (V) to kinetic energy (Tk) of relativistic de Broglie wave
(wave B) at GM conditions. This ratio is known from the formulas (4.12 - 4.13) for relativistic
wave B V

Tk
% 2 vph

vgr ! 1 . From (5.4 and 5.3) we get:

LBVFas
' $BVFas )

!

LBVFas
! % |mV

$ $ mV
! |!

|mV
$ !mV

! |! % V
Tk

!
% 2 vph

vgr

!
! 1 % 2,236     5.5

This result is a good evidence in proof of our expressions for total energy of sub-elementary
particle, as sum of internal potential and rotational kinetic energies (see section 7, eqs. 7.1 - 7.3).

The triplets of the regular electrons and positrons are the result of fusion of sub-elementary
particles of e ! leptons generation:

e! " - "F'
! ! F)

$# $ F'
! ,e

e$" - "F'
! ! F)

$# $ F'
$ ,e

    5.6
    5.7

with mass, charge and spins, determined by uncompensated sub-elementary particle: F'
$ ,e.

The neutral bosons, like photons %Z % 0; S % !1!, represent fusion of pairs of virtual
[electron $ positron] with parallel spins (Fig.3):

- 2"F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
! $ F"

!!S%!1,
e     5.8
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Fig. 3 Model of photon - 2"F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
! $ F"

!!S%!1,
e, as result of fusion of electron and

positron-like triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! , i of sub-elementary fermions , presented on Fig.2. The

resulting symmetry shift of such structure is equal to zero, providing the absence of the rest mass
of photon and its luminal propagation velocity in Bivacuum.

5.1 Correlation between our new model of adrons and conventional quark model of
protons, neutrons and mesons

The proton (Z % $1; S % !1/2! is constructed by the same principle as electron (Fig.1). It is
a result of fusion of pair of sub-elementary fermion and antifermion - "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0

" and one
unpaired "" # sub-elementary fermion %F"

$!S%!1/2
" of ["# !generation. These three components of

proton have some similarity with quarks: %F"
$!S%!1/2

" ~ q$~ "$ and antiquarks (%F"
!!S%!1/2

" ~q!~ "!!.
The difference with quark model is that we do not need to use the notion of fractional charge

in our model of proton with spin S % !1/2:

p " - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F'
$!S%!1/2,

"

or : p ~ "q!! q$#S%0 $ %q$!S%!1/2

or : p~ ""!! "$#S%0 $ %"$!S%!1/2

    5.9

    5.9a

    5.9b

The charges, spins and mass/energy of sub-elementary particles and antiparticles in pairs
"F'

! ! F)
$#" compensate each other. The resulting properties of protons (p) are determined by

unpaired/uncompensated sub-elementary particle F'
$ ," of heavy " !electrons generation..

The neutron (Z % 0; S % !1/2! can be presented as:

n " - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0
" $ "%F'

$!"$ %F)
!!e#S%!1/2,

or : n~ "q$ $ q! #S%0
" $ q'

0
S%!1/2
"e

or : n~ ""$ $ "! #S%0
" $ %""'$ #

" $ "F"
!#e!

    5.10

    5.10a

    5.10b

where: the neutral quark q'
0

S%!1/2
"e is introduced, as a metastable complex of positive

sub-elementary " !fermion %F"
$!" with negative electron’s e!" - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F'

! ,e

sub-elementary fermion of opposite charge "F"
!#e:

q'
0

S%!1/2
"e % q'

$ $ "F"
!#e     5.11

This means that the positive charge of unpaired heavy sub-elementary particle %F'
$!" in

neutron (n) is compensated by the charge of the light sub-elementary fermion %F)
!!e. In contrast
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to charge, the spin of unpaired %F'
$!" is not compensated (totally) by spin of %F)

!!e in neutrons,
because of strong mass and angular momentum difference in conditions of the %F)

!!e

confinement. The mass of "- electron, equal to that of "-positron is: m"! % 1782%3! MeV, the
mass of the regular electron is: me! % 0,511003%1! MeV and the mass of % ! electron is:
m%! % 105,6595%2!MeV.

For the other hand, the mass of proton and neutron are correspondingly: mp % 938,280%3!
MeV and mn % 939,573 (3) MeV. They are about two times less, than the mass of "- electron,
equal, in accordance to our model, to mass of its unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F'

$!". This
difference characterize the energy of neutral massless gluons (exchange bosons), stabilizing the
triplets of protons and neutrons. In the case of neutrons this difference is a bit less (taking into
account the mass of "F"

!#e!, providing much shorter life-time of isolated neutrons (918 sec.), than
that of protons (,1031 years).

In accordance to our adrons models, each of three quarks (sub-elementary fermions of " !
generation) in protons and neutrons can exist in 3 states (red, green and blue), but not
simultaneously:

1. The red state of quark/antiquark means that it is in corpuscular [C] phase;
2. The green state of quark/antiquark means that it is in wave [W] phase;
3. The blue state means that quark/antiquark %F"

!!" is in the transition [C]([W] state.
The 8 different combinations of the above defined states of 3 quarks of protons and neutrons

correspond to 8 gluons colors, stabilizing the these adrons. The triplets of quarks are stabilized
by the emission # absorption of cumulative virtual clouds (CVC!! in the process of quarks
"C # W# pulsation.

The known experimental values of life-times of ! and " electrons, corresponding in
accordance to our model, to monomeric asymmetric sub-elementary fermions %BVFas

" !%,", are
equal only to 2,19 & 10!6s and 3,4 & 10!13s, respectively. We assume here, that stability of
monomeric sub-elementary particles/antiparticles of e, ! and " generations, strongly increases, as
a result of their fusion in triplets, possible at Golden mean conditions.

The well known example of weak interaction, like + ! decay of the neutron to proton,
electron and e !antineutrino:

n/ p $ e! $ ', e

or : "q$ $ 'q! # $ q'
0

S%!1/2
"e / %"q$ $ 'q! # $ q$! $ e! $ ', e

    5.12

    5.12a

is in accordance with our model of elementary particles and theory of neutrino (section 8.8).
The sub-elementary fermion of " ! generation in composition of proton or neutron can be

considered, as a quark and the sub-elementary antifermion, as antiquark:

%F"
$!"~ q$ and %F"

!!"~ 'q!     5.13

In the process of + !decay of neutron (5.12 and 5.11) the unpaired negative sub-elementary
fermion "F"

!#e in (5.11) forms a complex - triplet with complementary pair "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0
e from

the vicinal to neutron polarized Bivacuum:

"F"
!#e $ "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0

e / e!     5.14

The energy of 8 gluons, corresponding to different superposition of [CVC$ $ CVC!#S%0,1,
emitted and absorbed with in-phase "C # W# pulsation of pair [quark $ antiquark] in triplets
(5.9 - 5.9b):

"F'
$ $ F)

!#S%0,1
" % "q$$'q!#S%0,1     5.15

is about 50% of energy/mass of quarks and antiquarks (" sub-elementary fermions and
antifermions).
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These 8 gluons, responsible for strong interaction, can be presented as a following
combinations of transitions states of " ! sub-elementary fermions (quarks q2 and q3) and
antifermion (antiquark 'q1!, corresponding to two spin states of proton (S % !1/2&!, equal to that
of unpaired quark.

For the spin state: S % $1/2& we have following 4 transition combinations of triplets
transition states (gluons):

1! "C / W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C / W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C / W#q3

S%1/2

2! "C 0 W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C 0 W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C / W#q3

S%1/2

3! "C / W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C / W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C 0 W#q3

S%1/2

4! "C 0 W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C 0 W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C 0 W#q3

S%1/2

    5.16

    5.16a

    5.16b

    5.16c

and for the opposite spin state: S % !1/2& we have also 4 transition states combinations
(gluons):

5! "C / W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C / W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C / W#q3

S%!1/2

6! "C 0 W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C 0 W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C / W#q3

S%!1/2

7! "C / W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C / W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C 0 W#q3

S%!1/2

8! "C 0 W#'q1

S%1/2 $ "C 0 W#q2
S%!1/2 $ "C 0 W#q3

S%!1/2

    5.17

    5.17a

    5.17b

    5.17c

The neutral symmetric pairs of " or % generations "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0,1
",% (5.15), representing part of

triplets (5.9 - 5.10) have a properties of mesons, as a neutral [quark $ antiquark] pair with integer
spin. The coherent cluster of such pairs - from one to four pairs: %n "q$ $ 'q! #!S%0,1,2,3,4 can
provide the experimentally revealed integer spins - from zero to four.

It looks that our model of elementary particles is compatible with existing data.

6 Duality, as a Result of Quantum Beats Between the
Actual and Complementary States of sub-Elementary Particles

The "Corpuscle%C! # Wave%W!# duality of sub-elementary fermions of triplets
- "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i , is a consequence of quantum beats between two states: the
asymmetrically excited Bivacuum fermion: BVFas

" % "V$ + V!#as " F"
!, representing [C] phase

of sub-elementary fermion, and its symmetric anchor state %BVFanc
" ! i % "V$ + V!#anc

i . These
high frequency transitions are accompanied by [emission # absorption] of cumulative virtual
cloud (CVC$ and CVC!!, composed from subquantum particles and antiparticles,
correspondingly:

"C # W# transitions of - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i :

unpaired: %F"
!!C

Recoil

E,G!fields
-%%%%%, %BVFanc

" $ CVC!!W

i

paired: "F'
$ $ F)

!#W -CVC$$CVC!

H!field
%%%%%%%, "F'

$ $ F)
!#C

    6.1

    6.1a

    6.1b

where: i means three leptons generation: i % e,%,".
The Recoil # Antirecoil transitions are accompanied by oscillation of big fraction of

Bivacuum fermions of surrounding particles superfluid medium between slightly asymmetric
(excited) and symmetric (relaxed) states.

The recoil energy of paired sub-elementary fermions "F'
$ $ F)

!#, in contrast to unpaired
sub-elementary fermion F"

! ,, totally compensate each other. However, their pulsations activate
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and modulate Bivacuum positive and negative virtual pressure waves (VPW0
$/ VPWm

$ and
VPW0

!/ VPWm
! !, generating magnetic field (see eqs. 1.6 - 1.7a).

The cumulative virtual clouds of positive and negative energy (CVC$ and CVC! )
characterize the [W] phase of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions.

The [C / W# transitions of unpaired sub-elementary fermions/antifermions are accompanied
by the elastic recoil deformation of the anchor Bivacuum fermion (BVFanc

" ! and excitation of the
spherical elastic waves in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum. The energies of these divergent from
BVFanc

" longitudinal and translational spherical elastic waves represent the electromagnetic and
gravitational potentials of sub-elementary fermions, activated by "C#

CVC!

/ "W# transitions of F"
!.

The origination of asymmetric [torus + antitorus]as dipoles or elementary fermions means
their ability to move as respect to superfluid Bivacuum, with external group velocity
vgr

ext " v , 0. The most probable trajectory of movement in the absence of external fields is a
hypocycloid, resulting from rotation of asymmetric "%BVF"!as % "V$ + V!#as % F"

! #i on the
inside bigger circle without slip.

The asymmetric [actual torus (V$! $ complementary antitorus (V!)] of sub-elementary
fermion has a spatial image of truncated cone (Fig.2 and Fig.3). Using vector analysis, the energy
of de Broglie wave, equal to energy of quantum beats between the velocity fields of subquantum
particles and antiparticles: v $%r! and v !%r!, corresponding to the actual torus and
complementary antitorus, can be presented as:

EC#W % n &(B % n &($V
$ ! $V

!) % 1
2 &"rot v $%r! ! rot v !%r!#     6.2

where: n is the unit-vector, common for both: torus and antitorus; $CVC % %$V
$ !$V

!! is a
frequency of quantum beats between actual and complementary states.

It is assumed here, that all of subquantum particles/antiparticles, forming actual and
complementary torus and antitorus of [C] phase of sub-elementary fermion F"

!, have the same
angular frequency: (C

$ and (C
! , correspondingly.

The in-phase "C # W# pulsation of pairs "F'
! ! F)

$#" of triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i of

coherent electrons and protons, accompanied by recoilless CVC$ and CVC! [emission
# absorption] (Fig.4), modulates the basic/reference Virtual pressure waves of Bivacuum:
VPW0

! / VPWm
! and basic Virtual spin waves: VirSW0

!1/2 / VirSWm
!1/2.

Fig. 4. Dynamic model of [C # W# pulsation of triplets of sub-elementary fermions/antifermions
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(e and "! composing, correspondingly, electron and proton - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,e," . The pulsation

of pair "F'
!! F)

$# is counterphase to pulsation of unpaired sub-elementary fermion/antifermion
F"
! ,.

The interference of the modulated object VPWm
! (magnetic waves) and VirSWm

!1/2 by the
reference VPW0

! and VirSW0
!1/2 forms the virtual replica (VR) of matter with hologram

properties (see section 11of this paper). The hierarchy of VR of any material objects in
Bivacuum contains the information about all dynamic and spatial parameters of corresponding
hierarchic systems: from elementary particles to molecules, living organisms, etc. Due to
virtuality, the relativistic mechanics and, consequently, the causality principle do not work for
VR. Virtual replicas can evolve/self-organize themselves in both time direction: FUTURE and
PAST using properties of Bivacuum, as nonequilibrium active medium. In some sense complex
VR works as a quantum supercomputer. The feedback reaction between metastable VR and
sensitive detectors makes it possible registration of the time effects, corresponding to most
probable events of future and past.

The scenario of duality and potential fields origination, described briefly in this section, is a
background of many physical phenomena, analyzed in our paper.

Our approach has some similarity with model, developed by Krasnoholvets (2000). He
regarded a vacuum also as a cellular space, each cell representing a ’superparticle’ with
dimension of 10!28 cm. Interaction of moving actual particle with superparticles is accompanied
by emission and absorption of elementary virtual excitations - inertons by particle.

6.1 Spatial images of sub-elementary particles in [C] and [W] phase

The spatial images of torus "V$# and antitorus "V!# of asymmetric sub-elementary fermion in
[C] phase, reflecting the energy distribution of the actual and complementary states of
sub-elementary fermions, can be analyzed in terms of wave numbers. For this end we analyze the
basic equations for actual and complementary energy of Bivacuum fermions, squared, leading
from (3.3 and 3.3a):

%EV
$ !2 % mV

$ c2
2
% %m0c2!2 $ mV

$ v
2
c2

%EV
! !2 % mV

! c2
2
% %m0c2!2 ! %m0v!2c2

    6.2a

    6.2b

These equations can be transformed to following combinations of wave numbers squared:

for actual torus "V$# : mV
$ c
&

2

! mV
$ v
&

2
% m0 c

&
2

for complementary antitorus "V!# : mV
! c
&

2
$ m0 v

&
2
% m0 c

&
2

    6.3

    6.3a

The spatial image of energy distribution of the actual torus [V$], defined by equation (6.3), is
described by equilateral hyperbola (Fig.5a):

"V$# : X$
2 ! Y$

2 % a2     6.4

where: X$ % %kV
$ ! tot % mV

$ c/&; Y$ % mV
$ v/&; a % m0c/&

The spatial image of complementary antitorus [V!# (6.3a) corresponds to circle (Fig. 5b),
described by equation:

"V!# : X!
2 $ Y!

2 % R2     6.4a

where: X! % %kV
!! tot % mV

! c/&; Y! % %k0!kin % m0v/&.
The radius of complementary circle: R % k0 % m0c/& is equal to the axis length of

equilateral hyperbola: R % a of actual [V$# state. In fact this circle is a spatial image of the
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complementary torus of asymmetric BVF" sub-elementary particle or antiparticle (F"
!).

A spatial image of sub-elementary fermion "F"
!# in corpuscular [C] phase is a correlated

asymmetric pair: [actual torus $ complementary antitorus] with radiuses of their cross sections,

defined, correspondingly, as (L$! and (L!!: L$ % &
mV

$ vgr
in

i
and L! % !&

!mV
! vph

in

i

the resulting Compton radius of vorticity of "F"
!# is : L0 % %L$ L!!1/2 % &

m0c
i

    6.5

where: mV
$ and mV

! are actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess) effective mass of
torus and antitorus of sub-elementary particle, correspondingly; m0 % %mV

$mV
!!1/2 is the rest mass

of sub-elementary particle; vgr
in and vph

in are the internal group and phase velocities,
characterizing collective motion (circulation) of subquantum particles and antiparticles, forming
actual vortex and complementary torus (Fig.5 a, b).

Fig. 5a. Equilateral hyperbola, describing the energy distribution for the actual torus corpuscular
[V$# of sub-elementary fermion (positive energy region) and sub-elementary antifermion
(negative energy region). This asymmetrically excited torus is responsible also for inertial mass
(mV

$!, the internal actual magnetic moment (!$
in! and actual electric charge component (e$! of

sub-elementary fermion (Kaivarainen, 2001a; 2004);
Fig. 5b. Circle, describing the energy distribution for the complementary state [V!#of antitorus of
sub-elementary fermion. This state is responsible for inertialess mass (mV

!!, the internal
complementary magnetic moment (!!

in! and complementary component (e!! of elementary charge.
Such antitorus is general for Bivacuum fermions (BVF"

!) and Bivacuum bosons (BVB!!.

The [Wave] phase of sub-elementary fermions in form of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC) is a
result of quantum beats between the actual and complementary torus and antitorus of
[Corpuscular] phase of elementary wave B. Consequently, the spatial image of CVC! energy
distribution can be considered as a geometric difference between energetic surfaces of the actual
[V$# and complementary [V!# states of Fig 5a and Fig.5b.

After subtraction of left and right parts of (6.3 and 6.3a) and some reorganization, we get the
energetic spatial image of the "Wave# phase or "CVC!#, as a geometrical difference of
equilateral hyperbolaand circle:

%mV
$!2

m0
2 $ %mV

!!2

m0
2

c2

v2 ! %mV
$!2

m0
2

c2

v2 % !1     6.6

This equation in dimensionless form describes the parted (two-cavity) hyperboloid (Fig.6):

x2

a2 $ y2

b2 ! z2

c2 % !1     6.7
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The %c! is a real semi-axe; a and b ! the imaginary ones.

A spatial image of the wave [W] phase (Fig.6), in form of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC!) of
subquantum particles, is a parted hyperboloid (Kaivarainen, 2001a).

Fig. 6. The parted (two-cavity) hyperboloid is a spatial image of twin cumulative virtual cloud
[CVC$ and CVC!#, corresponding to [Wave] phase of sub-elementary fermion (positive cavity)
and sub-elementary antifermion (negative cavity). It may characterize also the twofold CVC$ and
CVC! of positive and negative energy, corresponding to [W] phase of pair (sub-elementary
fermion $ sub-elementary antifermion) pairs "F'

! $ F)
$#, as a general symmetric part of the

triplets of electron, positron, photon, proton and neutron (see Figs. 2 and 3).

For the external observer, the primordial Bivacuum looks like a isotropic system of 3D
double cells (Bivacuum fermions) with shape of pair of donuts of positive and negative energy,
separated by energetic gap (see eqs.1.11). There are three kinds of like virtual dipoles with three
Compton radiuses, corresponding to the rest mass of three electron’s generation: i % e,%,"and
the external group velocity, equal to zero (vgr

ext " v % 0!. The absence of translational dynamics
of Bivacuum dipoles provide their zero external momentum and the conditions of virtual Bose
condensation, related directly to Bivacuum nonlocal properties (section 1.2). The dimensions of
Bivacuum dipoles (radius of two donuts and gap between them) are pulsing in a course of virtual
clouds (VC!! emission # absorption (see sections 1 and 2 of this paper).

The following reversible energy oscillations of the positive actual torus (V$! and negative
complementary antitorus (V!!, accompanied the [Corpuscle # Wave] transitions of asymmetric
sub-elementary fermions of elementary particles.

Fig. 7. The in-phase oscillation of the total energy "E1# E0
$ # of the actual state (upper fig.) and

the symmetry oscillation [|T ! V |C # |T ! V |W# of the complementary state (down) during
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"C # W# transitions of [vortex $ torus] dipole of sub-elementary particles.

7 Total, potential and kinetic energies of elementary de Broglie waves
The total energy of asymmetric BVFas

" or sub-elementary particles of triplets
- "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0$ %F'

$!S%!1/2,
e,", participating in vortical motions, we can present as:

Etot % V $ Tk % mc2 % mV
$c2 % 1

2 %mV
$ $ mV

!!c2 $ 1
2 %mV

$ ! mV
!!c2 %

or : Etot % mV
$c2 % %mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 % 1

2 mV
$%2c2 ! v2! $ 1

2 mV
$v2

Etot / m0c2 at v / 0 and mV
$
/ m0

    7.1

    7.1a

The total potential energy (V tot! of BVFas
" , including the internal and external ones, can be

presented as:

V tot % 1
2 %mV

$ $ mV
! !c2 % 1

2 mV
$%2c2 ! v2!     7.2

The total kinetic energy (internal $external) of asymmetric BVFas
" and de Broglie wave

length (%B! is determined by the difference between the actual and complementary energies of
torus and antitorus:

%Tk! tot %
1
2 |mV

$ !mV
! |c2 % 1

2 mV
$v2     7.3

The known equation for energy of relativistic particle can be easily derived from (7.1a),
multiplying its left and right part on mV

$c2. It follows from our model, that the actual torus mass
is the experimental inertial mass of particle (mV

$ % m!, in contrast to inertialess complementary
mass (mV

!! :

Etot
2 % %mV

$c2!2 % %m0c2!2 $ %mV
$ !2v2c2     7.4

Using Bivacuum model, as a system of [torus (V$! $ antitorus (V!!] dipoles, participating in
both: rotational and translational movements (internal and external) and taking into account
(7.3), this formula can be transformed to:

Etot % mV
$c2 % Ein $ Eext % m0c2

mV
$c2 %m0c2!rot

in $ %mV
$v2! tr

ext

or : Etot % mV
$c2 % %mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 % R%m0$0

2L0
2!rot

in $ h2

mV
$)B

2
tr

ext

    7.5

    7.5a

where: R % 1 ! %v/c!2 is the relativistic external factor; L0 % &/m0c is the Compton radius
of sub-elementary particle; mV

$ % m0/R % m is the actual inertial mass of sub-elementary
fermion.

The external translational de Broglie wave length, modulating the internal rotational one
(L0 % %0/2-! is:

)B % h
mV

$ v     7.5b

The internal rotational-translational energy contribution (Ein! in (7.5a) can be expressed in a
few ways:
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Ein % m0c2

mV
$c2 %m0c2!rot

in % R %m0$0
2L0

2!rot
in " R &2

m0L0
2

rot

in

    7.6a

At the external translational group velocity v " vtr
ext tending to zero, the external translational

energy is tending to zero at )B / 0 :

Etr
ext % h2

mV
$)B

2
tr

ext

/ 0

and Etot / %m0c2!rot
in

    7.7

    7.7a

Our expressions (7.5 - 7.7) are more general, than the known (7.4), as far they take into
account the properties of both poles (actual and complementary) of Bivacuum dipoles and
subdivide the total energy of particle on the internal and external, kinetic and potential ones.

The asymmetry of rotation velocity of torus and antitorus of (BVFas
" % V$+ V!), is a result of

participation of one or more pairs of BVFas
" of opposite spins "BVF'$ BVF)#S%0

i in Bivacuum
vorticity. This motion can be described, as a rolling of pairs of BVFas

' % "V$( V!# and
BVFas

) % "V$* V!# with their internal radiuses:

LBVF"
in % &/|mV

$ $ mV
! |BVF"c     7.8

around the inside of a larger external circle with radius of vorticity:

Lext% &/|mV
$ !mV

! |BVFas
' $BVFas )

& c % &c/ mV
$vBVFas

' $BVFas )
2     7.9

The increasing of velocity of vorticity vvor decreases both dimensions: Lin and Lext till
minimum vorticity radius, including pair of "BVFas

' !BVFas
) #S%0

i with shape of two identical
truncated cones of the opposite orientation of planes with common rotation axis (see Fig.1).
Corresponding asymmetry of torus V$ and V! is responsible for resulting mass and charge of
BVFas

" . The trajectory of fixed point on BVFas
" , participating in such dual rotation, is

hypocycloid.
We can easily transform formula (7.5a) to few following modes, without taking into account

contributions of additional dynamic effects, like elastic recoil effect, accompanied "C # W#
pulsations of sub-elementary fermions:

Etot % mc2 % mV
$c2 % RErot

in $ %EB! tr
ext % R%m0c2!rot

in $ %mV
$v2! tr

ext

or : Etot % %mV
$ ! mV

!!c4/v2 % R %m0$0
2L0

2!rot
in $ "%mV

$ ! mV
!!c2 #tr

ext

or : Etot % &$C #W % R&$0
in $ &$B

ext % R &c
L0

$ h2

mV
$%B

2

    7.10

    7.11

    7.12

where: R " 1 ! %v/c!2 is a relativistic factor, dependent on the external translational
velocity %v!; L0 % &/m0c is the Compton radius of sub-elementary particle; %B % h/mV

$v is the
external de Broglie wave length of particle.

It follows from (7.10) that at v / c, the R " 1 ! %v/c!2 / 0 and the rest mass
contribution to total energy of sub-elementary particle also tends to zero: R%m0c2!rot

in / 0.
The carrying (reference) frequency of "C # W# pulsation:

$C #W
in % %m0c2!rot/& % c

L0
% $0

i
    7.13

is equal to fundamental frequency of Bivacuum (eq.1.4), related to the rest mass of particle.
The modulation of this internal frequency ($C #W

in !, corresponding to Compton radius
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(L0% &/m0c! of sub-elementary fermion of corresponding generation, occur by the external
frequency of elementary de Broglie wave ($ext % 2#,B) :

%,B! tr % mV
$vtr

2 /h % h
m%B

2     7.14

with length %B % h/pext, determined by the particle’s external translational momentum:
pext % mV

$vtr
ext " mv.

Consequently, experimentally evaluated frequency of de Broglie wave of the electron,
proton, atom or molecule ($B

ext! is the modulation frequency of the internal basic (reference)
frequency of "C # W# pulsation of their sub-elementary fermions (7.13), different for three
lepton generations.

In nonrelativistic conditions (v -- c!, we have: 2#%,B! tr -- $C #W
in , however, in relativistic

case, the modulation frequency of de Broglie wave can be: 2#%,B! tr # $C #W
in .

It follows from our theory, that corpuscle - wave duality is a complex dynamic process,
involving the exchange interaction of elementary particles with Bivacuum virtual pressure waves
(VPW0

!!.
The relativistic actual mass %mV

$! increasing with the external translational velocity (at
v / c! is a result of of mass symmetry shift: %mV

$ ! mV
!!BVFanc

"
ext of the ’anchor’ Bivacuum fermion

(BVFanc
" ) of unpaired F"

! , of triplets - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
!!S%!1/2,

e," (see Fig.2).
The important formula for doubled external kinetic energy can be derived from (7.10), taking

into account that the relativistic relation between the actual and rest mass is mV
$ % m0/R :

2Tk % mV
$v2 % mV

$c2 ! Rm0c2 % m0c2

R %12 ! R2! %

% m0c2

R %1 ! R!%1 $ R! % %1 $ R!"mV
$c2 ! m0c2 #

    7.15

    7.15a

This formula is a background of introduced in chapter 15 notion of Tuning energy of
Bivacuum.

8. The electric, magnetic, gravitational potentials and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW)
origination, as a consequences of "C # W# pulsation of elementary fermions

8.1 Description of fields in terms of electric, magnetic and mass - dipole radiation

In conventional language, the [emission # absorption# of virtual electromagnetic photons in
a course of "C # W# pulsation of sub-elementary particles (fermions) of triplets
- "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0$ %F'

$!S%!1/2,
e," can be described by known mechanism of the electric and

magnetic dipole radiation, induced by charges acceleration. The intensity of electric dipole
radiation of each of sub-elementary fermions may be expressed like:

.E.dip % 4e2

3c3 $C#W
4 %L!!2 % 4

3c3 $C#W
4 dE

2     8.1

where the frequency of "C # W# pulsation, equal to that of dipole radiation is a sum of
Golden mean internal (carrying) frequency contribution (R$0

in! and the external modulation
frequency ($B

ext! of de Broglie wave from eq.7.12:

$C#W %R$0
in $ $B

ext     8.2

The angular frequency of "C # W# pulsation of [F"
! , is equal to frequency of the electric dipole

moment oscillation. The electric dipole moment dF"
! % eL0. is equal to

dE % %.e!L.
!!! % e!L0     8.3

where from (4.10): |.e! |! % !3/2e0 % e!; the internal dimension of sub-elementary particle
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[F"
! , is equal to its Compton radius: %L!!!% &/%|mV

$ ! mV
! |!c! % &/m0c % L0.

The absolute value of magnetic moments of torus and antitorus of sub-elementary fermions
do not change in the process of "C # W# pulsation in accordance to (3.2 and 4.16). However, fast
rotation of charge-dipole "F'

$ $ F)
!# of triplets in [C] phase with Compton frequency

$0
in % m0c2/& (Fig.2) may contribute to magnetic properties of elementary particles.

It will be shown in section 8.4, that the pulsations of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y
i of each elementary

particle (triplet) in the plane (x,y), normal to orientation of unpaired sub-elementary fermion (z!,
may participate in conversion of recoil (tension) electric energy of symmetry shifted continuum
of Bivacuum fermions:

Erec % ) %mV
$ !mV

!!BVFc2 % *%mV
$!F,c2     8.3a

to antirecoil (relaxation) magnetic energy of the excessive Virtual clouds of subquantum
particles of positive or negative energy.

The intensity of 1E.dip is maximum in direction, normal to direction of "C # W# pulsation
and zero along this direction. On the distance: r ,, L0 % &

m0c % %L$L!!1/2, the dipole radiation
in a course of [C # W# pulsation of the electrons, positrons or protons should be like from the
point source.

The gravitational momentum changes of mass-dipole of sub-elementary particles in a course
of [C # W# pulsation also has a permanent absolute value, like magnetic one, independent on
mass symmetry shift:

dG % .mL.
! % |mV

$ ! mV
! | &

|mV
$ ! mV

! |c % &
c % const     8.4

However, such semiclassical approach do not explain the details of mechanism of fields
excitation by pulsing particles.

8.2 Mechanism of fields origination, based on Unified theory
The local emission of CVC! at [C / W# transitions of unpaired sub-elementary fermion of

triplets - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F'
$!S%!1/2,

e," is accompanied by recoil energy of the ’anchor’
Bivacuum fermion %BVFanc

" !. The divergent from BVFanc
" recoil elastic deformations propagate

in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum in form of spherical elastic waves. They represent a
longitudinal and transversal oscillations of huge number of Bivacuum fermions around the
equilibrium positions. The longitudinal deformations of Bivacuum, accompanied by small
charge-dipole symmetry shifts: %&eV % eV

$ !eV
! !rec -- %e! % e0!3/2! of Bivacuum fermions

%BVF"!rec " "V$ + V!#, are responsible for electromagnetic potential origination. The
transversal elastic spherical waves, accompanied by small actual and complementary mass
symmetry shifts: (&mV % mV

$ !mV
!!rec --- m0 of Bivacuum fermions stand for gravitational

potential.
By definition, the torus is a figure, formed by rotation of circle with radius LV! , around the

axis, shifted from the center of circle on the distance !&L.,/. The longitudinal (.! and
transversal (/! vibrations of positions %!&L.,/!V!

E,G of BVFrec, induced by the elastic recoil
energy of [W] phase, are accompanied by vibrations of square and volume of torus (V$! and
antitorus (V!! of perturbed %BVFrec

" ! i % "V$ + V!#rec
i . The longitudinal and transversal

vibrations increments of %BVFrec
" ! i square and volume can be presented, correspondingly, as:

&SV!
E,G % 4#2%!&L.,/!V!

E,G & LV!

&VV!
E,G % 4#2%!&L.,/!V!

E,G & LV!
2

    8.5
    8.5a

The recoil effects are asymmetric because "C # W# pulsations of unpaired sub-elementary
particles influence more on external momentum/energy of torus (V$!, than on antitorus (V!!.
For the other hand, pulsations of unpaired sub-elementary antiparticles have the opposite effects
on (V$! and (V!! of BVF" and BVB!. It is important to note, that transversal vibrations have
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two possible polarization, normal to each other, in contrast to only one polarization of
longitudinal vibrations. The gravitational repulsion between matter and antimatter could be a
consequence of their opposite influence on (V$! and (V!! of BVF" and opposite polarization
%$and !! of transversal (/! spherical waves in Bivacuum, exited by recoil effects of particles and
antiparticles. The gravitational repulsion of matter and antimatter with opposite sign of symmetry
shifts is an important issue in our explanation of overunity devices (chapter 20).

The recoil energy of [W] phase can be elastic (reversible) and inelastic, i.e. irreversible,
depending on the magnitude of recoil energy and properties of Bivacuum (section 19.1).

The propagation of triplets of sub-elementary particles - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
!!S%!1/2,

e," in
space (superfluid Bivacuum) with acceleration, i.e. increasing of external translational velocity
(v), increases the actual mass of triplets, equal to that of unpaired sub-elementary fermion, in
accordance to relativistic mechanics. Our model explains this effect, as a result of increasing of
asymmetry of the effective anchor Bivacuum fermion BVFanc

" % "V$ + V!#anc
i of unpaired F"

! of
triplet (Fig.2).

The positive recoil energy increment in form of diverging spherical elastic waves in
Bivacuum, excited by "C / W# transitions, is compensated by the equal decrement of energy of
cumulative virtual cloud (CVC!) of subquantum particles with dimensions, determined by de
Broglie wave length of particle. Such kind of local/nonlocal compensation effects stand for
energy conservation law.

The reverse "W / C# transition (antirecoil) is accompanied by restoration of the elastic
deformation of Bivacuum superfluid matrix, induced by [C / W# transition, i.e. giving back the
nonlocal recoil energy to particle. As a result, the unpaired sub-elementary fermion in [C] phase
get back from Bivacuum the positive increment of kinetic energy and momentum. The recoil
energies of paired sub-elementary fermions in "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0 are opposite to each other and

compensate each other. The [C / W# pulsation of this pair provide the magnetic field
origination. Their pulsation may stimulate the relaxation of recoiled/excited BVF" to their
ground state, accompanied by emission of Virtual Clouds (VC), responsible for magnetic
antirecoil energy transmission form ’tail’ to ’head’ of unpaired sub-elementary fermion.

The reversible primary (zero-point) elastic deformations of superfluid matrix of Bivacuum
and corresponding spherical waves, induced by the internal recoil energy %VE

! $ VG
! !rec

in , as a
consequence of "C CVC!

/ W#F"
! transitions of sub-elementary fermions (F"

!!, are standing for
primary electric and gravitational potentials origination. In turn, they are modulated by secondary
spherical waves, excited by the external recoil energy %VE $ VG!rec

ext , accompanied
"C CVC!

/ W#BVFanc
" transitions of the anchor Bivacuum fermion (BVFanc

" !, related to external
translational dynamics of triplets (see Fig.2 and Fig.3).

The total energy of [W] phase, using (7.10-7.12) and taking into account the recoil effects,
can be presented as:

EC/W % mV
$c2 % R %VE

! $ VG
! !rec $ %m0$0

2L0
2 ! TE

! ! TG
! !CVC0 rot

in
$

$ %VE $ VG!rec $ h2

mV
$%B

2 ! TE ! TG
CVCB tr

ext

    8.6

where: R " 1 ! %v/c!2 is a relativistic factor, dependent on the external translational
velocity (v) of particle; (VE; VG! and (TE;TG! are the recoil and antirecoil electromagnetic and
gravitational potentials, correspondingly.

In the process of the reverse [W / C] transition the unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"
! ,

of triplet - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F'
$!S%!1/2,

e," gets back the antirecoil energy in form of relaxation of
Bivacuum matrix, transforming back the potential deformation energy of surrounding continuum
of BVFas :
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EW/C % mV
$c2 % R"!%VE

! $ VG
! !rec $ %m0c2 $ TE

! $ TG
! !F"

!#rot
in $

$ "!%VE $ VG!rec $ %mV
$v2 $ TE $ TG!F"

!#tr
ext

    8.6a

The resulting energies of [C] and [W] phases are equal to each other and to the total energy
of particle (7.10-7.12).

The "C # W# pulsations of the anchor Bivacuum fermion (BVFanc
" ! represent periodical

redistribution between the local kinetic [C] - phase and nonlocal potential [W] phase energy of
elementary particle with de Broglie wave frequency (7.14). The asymmetry of the effective
anchor BVFanc

" of the unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F'
$!S%!1/2 of triplet (Fig.2) has

relativistic dependence on the external translational kinetic energy of particle and determines the
empirical properties of de Broglie wave of particle (energy, frequency and length).

8.3 Interrelation between the internal and external electric and gravitational
potentials of sub-elementary fermions

It is assumed that the internal electromagnetic and gravitational interactions between
opposite electric and mass poles of the electric-dipoles and mass-dipoles of sub-elementary
particles (antiparticles) turns reversibly, as a result of "C # W# pulsation, to corresponding
external: Coulomb and gravitational potentials of elementary particles and antiparticles.

As far the external potentials represent the spherical elastic deformations of Bivacuum matrix
(longitudinal and transversal), they decreases with distance as (r 0/r, where: r 0 is the unitary
radius-vector!. At the Golden mean (GM) conditions of zero-point oscillations, in the absence of
external translational motion of elementary particles we have for the maximum of zero-point
electric potential:

| VE
in ! |

"W#
% e$e!

L0
% *m0c2 % *m0$0

2L0
2 %recoil!

| TE
in ! |

"C# % *%mV
$v2!! % * h

%mV
$%B

2 !!
% mV

$v.
2 !

%antirecoil!

| VE
in ! |

"W#
% !| TE

in ! |
"C#

    8.7

    8.7a

    8.7b

where: e$e! % e0
2; * % e2/&c $ 1/137 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant; the

internal (GM! radius of rotation of sub-elementary particles in composition of elementary
particles around the common axis (Fig.1) is equal to Compton radius (L0!:

Lin
! % L0 % &

|mV
$ !mV

! |vor
! c % &

m0c % &c
%mV

$vvor
2 !!

    8.8

The Coulomb potentials of the electron and proton in hydrogen atom should be equal. It
means a condition:

*%mV
$v2!e

! % *%mV
$v2!p     8.9

This relation is valid, when the difference in mass of the electron and proton in atom is
compensated by the difference in their velocities of longitudinal vibrations:

%mV
$ !e

!

%mV
$ !p

%
%v2!p

%v2!e
!     8.10

The external - relativistic contribution of longitudinal recoil energy of [W] phase of the
asymmetric anchor Bivacuum fermion BVFanc

" (electromagnetic potential of elementary particle
|VE

ext | ) can be expressed, as a result of conversion of internal Coulomb interaction between the
actual (e$! and complementary (e!! charges of torus and antitorus of the anchor Bivacuum
fermion (BVFanc

" !, separated by the effective spatial parameter Lext
! to elastic recoil energy of
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Bivacuum matrix in the process of "C # W# pulsations:

|VE
ext |"W# %

e$e!

Lext
! % *%mV

$ ! mV
!!BVFanc

" c2 %recoil!

|TE
ext |"C# % *mV

$v2 % * h
mV

$%B
2 %antirecoil!

|VE
ext |"W# % !|TE

ext |"C#

    8.11

    8.11a

    8.11b

where the additional - relativistic curvature of anchor BVFanc
" , dependent on particle external

translational motion with velocity (v) is:

Lext
! % &

%mV
$ ! mV

!!BVFanc
" c % &c

mV
$v2

at : v / 0; Lext
!

/ (

    8.12

    8.12a

The gravitational potential of sub-elementary particle at Golden mean zero-point conditions,
resulting from conversion of its internal G-potential in [C] phase of unpaired sub-elementary
fermions to corresponding elastic recoil energy in [W] phase, can be presented in similar way, as
(8.7 and 8.7a):

|VG
in |

"W#

! % G mV
$mV

!

L0
% +m0c2 % %mV

$v/
2 !! % %m0/!!+!c2 %recoil!

|TG
in |

"C#
! % +%mV

$v2!! % h
%mV

$%B
2 !!

% +m0$0
2L0

2 %antirecoil!

|VG
in |

"W#

! % !|TG
in |

"C#
!

    8.13

    8.13a

    8.13b

where the introduced in our theory gravitational fine structure constant: +i % %m0
i /MPl!2 is a

ratio of rest mass to Plank mass, squared; the rest mass, squared, is equal to: m0
2 % mV

$mV
! ; the

Plank mass squared is MPl
2 % &c/G.

The external transversal (gravitational) recoil energy of [W] phase |VG
ext |"W# is a result of

conversion of internal gravitational attraction between the actual (mV
$! and complementary (mV

!!
masses of torus and antitorus of the anchor Bivacuum fermion (BVFanc

" !, separated by the
effective spatial parameter Lext

! in the process of its "C # W# pulsation.
The corresponding to relativistic gravitational potential, generated by unpaired

sub-elementary particle small additional kinetic energy |TG
ext |"C# of [C] phase, is a result of

compensating the recoil energy of [W] phase of the anchor BVFanc
" :

|VG
ext |"W# % G mV

$mV
!

Lext
! % +%mV

$ ! mV
!!BVFanc

" c2 %recoil!

|TG
ext |"C# % +mV

$v2 % + h
mV

$%B
2 % mV

$v/
2 %antirecoil!

|VG
ext |"W# % !|TG

ext |"C#

    8.14

    8.15

    8.15a

The real potentials of particles are the result of superposition of zero-point recoil effects with
relativistic recoil effects, generated by asymmetric anchor Bivacuum fermions of unpaired
sub-elementary fermions of triplets.

In our model the absolute values of energies and energy increments of all sub-elementary
fermions in triplets - "F'

! ! F)
$# $ F"

! , are equal and strongly interrelated. The electromagnetic
and gravitational empirical potentials of such triplets are determined by unpaired/uncompensated
Bivacuum fermion F"

$ , in the case of particles and antifermion F"
! for antiparticles. In

accordance to our model, the inertial properties of particles and antiparticles of the same absolute
energy are equal, as they are determined by the absolute value of their mass-energy symmetry
shift:
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|mV
$ ! mV

! |c2 % mV
! ! mV

$ c2     8.16

However, the signs of gravitational potentials of particles and antiparticles are opposite
(8.14) and they should repel each other.

8.4 The general formulas for total energy of de Broglie wave in [W] and [C] phase,
including their internal and external contributions

It is assumed that the internal electromagnetic and gravitational interactions between
opposite electric and mass poles of the electric and mass-dipoles of sub-elementary fermions
turns to external ones, as a result of recoil effects, induced by "C $CVC!Rec

EE,EG

!) W# transitions. The

recoil energy increment of unpaired %F"
!! of triplets activate in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum

longitudinal (.! and transversal (/! elastic deformations, corresponding to Coulomb (EE! and
gravitational (EG! potentials of elementary particles and antiparticles. These shifts of Bivacuum
fermions from positions of equilibrium: EE,G % ) %mV

$ !mV
!!.,/

BVFc2 are followed by small shifts
of mass and energy of torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of [C] phase of big number of BVFas

"

dipoles, responsible for electric (E) and gravitational (G) potentials, correspondingly. The
magnetic (EH! and magneto-gravitational (EHG! fields potentials are the result of antirecoil ’tail
to head’ effects, accompanied the reverse "W !CVC$Rec

EH,EHG

!) C# transition of F"
!. The antirecoil

increments of energy (EH, EH!G! are the sum of energies of virtual clouds %VC!.,/ of
subquantum particles, emitted by asymmetric %BVFas

" !.,/ in the process of their
relaxation/transition to symmetric state: BVFas

" VC
/ BVF0

" and corresponding excessive virtual
pressure: .VirP! % VirP$ ! VirP!.

The energies of electric - recoil and magnetic - antirecoil, as well as gravitational and
magneto-gravitational effects are opposite by signs and equal by the absolute values. However
their physical natures are different, as the excited (corpuscular) and transition (wave) states of
infinitive number of BVF.

The [excitation # relaxation] processes in huge volumes of Bivacuum are accompanied the
high - frequency "C # W# pulsations of elementary particles. Such ultrafast reversible dynamics
is possible due to nonlocal properties of corresponding Bivacuum domains with dimensions,
determined by virtual de Broglie waves of BVF with external momentum, close to zero (section
1.1):

%BVF % h/"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c# % h/)BVF % h/"%mV
$v2/c# / (     8.16

The pulsations of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y
i of each elementary particle (triplet) in the plane (x,y),

normal to orientation of unpaired sub-elementary fermion (z!, may participate in conversion of
recoil (tension) electric energy to antirecoil (relaxation) magnetic energy.

As far the longitudinal recoil and antirecoil effects are pertinent for different stages:
"C / W# and "W / C#, correspondingly, they display themselves separately, as the electric and
magnetic potentials. The same is true for transversal recoil and antirecoil effects, responsible for
gravitational and

Taking into account the dynamic recoil (electric VE
C/W) and and antirecoil (magnetic TH

W/C)
effects, compensating each other, as well, as gravitational %VG

C/W! and magneto-gravitational
(TH!G

W/C) effects, formula for total energy of elementary particle (8.6) can be presented as:

Etot % mV
$c2 % R%m0(0L0

2!rot $
h2

mV
$%B

2
tr
$ %VE

C/W ! TH
W!C! $ %VG

C/W ! TH!G
W/C!     8.17

where: R " 1 ! %v/c!2 is a relativistic factor, dependent on the external translational
velocity %v!
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The recoil energy of Bivacuum elastic deformation, induced by "C / W# transition of
unpaired %F"

!! of triplets, activate in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum longitudinal (.! and
transversal (/! elastic reversible deformations. Due to antirecoil (relaxation) effects these
deformations represent the counterphase outgoing and incoming elastic spherical waves.
Superposition of these pair of waves forms standing virtual ’acoustic’- like waves in Bivacuum
around each free pulsing elementary particle, non interacting with others. These reversible shifts
of BVF from positions of equilibrium are followed by corresponding shifts of mass and energy
between torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of [C] phase of big number of BVFas

" , responsible for
electric (E) and gravitational (G) potentials, correspondingly, with resulting (total) energy:

VE % V.
Rec % *mV

$c2 % *"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % * Rm0c2 $ h

mV
$%B

2

TH
Antirec % * %mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~ r0

r

(

) |EV$ ! EV! |.tr
BVF ~ r0

r "VirP$ ! VirP!#.

VG % E/
Rec % +mV

$c2 % +"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % + Rm0c2 $ h

mV
$%B

2

TH!G
Antirec % +%mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~ r0

r

(

) |EV$ ! EV! |/tr
BVF ~ r0

r "VirP$ ! VirP!#/

    8.18

    8.18a

    8.19

    8.19a

where: * % e2/&c % %e/Q!2 is electromagnetic fine structure constant; +i % %m0
i /MPl!2 is the

gravitational fine structure constant, depending on lepton generation, in contrast to *;
"VirP$ ! VirP!#./ are the uncompensated (superfluous) longitudinal and transverse virtual

pressures, as a consequence of asymmetric recoil effect; r0 is the unitary radius-vector and r is
the distance from triplet.

The set of new expressions, presented here, unify the extended special theory of relativity,
new approach to electromagnetism, gravitation with mechanism of corpuscle - wave duality of
elementary particles. The letter is, in turn, a consequence of our concept of Bivacuum.

The notions of spatially localized electric charge and mass are pertinent only for asymmetric
[C] phase of sub-elementary fermions. The absence of monopole - spatially localized magnetic
charge is one of the important consequences of our dynamic model of elementary particles (see
section 4.5).

8.5 Analysis of velocities of zero-point vibrations of elementary particles, induced by [C# W]
pulsations

The ratio of zero-point group velocity of triplets - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
!!S%!1/2,

e," %vmin
ext % v0!

to the light velocity, squared, taking into account the recoil dynamics, can be presented as a sum
of three contributions, corresponding to Golden mean (GM) condition:

%vmin/c! tot
2 % # $ v.tr

! /c 2$ %v/tr
! /c!2 % ! $ *! $ +! %

% 0.61803398 $ 4.51 & 10!3 $ 1.07497 & 10!45 % 0.62254398

    8.20

where:

%vmin
2 ! % !c2     8.20a

is a minimum external rotational velocity of unpaired sub-elementary fermion in triplets (Fig.2)
at Golden mean conditions, providing the rest mass origination, without taking into account the
elastic [recoil ( antirecoil] vibrations, accompanied [C # W] pulsations.

For the other hand, the contributions to zero-point velocity the longitudinal and transversal
recoil # antirecoil oscillations, induced by "C # W# pulsations, are equal to:
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%vmin/c!rec
2 % v.tr

! /c 2$ %v/tr
! /c!2 % *! $ +! - 4.51 & 10!3     8.21

The longitudinal and transversal zero-point velocities at Golden mean conditions,
accompanied "C # W# pulsation of unpaired F"

! of triplets, are summarized below:

v.tr
! % cz % cz % c%*!!1/2 % 0.201330447 2 108 m s!1

where : z % %*!!1/2 % 6.71566 & 10!2

and z2 %
v.tr
!

c
2

% *! % 4.51 & 10!3

v/tr
! % cx % c %+e!!1/2 % 10!14 m s!1

where : x % %+e!!1/2 % 3.27867 & 10!23

and x2 % v/tr
!

c
2
% +e! % 1.07497 & 10!45

    8.22

    8.22a

    8.23

    8.23a

The new expressions, obtained in this section, for zero-point conditions will be used in
evaluation of magnetic moment of the electron (section 14.2).

Formula (8.17) without taking into account the recoil and antirecoil effects, compensating
each other, at conditions of minimum external group velocity, corresponding to Golden mean:
(v/c)2 % ! % 0.618, can be presented, taking into account (4.8; 8.20a and 4.5a), as:

Etot % mV
$c2 % R%m0(0L0

2!rot $
h2

mV
$%B

2
tr

!

% Etot
! % m0

! c2 % %1 ! !!1/2m0c2 $ m0
! !c2 %

% Etot
! % 1

! m0c2 % "%1 ! !!1/2 $ 1#m0c2 % %! $ 1!m0c2

    8.23b

The left and right parts of the latter formula are equal (see 4.5a).
The de Broglie wave length of rotating sub-elementary fermion at GM conditions is less, than

the Compton length of the electron (%0 % h/m0c!:

%B
! % h

%mV
$v!!

% h
%m0/!!c!1/2 % h!1/2

m0c % %0!1/2 % 0.786%0

or : %B
!

%0
% LB

!

L0
% !1/2 % 0.786

    8.23c

where: LB
! and L0 are the radiuses of corresponding circular orbits with de Broglie length:

%B
! % 2#LB

! and %0 % 2#L0.

8.6 Application of angular momentum conservation law for evaluation
of curvatures of electric and gravitational fields

From the formulas of total energy of "W# phase of unpaired sub-elementary fermion (8.17) of
triplet - "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0$ %F"

!!S%!1/2,
e," we can find out the relation between the sum of internal

and external angular momentum of CVC, including the electric and gravitational increments of
CVC of [W# phase for the one side, and a sum of corresponding recoil angular momentums, for
the other.

For the end of convenience, this expression can be subdivided to the internal "M0
in#

(zero-point) and external "M)
ext# contributions to the total angular momentum "M tot#:

M tot % M0
in $ M)

ext     8.24

It follows from the law of angular momentum conservation, that the angular momentums of
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Cumulative virtual cloud (CVC) and the recoil (rec) angular momentums, accompanied
"C / W# transitions of sub-elementary fermions, should be equal:

M0
in % "R*m0cLE

0 $ R+m0cLG
0 #rec % "Rm0cL0 ! R*m0cL0 ! R+m0cL0 #CVC     8.25

where the internal momentum of elementary particle at Golden mean (zero-point) conditions:

p0
in % m0c % |mV

$ ! mV
! |!c % %mV

$v2!!/c
L0 % &/m0c Compton radius

    8.26
    8.26a

and the external contribution to angular momentum:

M)
ext % "*mV

$vLE
ext $ +mV

$vLG
ext#rec % "mV

$vLB ! *mV
$vLB ! +mV

$vLB #CVC     8.27

where the external momentum of particle is directly related to its de Broglie wave length
(%B % 2#LB % h/mV

$v!:

pext % mV
$v % h/%B % &

LB
    8.28

The sum of zero-point and angular momentums is:

M tot % *%Rm0cLE
0 $ mV

$vLE
ext!rec $ +%Rm0cLG

0 $ mV
$vLG

ext!rec %

% Rm0cL0 $ mV
$vLB ! *%Rm0cL0 $ mV

$vLB!CVC ! +%Rm0cL0 $ mV
$vLB!CVC

    8.29

The minimum space curvatures, related to electromagnetism, corresponding to zero-point
longitudinal recoil effects, accompanied "C # W# pulsation, can be find out from (8.25),
reflecting the angular momentum conservation law, as:

LE
0 % L0

* %1 ! * ! 2+! - L0
1
* ! 1 % aB ! L0 % 136,036L0

+ --- * % 0,0072973506 - 1/137

    8.30

We can see, that the space curvature, characteristic for electric potential of the electron at
Golden Mean (zero-point) conditions (LE

0 ! is very close to the radius of the 1st Bohr orbit %aB! in
hydrogen atom:

aB % 1
* L0 % 137,036L0 % 0.5291 & 10!10 m     8.31

In similar way we can find from (8.25) zero-point Bivacuum curvature, determined by
elementary particle gravitational potential:

LG
0 % %G

0

2# % L0
+ %1 ! 2* ! +! - L0

+     8.32

where: +e % %m0
e /MPl!2 % 1.7385 & 10!45; +p % %m0

p/MPl!2 % 5.86 & 10!39 are introduced
in our theory gravitational fine structure constant, different for electrons and protons;
MPl % %&c/G!1/2 % 2.17671 & 10!8 kg is a Plank mass; m0

e % 9.109534 & 10!31 kg is a rest mass
of the electron; m0

p % 1.6726485 & 10!27 kg % m0
e & 1.8361515 & 103 kg is a rest mass of proton.

The electron’s and proton’s zero-point gravitational curvatures are, correspondingly:

%LG
0 !

e - L0
e

+e " aG
e % 3.86 & 10!13 m

1.7385 & 10!45 % 2.22 & 1032 m % 2.34 & 1016 light years     8.33

%LG
0 !

p - L0
p

+p " aG
p % 21 & 10!17 m

5.86 & 10!39 % 3.58 & 1022 m % 3.79 & 106 light years     8.33a
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The length of one light year is 9.46 & 1015 m.
The gravitational curvature radius of proton (8.33a), equal to %LG

0 !
p % aG

p % 3.58 & 1022 m
may have the same importance in cosmology, like the electromagnetic curvature the electron,
equal to 1st orbit radius of the hydrogen atom: aB % 0.5291 & 10!10 m in atomic physics.

For comparison with aG
p , the characteristic distance between galactics in their groups and

clusters is in range: (0.3 3 1.5! & 1022 m. The radius of of Local group of galactics, like Milky
way, Andromeda galaxy and Magellan clouds, equal approximately to 3 & 106 light years. The
radius of Vigro cluster of galactics is also close to aG

p .

Let us consider now the curvature of electric potential, determined by the external dynamics
of the charged particle and its de Broglie wave length from (8.27):

LE
ext % LB

* %1 ! * ! 2+! - LB
1
* ! 1 % 136,036LB % 136,036 )B

2#     8.34

In most common nonrelativistic conditions the de Broglie wave length of elementary particle
is much bigger than it its Compton length (LB % )B

2# % 1
2-

h
mv ,, L0 % &

m0c ! and, consequently,
the effective external radius of Coulomb potential action is much bigger, than the minimum
internal one: LE

ext ,, LE
0 .

Similar situation is valid for external gravitational potential curvature from (8.27):

LG
ext % %G

2# % LB
+ %1 ! 2* ! +! % LB

1
+ ! 2*

+ ! 1 - LB
+     8.35

8.7 The nonlocal virtual spin waves (VirSWm
!1/2), excited by pulsation of elementary particles

The reversible oscillation of local angular momentum (spin) of CVCS%!1/2
! in the

process"C # W# pulsation of unpaired sub-elementary fermions %F"
!!S%!1/2, of triplets

- "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
!!S%!1/2,

e," excite in Bivacuum the compensating recoil effects in form of
opposite by angular momentum sign massless nonlocal virtual spin waves: VirSWm

4 or VirSWm
5,

carrying the spin/phase information and the angular momentum of elementary particles, but not
the energy. The nonlocal Spin Field, represented by VirSWm

4 and VirSWm
5, is a result of the

angular momentum conservation law. The modulated by de Broglie waves of particles virtual
spin waves may differ from the basic reference ones VirSW0

!1/2 (see section 1).
The modulated elastic virtual spin waves (VirSWm

!1/2), as carriers of spin field, represent
oscillation of

BVF'# BVB!# BVF)     8.36

equilibrium between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins. The Spin field can be named also
’Informational field’, as a carrier of phase of [C # W# pulsation from Sender to receiver. In
accordance to our duality and elementary particles models, the phase of [C # W# pulsation and
spin state of unpaired sub-elementary fermion in triplets are directly interrelated.

The internal angular momentum (spin) of cumulative virtual clouds %CVC!!S%$1/2
4 or

%CVC!!S%!1/2
5 , emitting as a result of [C CVC

/ W# transition of unpaired %F"
!!S%!1/2 is equal to:

SCVC! % ! 1
2 & % ! 1

2 m0cL0     8.37

The %CVC!!S%$1/2
4 or %CVC!!S%!1/2

5 activate the massless nonlocal virtual spin waves of two
polarizations: VirSW$1/2 and VirSW!1/2 with properties of collective Nambu-Goldstone modes.
These two polarizations of virtual spin waves shift the dynamic equilibrium (8.36) to the left or
to the right, correspondingly.

The basic, reference VirSW0
!1/2, excited by angular momentums of Virtual clouds (VC) of

Bivacuum, equal to (SCVC!), represent the oscillations of equilibrium of Bivacuum fermions
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(BVF! with opposite spins and Bivacuum bosons BVB!, as intermediate stage (see section 1):

VirSW0
!1/2 ~ BVF'%V$( V!!

KBVF'#BVB)# BVB!%V$ ') V!!
KBVB'#BVF)# BVF)%V$* V!!     8.38

. The oscillation of equilibrium constant, induced by "C # W# transitions with angular
frequency ((C#W

in % (0 % 2#,0 % m0c2/&! i, amplitude modulated by frequency of librational de
Broglie waves of molecules ((B

lb! in condensed matter, can be described as:

IS " IVirSW!1/2 ~KBVF'#BVF)%t! % %KBVF'#BVF)!0 "sin%(0
i t! $ -(B

lb sin%(B
lbt!     8.39

where: the equilibrium constant in the absence of matter and potential fields
%KBVF'#BVF)!0 % "BVF'#/"BVF)# % 1. The index of frequency modulation is defined as: ) %
%&$tr,lb/$B

tr,lb!. The carrying zero-point pulsation frequency of particles is equal to the basic
frequency of Bivacuum virtual waves: $VPW0

!,ViSW0
i % $0

i % m0
i c2/&. Such kind of modulation is

accompanied by two satellites with frequencies: ($0
i $ $B

tr,lb! and ($0
i ! $B

tr,lb! % &$tr,lb .
Corresponding nonlocal spin field (IS! is a carrier of quantum information (qubits) and

angular momentum, but not the energy, as far oscillation of equilibrium (BVF' # BVF)) do not
accompanied by symmetry shifts between energy of torus %V$! and antitorus (V!! and the energy
of Bivacuum fermions (BVF"! and Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! remains unchanged:

.EBVF,BVB
IS % .%mV

$ ! mV
!!BVF,BVB

IS c2 % 0     8.40

The characteristic nonlocality length of virtual spin wave (VirSWm
S%!1/2), activated by angular

momentum (spin) of CVCS%!1/2
! , emitted/absorbed by unpaired sub-elementary fermions

%F"
!!S%!1/2 of - "F'

! ! F)
$#S%0$ %F"

!!S%!1/2,
e," is equal to characteristic gravitational wave length:

%VirSW % %G.

8.8 Neutrino and Antineutrino in Unified Theory
We put forward a conjecture, that neutrinos or antineutrinos of three lepton generation,

represent a stable non elastic Bivacuum transversal (gravitational) recoil excitations,
accompanied the creation of the electron’s or positron’s of corresponding generations. In similar
way the nonelastic longitudinal recoil excitations in Bivacuum superfluid matrix represent
photons. This idea means that the neutrinos are carriers of gravitational field energy, like photons
carry the electromagnetic energy.

The quantized energy of neutrinos and antineutrinos is related to rest mass of corresponding
generations of the electron and positron (!m0

e,%,"! as:

Ee,%,"
,,', % "mV

$v/tr
2 #e,%,"

,,', % !+|mV
$ ! mV

! |e,%,"
! c2 % 1

2 $ n! % !+e,%,"%m0
e,%,"!c2 % 1

2 $ n!     8.41

where %!m0
e,%,"! are the rest mass of [i % e,%,"# generations of electrons and positrons;

+e,%," %%m0
e,%,"/MPl!

2 is a gravitational fine structure constants, introduced in our theory of
gravitation (Kaivarainen, 2003;2004); !.%mV

e,%,"!c2 % !+e,%,"%m0
e,%,"!c2 are the amplitude of

Bivacuum symmetry shift, corresponding to three neutrino flavors [e,%,"# at Golden mean
conditions. The Plank mass is MPl% %&c/G!1/2.

The charge of neutrino/antineutrino (!e,! is proportional to corresponding to neutrino mass
symmetry shift (see 4.11) and is very close to zero:

! e, % !+e,%,"e0 ~ ! +e,%,"m0/!3/2 - 0     8.42

The evidence of neutrino flavor oscillation: e # % # " in certain conditions has been
recently obtained in Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO, 2002). This means possibility of
collective quantum transitions between symmetry shifts of Bivacuum fermions (BVF!! i:
.%mV

e ! # .%mV
% ! # .%mV

" !, as a result of conversions (oscillations) between three basic
generation of Bivacuum dipoles with three corresponding resulting mass: %m0

e ! # %m0
%! # %m0

" !,
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where m0
i % %mV

$mV
!! i .

It is known, that neutrinos (,e;,%;,"! always originates in pairs with positrons
(e$;%$;"$! and antineutrinos (', e;',%;',"! in pairs with electrons (e!;%!;"!!. This confirms our
idea that nonlocal symmetry shifts of huge number of BVF" " "V$ + V!#, representing
neutrinos, compensate the local symmetry shift, accompanied the origination of elementary
particles *"F'

! $ F)
$# $ F"

!+.
The characteristic and maximum length of neutrino is equal to that of virtual spin wave (

%VirSW) and gravitational wave length (%G), defined by:

%,e,%," % %VirSW % %G - 2#L0
+i % h

c"+m0#
i% 1

2 $n!
0 3.58 & 1022 m     8.43

It looks, that the neutrino and antineutrino directly participate in gravitational (G) and
spin-spin interaction between two or more distant particles. The energy of G - interaction should
be dependent on density energy of neutrinos and their generation.

8.9 The Corpuscle -Wave duality as a background of Uncertainty Principle
One of the basic laws of quantum mechanics, the principle of uncertainty, reflecting the

corpuscle-wave duality, may be expressed in two forms:

%.q!2%.p!2 # &
2

2
    8.44

%.t!2%.E!2 # &2     8.45

where: .q and.p are uncertainties in simultaneous experimental determinations of the
coordinate and momentum of wave B; .t and .E are uncertainties of time and energy of wave B
in conditions of their simultaneous experimental evaluation.

The reason of this uncertainty is the incompatibility in time of two parameters in the left parts
of (8.44 and 8.45) in a course of [C # W# pulsation of sub-elementary particles and perturbation
of these parameters in a course of measurements. In the selected [Wave] and instant
[Corpuscular] phase we cannot detect simultaneously the momentum and position of the electron
"%F'

$ $ F)
!! $ %F"

!!#, as well as its life-time and energy, determined by uncompensated
sub-elementary particle %F"

!!.
The notion of time %t! and momentum (p! is pertinent only for corpuscular [C] phase, but not

for the [W] phase, because both of them are related with actual mass and velocity measurement.
For the other hand, in [W] phase, realized in form of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC), the

energy (E! and wave B length Lext % &/%mC
$v! * q display themselves, as a measurable

parameters.

9. Pauli principle: How it works ?
Let us consider the reason why the Pauli principle ”works” for fermions and do not work for

bosons. In accordance to our model of elementary particles, the numbers of sub-elementary
fermions and sub-elementary antifermions, forming bosons, like photons (Fig.3), are equal. Each
of sub-elementary fermion and sub-elementary antifermion in symmetric pairs "F"

$$F"
!# of

bosons can pulsate between their [C] and [W] states in-phase (S % 0! or counterphase (S % !1&!.
In both cases the positive and negative subquantum particles, forming CVC$ and CVC! do

not overlap, as far they are in realms of opposite energy.
For the other hand, the numbers of sub-elementary particles and sub-elementary antiparticles

in composition of fermions (i.e. triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i ) are not equal to each other.

Consequently, the CVC$ and CVC! of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions in triplets do
not compensated each other . It leads to asymmetric oscillations of Bivacuum virtual quanta
density and symmetry shift in the process of [C # W# pulsation.

In the framework of our model, the Pauli repulsion effect between fermions with the same
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spin states and energy, i.e. the same phase and frequency of "C # W# pulsation, is similar to
effect of excluded volume. It is provided by spatial incompatibility of two cumulative virtual
clouds: CVC1

! and CVC2
! in the same moment of time, if the distance between them is equal or

less, than dimensions of CVC!, determined by de Broglie wave length of triplets:
%B % %CVC % h/mV

$vext. Let us analyze this situation in more detail.
The contribution of external translational dynamics of fermions "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i to their
total energy in [W] phase from (8.6, 8.11a and 8.15), taking into account the recoil effects, is:

EW
ext % "*mV

$v2 $ +mV
$v2 #rec $

h2

mV
$%B

2 ! * h2

mV
$%B

2 ! + h2

mV
$%B

2
CVCB tr

ext

-

- "*mV
$v2 #rec $

h2

mV
$%B

2 ! * h2

mV
$%B

2
CVCB tr

ext

% EE
ext $ ECVCB

ext

    9.1

    9.1a

The Pauli repulsion energy between nonrelativistic fermions of the same spin and energy on
the distances %B , L0 % &/m0c is determined by the external non-electromagnetic energy of
CVC:

.P " ECVCB
ext % h2

mV
$%B

2 %1 ! *!     9.2

For the other hand, the external electric potential of particle - by its external longitudinal
recoil energy:

.E " EE
ext % * h2

mV
$%B

2     9.2a

Their ratio is very close to the reversed value of electromagnetic fine structure constant:

".P#/".E# % %1/*! ! 1!~ 136     9.3

It points how much the Pauli repulsion energy between fermions of the same energy and spin
exceeds the Coulomb interaction.

The effective distance of realization of Pauli repulsion between similar fermions:

%B % %CVC % h
mV

$vext     9.4

tends to infinity at v/ 0 and %B % %CVC / (. Such nonlocal repulsion effect, which could be
responsible for repulsive ’dark energy’ in the Universe, may be realized via Virtual guides of
spin, momentum and energy %VirGSME!, described in section 17. In such conditions, the spins
and phase of "C # W# pulsation of remote unpaired sub-elementary fermions of distant Sender
and Receiver should be in-phase.

If the spins of two sub-elementary and elementary fermions are opposite, then their
"C # W# oscillations are counterphase and their CVC! are spatially compatible, because they
do not exist in the same space volume in the same moment of time.

For example, such situation takes a place in system of two sub-elementary fermions: F)
! and

F'
! of the electron - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F'

! ,i or two sub-elementary antifermions F'
$ and F)

$ of the
positron - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F)

$ ,i , because their CVC! do not overlap in in the same space in the
same time.

In another example of the internal "C # W# dynamics of triplets, as a condition of their
stability, the in-phase pulsations of sub-elementary fermion and sub-elementary antifermion (F'

$

and F'
!!, localized in opposite energetic realms of Bivacuum, are possible, because the CVC$

and CVC! do not overlap again.
The latter conditions occur also in the process of "C # W# pulsation of elementary bosons
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(photons), and complex bosons, (atoms). In these two situations the effect of excluded volume is
absent and fermions are spatially compatible. The mechanism, proposed, explains the absence of
the Pauli repulsion in systems of Bosons and Cooper pairs.

9.1 Spatial compatibility of sub-elementary fermions of the same charge and opposite spins
We postulate in our model, that [C 6 W] transitions of two sub-elementary antifermions

(F)
! !%1! $ F'

! ,%2! with opposite spins in composition of the electron "%F'
$ $ F)

!! $ F'
! ,# or

two sub-elementary fermions %F)
$ !%1! $ "F'

$ ,%2! of the positron "%F'
$ $ F)

!! $ F)
$ ,# are

counterphase (see the upper part of Fig. 8).
In the case of counterphase [C 6 W] pulsations of "F)

! #%1! and F'
! ,%2! with opposite spins -

they are spatially compatible, as far their corpuscular [C] and wave [W] phase are realized
alternatively in different semi-periods and the Pauli repulsion, described above, is absent.

The example of such compatible pairs in composition of the electron or positron is presented
on (Fig.8).

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of pair of a spatially compatible sub-elementary antifermions, as
a pair of (vortex$torus) dipoles of the electron "%F'

$ $ F)
!! $ F'

! ,#, with the opposite
half-integer spins: F'

! , and F)
! and the same charge (e!!, energy and frequency of [C # W]

pulsation. At the counterphase [C 6 W] transitions of two sub-elementary antifermions with
opposite spins: F'

! , and F)
! , following by quantum beats between actual and complementary

corpuscular states, the [C 6 W] pulsation of second paired sub-elementary antifermion F'
$ occur

in-phase with F)
!. In the volume of triplets of electrons and positrons the spin-spin exchange

interaction between [F)
!!and "F'

! , of unipolar sub-elementary (i.e. Pauli attraction) is stronger,
than electromagnetic repulsion.

In accordance to our model, in triplet "%F'
$ $ F)

!! $ F'
! ,#, representing the electron, the

resulting spin and charge of the electron is determined by ”uncompensated” spin of one of two
[F"

!,, presented on Fig.8. The actual inertial mass (mV
$! of the electron is determined by this

unpaired/uncompensated sub-elementary fermion also.
The dynamics of sub-elementary particles of positron "%F'

$ $ F)
!! $ F)

$ ,# is similar to that
of electron, determined, however, by uncompensated sub-elementary antifermion. The
mechanism of the triplets of sub-elementary fermions spin state inversion needs 7200 not 3600. It
will be explained in the next section.

The elementary particles with opposite spins in pairs, like [electron $ electron], [positron $
positron], [electron $ proton], [protons and neutrons of heavy nuclears], etc. also could be
spatially compatible, if their "C # W# pulsations are counterphase and the Pauli repulsion is
absent. Such particles systems have a properties of bosons with integer spin %S % 0,1!. The
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Cooper pairs have the like properties.

9.2 The double turn (7200! of magnetic field, as a condition of the fermions
spin state reversibility

It is known fact, that the total rotating cycle for spin of the electrons or positrons is not 3600,
but 7200, i.e. double turn by external magnetic field of special configuration, is necessary to
return elementary fermions to starting state (Davies, 1985). The correctness of any new model of
elementary particles should be testified by its ability to explain this nontrivial fact.

We may propose three possible explanations, using our model of the electrons, positrons,
protons and antiprotons, as a triplets of sub-elementary fermions/antifermions: (see section 5 of
this paper).

Let us analyze them on example of the electron:

- "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F'
! ,e     9.5

1. We may assume, that the direction of external magnetic field rotation acts only on
unpaired sub-elementary fermion, as asymmetric [torus (V!! $ antitorus (V$!# pair:
F'
! % %V! ( V$!as, if the resulting magnetic moment of pair "F'

$ $ F)
!# is zero and the pair do

not interact with external magnetic field at all. In such conditions the 1st 3600 turn of external H
field change the direction of torus V$ rotation to the opposite one transforming the
sub-elementary fermion to sub-elementary boson: "F'

! " %V! ( V$!#
3600

) "B! " %V! )' V$!#.
One more 3600 turn of the external magnetic field bring this sub-elementary boson and the triplet
(7.10) to starting condition. The total cycle can be presented as:

%I! "F'
! " %V! ( V$!#

3600

) "B! " %V! )' V$!#
3600

) "F'
! " %V! ( V$!#     9.6

2. The second possible explanation of double 7200 turn may be a consequence of following
two stages, involving origination of pair of sub-elementary bosons %B! $ B!! from pair of
sub-elementary fermions, as intermediate stage and two full turns (2 & 3600! of unpaired
sub-elementary fermion:

%II! - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F'
! ,

3600

/ - "B! $ B!# $ F'
! ,

3600

/ - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F'
! ,     9.7

Both of these mechanisms are not very probable, because they involve the action of external
magnetic field on sub-elementary bosons with zero spin and, consequently, zero magnetic
moment.

3. The most probable third mechanism avoids such strong assumption. The external rotating
H field interact in two stage manner (2 & 3600! only with sub-elementary fermions/antifermions,
changing their spins. However this mechanism demands that the angle of spin rotation of
sub-elementary particle and antiparticles of neutral pairs "F'

$ $ F)
!# are the additive parameters.

It means that turn of resulting spin of pair on 3600 includes reorientation spins of each F'
$ and

F)
! only on 1800. Consequently, the full spin turn of pair "F'

$ $ F)
!# resembles that of Mobius

transformation.
The spin of unpaired sub-elementary fermion F'

! ,, in contrast to paired ones, makes a full
turn each 3600, i.e. twice in 7200 cycle:

- "%F'
$!x $ %F)

!!y# $ %F'
!!z ,

3600

) - "%F)
$!x

1800$1800

$ %F'
!!y# $ %F'

!!z , /

3600

) - "%F'
$!x $ %F)

!!y# $ %F'
!!z ,

    9.8

The difference between the intermediate - 2nd stage and the original one in (9.8) is in
opposite spin states of paired sub-elementary particle and antiparticle:
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"%F'
$!x $ %F)

!!y#
3600

) "%F)
$!x

1800$1800

$ %F'
!!y#     9.9

It follows from our consideration, that the 3D spatial organization of the electron (positron) is
asymmetric, and some difference %F'

$!x , "%F)
$!x and %F)

!!y , %F'
!!y is existing. The "C # W#

pulsation of unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F'
!!z is counterphase and spatially compatible in

basic state of the electron triplet with %F)
!!y and in the intermediate state - with its partner %F)

$!x
in triplets (9.8).

One more known ”strange” experimental result can be explained by our dynamic model of
triplets of elementary particles. The existence of two paired in-phase pulsating sub-elementary
fermions (9.9) with opposite parameters, exchanging by spin, charge and energy in the process of
their "C # W# pulsation, can be responsible for the two times stronger magnetic field, generated
by electron, as compared with those, generated by rotating sphere with charge |e! |.

9.3. Bosons as a coherent system of sub-elementary and elementary fermions

The spatial image of the main unit of elementary boson (Fig. 6) could be presented as a
superposition of two strongly correlated (vortex - torus) dipoles with opposite charges and spin
states, representing pair [sub-elementary fermion $ sub-elementary antifermion]. In general case
the elementary bosons are composed from the integer number of such pairs.

Bosons have a zero or integer spin %0,1,27 ! in the & units, in contrast to the half integer
spins of fermions. In general case, bosons with S % 1 include: photons, gluons, mesons and
boson resonances, phonons, pairs of elementary fermions with opposite spins (i.e. Cooper pairs
under the conditions of Bose-condensation), atoms and molecules.

We subdivide bosons into elementary and complex ones:
1. Elementary bosons (like photons), composed from equal number of sub-elementary

fermions and antifermions, moving with light velocity in contrast to complex bosons;
2. Complex bosons, represent a coherent system of elementary fermions (electrons and

nucleons), like neutral atoms and molecules.
Formation of stable complex bosons from elementary fermions of opposite charge and same

spins with different actual masses: %mC
$ !1 , %mC

$ !2 is possible due to their electromagnetic
attraction. It may occur, if the length of their waves B are the same and equal to distance between
them. This former condition may be achieved by difference in their external group velocities,
adjusting the momentums to the same value:

L1% &/%mV
$v!1% L2% &/%mV

$v!27% Ln% &/%mV
$v!n

at : v1/vn% %mV
$!n/%mV

$!1

    9.10

The mentioned above conditions are the base for assembly of complex bosons, unified in the
volume of 3D standing waves of fermions of the opposite or same spins.

The hydrogen atom, composing from two fermions: electron and proton is an example of
complex microscopic complex bosons. The heavier atoms also must follow the same principle of
self-organization.

In accordance with our model, the elementary boson, such as photon, represents dynamic
superposition of two triplets of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions (Fig. 3), corresponding
to electron and positron structures. Such composition determines the resulting external charge of
photon, equal to zero and the value of photon’s spin: J % $1, 0 or -1.

Stability of all types of elementary particles: bosons and fermions (electrons, positrons etc.)
is a result of superposition/exchange of cumulative virtual clouds (CVC$ and CVC!), emitted
and absorbed in the process of [C # W# pulsations of sub-elementary particles and
sub-elementary antiparticles, forming coherent pairs %F'

$ $ F)
!! (Fig.9).
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of symmetric pair of the in-phase pulsing sub-elementary fermion
and sub-elementary antifermion %F'

$$ F)
!! with boson properties. The F'

$ and F)
!, pulsing

in-phase between the corpuscle and wave states compensate the mass, spin and charge of each
other. Such a pair is a neutral component of elementary particles, like electrons, positrons,
protons, neutrons, etc.
Properties of symmetric pair of %F'

$$ F)
!!: resulting electric charge is zero; resulting magnetic

charge is zero; resulting spin: S%F$$F!! % !1,0.

The neutral symmetric pairs of " or % generations "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0,1
",% , forming part of triplets

eqs.(5.9 - 5.10) have a properties of mesons, as a neutral [quark $ antiquark] pair with integer
spin. The coherent cluster of such pairs - from one to four pairs: %n "q$ $ 'q! #!S%0,1,2,3,4 can
provide the experimentally revealed integer spins - from zero to four (chapter 5).

It follows from our model of elementary particles and antiparticles, as a triplets of
sub-elementary particles: *"F'

! $ F)
$# $ F"

!+ i, that just symmetric pairs "F'
! $ F)

$#i in a course of
their in-phase [C # W# pulsation are responsible for interaction of particles with positive and
negative Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW$ and VPW!!, their modulation and origination of
Virtual Replicas (VR) of matter (Kaivarainen, 2004; 2004a,b).

The "Matter # Bivacuum# interaction and VR (virtual hologram) formation has been
considered in detail in chapter 16 and our work: New approach to Entanglement and Quantum
Psi phenomena, based on Unified Theory of Bivacuum, Matter, Fields & Time. Archives of
Los-Alamos: http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0103031.

10 The Mystery of Sri Yantra Diagram
In accordance to ancient archetypal ideas, geometry and numbers describe the fundamental

energies in course of their dance - dynamics, transitions. For more than ten millenniums it was
believed that the famous Tantric diagram-Sri Yantra contains in hidden form the basic functions
active in the Universe (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. The Sri Yantra diagram is composed from nine triangles. Four of them are pointed up
and five down. Author is grateful to P. Flanagan for submitting of Sri Yantra diagram with precise
coordinates of most important points, making it possible the quantitative analysis.

Triangle is a symbol of a three-fold Nature. The Christian trinity, the symbol of God may be
represented by triangle. The symbol of trinity is coherent to our idea of triplets of sub-elementary
particles, as a background of particles, forming matter. In Buddhism-Hindu triangle with apex up
is a symbol of God-male and that with apex down is a symbol of God-female.

Sri Yantra diagram can be considered like geometric language, containing information about
the mechanism of corpuscle-wave duality, as a background of all kinds of fundamental
interaction. Each of pair of triangles [down $ up] in terms of our model corresponds to positive
and negative parts of two-cavity hyperboloid (Fig. 6), describing spatial image of [W] phase of
the pair of [sub-elementary fermions (F$!$ sub-elementary antifermions (F!!] in triplets
"%F"

$$ F"
!!W $ %F"

!!C#, composing elementary particles, like electron, positron, quarks in
different excitation states. The uncompensated sub-elementary fermion %F"

!! is always in
counterphase with pair %F"

$$ F"
!!, in accordance with our model.

In another terms, Fig. 11a, as a part of Sri Yantra (Fig.10), contains information about spatial
image of wave B in form of pair of cumulative virtual clouds (CVC$$ CVC!), corresponding to
the wave [W] phase of symmetric pair %F"

$$ F"
!!W and quantization of their energy.
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Fig. 11a. Parts of Sri Yantra, representing in accordance to our model a spatial images of pair of
[sub-elementary particle (F!! $ sub-elementary antiparticle (F$!] of different states of excitation,
corresponding to WAVE phase [W] as a parted, (double) hyperboloid (Fig.6);
Fig. 11b. Corresponding to this phase of triplet [(F)

!$ F'
$!W $ F"

!
C# the asymmetric Bivacuum

ground state. The numbers near the right side of pictures characterize the energy of positive and
negative energy sublevels of Bivacuum excitation: EB % !&(%n $ 1

2 !, where : n % 0,1,2. . .

Other important feature of Sri Yantra, compatible with our model of symmetric pair
[(F)

!$ F'
$!W] " %CVC$$ CVC!! in composition of electron, is Bivacuum symmetry shift,

corresponding to this phase of triplet "%F)
!$ F'

$!W $ %F!!C#.
Asymmetry is obvious from position of central point of diagram, denoted on Figs. (10) and

(11a), as an open circle (o) and diamond shape of its nuclei (11b), composed from two triangles
with common base and different height.

It is interesting to note, that spatial position of central point (o), localized in lower triangle of
Sri Yantra diamond-nuclei as respect to its base and apex - corresponds to Golden mean.

The degree of asymmetry of Sri Yantra decreases with increasing the distance from its central
point (o). For example, the shifts of zero-point positive and negative vacuum sublevels, pointed
on Fig. 11a:

$ 1
2 $ n &( and ! 1

2 $ n &( %at n % 0!     10.1

as respect to central point (o) of Sri Yantra are characterized by ratio: 1.77. It reflects the
asymmetry of Bivacuum boson of secondary Bivacuum , perturbed by uncompensated
sub-elementary particles. The less asymmetric shifts of higher energetic sublevels with quantum
number: n % 1,2,3,... of Bivacuum excitation: (!3/2)&(; (!5/2)&( and (!7/2)&( are
characterized by the following ratios of their distance from central point: 1.19; 1.1 and 1.046
correspondingly. Such a tendency points that the closer is energy of elementary particle to
zero-point one, the bigger is asymmetry of its exchange interaction with Bivacuum in a course of
"C # W# pulsation of pair (F)

!$ F'
$!.

In terms of our model, asymmetry of pair in the wave phase (F)
!$ F'

$!W " %CVC$$ CVC!!
is related with asymmetry of Bivacuum gap symmetry oscillation (BvSO) and Virtual Pressure
Waves of positive and negative vacuum: .VP! % |VPW$ ! VPW! |, as a consequence of
[C # W# pulsation of pair. The asymmetry is generated by uncompensated sub-elementary
particle in composition of triplets:

"%F)
!$ F'

$!W $F"
! ,C # # "%F)

!$ F'
$!C $F"

! ,W #     10.2

The analogy between some features of ancient diagram and our wave-corpuscle duality
model is surprising, indeed. The kind of asymmetry described, is responsible for gravitation, as
will be shown below.

11. Mechanism of electrostatic and magnetic attraction and repulsion,
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based on Unified theory (UT)
The mechanism of electromagnetic (EM) interaction between two or more electrons or

positrons, in accordance to our theory, is provided by the unpaired/uncompensated
sub-elementary fermions F"

!+. Such fundamental spatially localized property, as a charge, is a
result of Bivacuum fermions symmetry shift, corresponding to Golden mean conditions,
introduced in our work. It is pertinent only for Corpuscular [C] phase of sub-elementary
fermions. The electric potential, in contrast to magnetic one, is one pole effect, related to elastic
’recoil’ effects, generated by "C / W# transition of unpaired sub-elementary fermions F'

!+ of
triplets: electron *"F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F'

!+ or positron *"F'
! $ F)

$# $ F'
$+.

During two semiperiods of triplets of the electron or positron:

"%F'
$ $ F)

!!C $ %F"
!!W#

"W/C#

"C/W#
# "%F)

! $ F'
$!W $ %F"

!!C#     11.1

the corpuscular [C] and wave [W] phase of sub-elementary fermion and sub-elementary
antifermion in pairs "F"

! $ F"
$# are realized in-phase and their recoil effects compensate the each

other.
The "C # W#pulsation of unpaired %F"

!! is counterphase to that of "F"
! $ F"

$#. It is
accompanied by the electric and magnetic potentials excitation in Bivacuum due to described in
section 8.4 [recoil # antirecoil] reversible effects in form of outgoing and incoming longitudinal
spherical elastic waves in Bivacuum superfluid matrix.

In accordance to our model, the Coulomb repulsion or attraction between is a result of
tendency of system to minimize the resulting charge/energy density between two or more
charged particles. The mass/energy and charge symmetry shifts in big number of Bivacuum
fermions %BVF" % "V$+ V!#!, induced by longitudinal recoil of two distant triplets (1 and 2),
may have a similar or opposite signs, depending on their charges:

) eBVF
$ % ) .eV! % ) %eV$ ! eV! ! , 0

) eBVF
! % ) .eV! % ) %eV$ ! eV! ! - 0

where : e! ,, eBVF
!

    11.2

    11.2a

    11.2b

If the signs of shifts of BVF! in space between particles (1 and 2) are the same, the repulsion
between such virtual wave fronts occurs. If the virtual BVF! between real fermions have the
opposite symmetry shifts and uncompensated charges the attraction between real particles, i.e.
electron and positron occur. It is a consequence of the resulting density of charge and energy
decreasing, like the repulsion in case of similar real charges and virtual BVF! symmetry shifts.

Similar situation exists between repulsion of similar magnetic macroscopic poles and
attraction of the opposite ones (N and S). The mechanism behind this phenomena is also tending
of Bivacuum to equilibrium state, minimizing shift of equilibrium between positive and negative
Virtual pressure energies. This symmetry shift is generated by antirecoil (TH

Antirec! effects - the
[W / C# transition of unpaired sub-elementary fermion F'

!+ and the in-phase [C / W#
transitions of pair "F'

$ $ F)
!# of triplets *"F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F'

!+ :

VE % V.
Rec % *mV

$c2 % *"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % !EH

Antirec

TH
Antirec % * %mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~ r0

r

(

) |EV$ ! EV! |.tr
BVF ~ r0

r "VirP$ ! VirP!#.

    11.3

    11.3a

It is known, indeed, that macroscopic magnetic field potential increases with kinetic energy
of charged particles and their density. The orientation of poles of magnetic field, generated by
matter, is directly related to orientation of momentum of unpaired sub-elementary fermion
F"

! ,i in triplets of fermions, composing matter. In such a way the electric - monopole and
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magnetic - dipole properties of triplets are interrelated. The vectors of magnetic force lines are
normal to vector/orientation of unpaired F"

! ,i with charge e! and velocity of particle movement
(v!.

The one more possible mechanism of distant repulsion between identical particles, pulsing
in-phase, is based on Pauli principle. It works, when Bivacuum fermions equilibrium
"BVF'# BVF)# is shifted to the same side, left or right. Then the increasing of distance between
such particles leads to decreasing of asymmetric effects and Pauli repulsion between Bivacuum
fermions of similar spins:

KBVF % BVF'

BVF) / 1 at r / (     11.4

The shift of opposite spins equilibrium [BVF' # BVF)# in a big volumes of Bivacuum can be
induced by virtual spin waves of certain polarization (VirSW4 or VirSW5!, activated by
pulsation of unpaired sub-elementary fermions of triplets.

The charge exchange between paired sub-elementary particles "F'
$$ F)

!# # "F)
!$ F'

$# in the
process of "C # W# pulsation can be considered as internal alternating microcurrent.

11.1 The another approach to mechanism of Coulomb attraction and repulsion, based on
virtual pressure of Bivacuum fermions (BVF)

The mass symmetry shift %mV
$ ! mV

!!F"
! of uncompensated sub-elementary fermion (F"

!!, in
accordance to our theory (eq. 4.1 - 4.1a), is related to velocity (v.! of longitudinal vibrations of
Bivacuum fermions (BVF), surrounding the charge and the shift between virtual masses (mV

$ and
mV

!! and the charges (e$ and e!! of toruses (V$! and antitoruses (V!!, forming Bivacuum
fermions (BVF"! in following manner:

mV
!

mV
$

BVF
% e!

e$

2
% 1 !

v.tr
c

2
~ KV'#V)

or : %mV
$ ! mV

!!c2 % mV
$v.

2 % &c
LV$!V!

    11.5

    11.5a

where in Golden mean conditions, corresponding to zero-point oscillations, from eq.8.6 we
have:

%v.!
! % c%*#!1/2

and : %mV
$ !! % m0/ 1 ! v.

2/c2 % m0/ 1 ! *#

    11.6

    11.7

LV$+V! % &/"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c# % &c/mV
$v.tr

2     11.8

is the electron’s EM potential curvature.
The radiuses of torus and antitorus, forming slightly asymmetric BVF" are, correspondingly:

LV$ % &
mV

$vgr
in and LV! % &

mV
!vph

in     11.9

In conditions of small perturbation: mV
$vgr

in - mV
!vph

in and LV$ - LV!

The resulting virtual pressures of moving Bivacuum fermions VirP%1,2!BVF, generated by
two charges (1 and 2), is determined by the sum of density of kinetic energies of BVF", activated
by vibrating charges:

VirP%1,2!BVF % VirP%1!BVF $ VirP%2!BVF %
nBVF

6 mV
$v.

2
k 1

i
$ nBVF

6 mV
$v.

2
j 2

i

    11.10

    11.10a
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where, the densities of slightly perturbed by electrons (1) and positrons (2) Bivacuum
fermions (BVF' and BVF)! of opposite spins are virtually the same:

%nBVF'
i !1 - %nBVF)

i !2 % 1
VBVF

    11.11

The volume of BVF can be calculated as a product of square of torus or antitorus to distance
between them:

VBVF % #%LV$
n !2 "dV$+V!#n

i % &
m0

i c% 1
2 $ n!

2
h

m0
i c%1 $ 2n!

    11.12

where the quantized radius of BVF" of (i % e,%,"! generation (LV$
n ), perturbed by the

electrons and positrons, is defined by (1.1a) and the distance between them [dV$+V!]n
i by (1.2a):

%LV$
n - LV!

n ! i % &
m0

i c% 1
2 $ n!

[dV$+V!]n
i % h

m0
i c%1 $ 2n!

    11.13

    11.14

In the case of attraction of the opposite charges, the corresponding Bivacuum symmetry
shifts and virtual pressures are opposite, as far the translational kinetic energy of BVF of the
positive charge is positive mV

$v.
2

1 , 0 and that of negative charge is negative: mV
$v.

2
2 - 0.

Consequently, the resulting virtual pressure VirP%1,2!BVF nullify each other, when the charges
becomes closer:

VirP%1,2!BVF %r! / 0 at r / 0     11.15

In the case of repulsion the kinetic energy of both charges (1 and 2) has the same sign.
Consequently, we has the opposite situation: the increasing the distance between similar charges
(r / (! decreases the density of the excessive virtual pressure VirP%1,2!BVF, as far:

VirP%1,2!BVF %r! / 0 at r / (     11.16

12. The Maxwell’s Theory of Electromagnetic Field and Unified Theory
12.1. The Maxwell’s Classical Description

The force lines of the permanent electric field have always the starting point and the ending
point on different charges. It means localization of the electrical charges in space. In contrast to
electric field, the permanent magnetic field lines have not the points of the start and that of the
end. The corresponding vectorial field, formed by continuous force lines is termed a whirl field.

The notion of an electric field is related to electric charges, localized in space. When charges
begin to move, the magnetic field originates. Notwithstanding a big efforts, the magnetic
monopoles (positive and negative like charge of positron and electron) was not experimentally
found. The symmetry and difference between the electric and magnetic fields is expressed by
four Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic field.

The expressions, interrelating the electric (E! and magnetic (H! fields tension with scalar
potential of electric field (! % !Er! and vector potential of magnetic field A % 1

2 "Hr# are
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1988):

E% ! 1
c

%A
%t ! grad!

H% rotA

    12.1

    12.1a

Taking the rotor from (12.1), from the vector analysis we have:
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rotE % ! 1
c

%
%t rotA !rot %grad!!     12.1b

as far the rotor of any gradient is equal to zero, using (12.1a), we get the 1st Maxwell
equation:

rot E % & 2 E % ! 1
c

%H
%t     12.2

Taking the divergence of the both parts of (12.1a), keeping in mind that the divergence of the
torus is equal to zero, we get the 2nd Maxwell equation:

divH % 0     12.2a

In the integral form the eqs. 12.2 and 12.2a may be presented as:

1Edl % ! 1
c

%
%t 2Hdf     12.2b

This means that the electromotive force in some contour (left part) is equal to the negative
time derivative of magnetic flux throw the surface, bordered by this contour.

The second pair of the Maxwell eqs. can be derived from the principle of least action
(Landau, Lifshitz, 1988):

divE % 4#'

rotH % 1
c

%E
%t $ 4#

c j

    12.3

    12.3a

where: j %'v is the 3D conducting current density; ' is a the charge density and v is the
charge group velocity.

In the integral form 12.3a can be presented as:

1Hdl % 4#
c 2 j $ 1

4#
%E
%t df     12.3b

It means that the circulation of magnetic field along some contour is equal to sum of currents:
the conducting (j) and the displacement current 1

4#
%E
%t , propagating throw the surface, limited

by this contour. The displacement massless current is responsible for for excitation of magnetic
field in vacuum, when j % 0.

In the absence of electrical conducting current, when j % 0, eq.(12.3a) turns to:

rotH % 1
c

%E
%t     12.4

In this form, pertinent for electromagnetic waves in vacuum, the symmetry between the magnetic
and electric (12.2) components of EM field is evident.

Let us evaluate the electromagnetic (EM) field density and flux of energy. After
multiplying the %eq. 12.3a! on E and %eq. 12.2! on H and adding them to each other, we get:

1
c E %E

%t $ 1
c H %H

%t % ! 4#
c jE ! %HrotE ! ErotH!     12.5

Using the known formula of vector analysis:

div"ab# % b rota ! a rotb     12.5a

the (12.5) can be transformed to:
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%
%t

E2 $ H2

8# % %W
%t % !jE !divS     12.6

where:

S % c
4# "EH#     12.7

is a flux of electromagnetic energy, named the Pointing vector.
The density of EM energy is defined as:

W % E2 $ H2

8#     12.8

the term [!jE# is related to kinetic energy of charged particles in EM field and is equal to
zero in their absence.

12.2 The Dependence of Vector and Scalar Potentials on the Charge Velocity
The principal difference between the electric and magnetic component of the electromagnetic

field follows from analysis of the Lorentz force, acting on moving charge:

F % FE $ FH % qE $ q"vH#     12.9

where (q! is an elementary charge moving in the electromagnetic field; E - electric field tension;
H - the magnetic field tension; v is the charge velocity with respect to magnetic field.

The magnetic component of Lorentz force (FH) forms a right angle with the vector of charge
velocity %v! and, consequently, does no work. It changes the direction of charge movement only,
without changing its kinetic energy. The energy of charged particle changes under the action of
the electric component of the electromagnetic field alone. This corresponds to the electric
contribution %qE! of Lorentz force (12.9) doing work.

The Lienor-Vihert vector potentials, produced by the moving elementary charge with
external group velocity %v! (Landau and Lifshitz, 1988) looks as:

AL!V % ev
c R ! vR

c

    12.10

where R is radius - vector from charge to registration point;
The scalar potential of the electron is:

! % e
R ! vR

c

    12.11

It follows from (12.10 and 12.11), that both potentials tend to infinity at velocity of charge
tending to the light one (v / c!. This consequence of electrodynamics is in total accordance
with dependence of our electromagnetic potential (12.10) of charged particle on the external
group velocity and its kinetic energy.

12.3 The Link Between the Maxwell’s Formalism and Unified Theory
Using (6.2), the quantization rule for electromagnetic charge energy can be expressed as:

nEel% n&$C#W % *n&"$V
$!$V

!# % *%mV
$!mV

!!c2     12.12

where: mV
$ c2% n&$V

$ and mV
! c2% n&$V

! are the quantized energies of the actual vortex
and complementary torus of sub-elementary particle.

From this formula one can see that the electromagnetic energy is a result of quantum beats
with frequency ((C#W) between the actual and complementary corpuscular states of subquantum
particles and antiparticles of the fermions. Such a pulsation represent the reversible quantum
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jumps from corpuscular [C] phase to the wave [W] phase and back with emission # absorption
of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC!).

The electromagnetic contribution to the total energy of wave B (8.3 and 12.12) is defined by
the fine structure constant, as a factor:

EE% *EC#W% *n &$B% *n &%$V
$ !$V

!! % *
2 &"rotVV

$
%r! ! rotVV

!
%r!#     12.13

where: n is the unit-vector, common for both vortices; $CVC% %$V
$ !$V

!! is a beats frequency
between actual vortex and complementary torus.

In this consideration it is assumed, that all of subquantum particles/antiparticles, forming
actual and complementary vortices of [C] phase of sub-elementary particles, have the same angle
frequency: (V

$ and (V
! , correspondingly.

We can express the divergency of Pointing vector: P % %c/4#!"EH#via difference of
contributions, related to actual vortex and complementary toruses, using known relation of vector
analysis:

div"EH# % 4#
c divP % H rotE ! E rotH     12.14

where H and E are the magnetic and electric components of cumulative virtual clouds of
subquantum particles, radiated and absorbed in a course of correlated [C # W# pulsation of two
triplets of subquantum particles and antiparticles of photon.

Two structure of photon, corresponding to its two polarization and spin %S % !1&!, we
present as superposition of two: electron $ positron triplets (Fig.3):

*2"F'
! $ F)

$# $ "F)
$ $ F)

!#+ S % !1
*2"F'

! $ F)
$# $ "F'

$ $ F'
!#+ S % $1

    12.15
    12.15a

The analogy between (12.13) and (12.14), illustrating the dynamic [vortex $ torus] dipole
background, is evident, if we assume:

&(V
$ * H rotE~ *

2 & rotVV
$
%r!

&(V
! * E rotH~ *

2 & rotVV
!
%r!

    12.16

    12.16a

Then, the divergence of Pointing vector will take a form:

4#
c divP % *

2 & rotVV
$
%r! ! rotVV

!
%r! ~*"mV

$!mV
!#c2     12.17

We can see from 12.16 and 12.16a, that the properties of both: magnetic and electric fields
are implemented in each of our torus and antitorus of Bivacuum dipoles.

Let us analyze the Maxwell law (12.3a), relating the excitation of magnetic field and charge
dynamics: the conducting current (j) and displacement current jd%

1
4#

%E
%t :

1Hdl % 4#
c 2 j $ 1

4#
%E
%t df % Itot     12.18

where (f! is the element of surface, limited with contour (l!; Itot is total current via surface f.
The existence of the displacement current confirms very well our model of Bivacuum, as a

virtual dipoles continuum.
The collective excitations of subquantum particles and antiparticles in form of torus and

antitorus with opposite (actual and complementary) electric and magnetic charges and energy
(triple dipoles) are named Bivacuum fermions and Bivacuum bosons. In condition of primordial
Bivacuum of the ideal symmetry in the absence of matter and fields these charges totally
compensate each other. However, in permanent electric and gravitational fields the symmetry
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shift between the electric charges and masses of Bivacuum dipoles occur and they acquire the
uncompensated charge and mass. In alternating electric field the relative displacement of positive
and negative charges of BVF and BVB is responsible for displacement current, generating
corresponding displacement magnetic field. In our Unified theory the magnetic field appears as a
positive and negative virtual pressure waves: VPW$ and VPW!, activated by transitions of BVF
and BVB between the excited and ground states. The virtual fermions and antifermions - the
triplets of asymmetric BVFas also may participate in displacement current and magnetic field
origination in Bivacuum.

In accordance to our Unified theory, the conducting and displacement current of the real and
virtual particles can be subdivided to three contributions - one rotational and two translational:

j % jrot $ j.tr $ j/tr     12.18a

The main contribution to conducting and displacement currents, pertinent for [C] phase of
asymmetric Bivacuum sub-elementary fermions only, is a consequence of difference between the
actual (e$! and complementary (e!! charge of [C] phase of real and virtual particles due
relativistic effect, determined by the difference of circulation/rotation velocities of the actual
%vgr

in ! and complementary toruses |vgr
in ! vph

in | and corresponding relativistic difference between the
actual and complementary mass %mV

$ !mV
!!:

jrot ~ |e$ ! e! | |vgr
in ! vph

in |rot ~m0$0
2L0

2     12.19

where the translational rest mass of sub-elementary particle is related to frequency of double
vortices-dipoles rotation ($0! and its resulting Compton radius (L0 % &/m0c!, as:

$0% m0c2/& % c
L0

    12.19a

Two additional small contributions to current, related to longitudinal and translational
vibrations of particles are also assumed in our theory:

j.tr ~ *mV
$v2 ~ |e$ ! e! |v.tr

j/tr ~ +mV
$v2 ~ |e$ ! e! |v/tr

    12.20

    12.20a

where: v.tr and v/tr are the translational longitudinal and transversal external group velocity
of particle, which determines the resulting translational group velocity (vres,tr!:

vres,tr
2 % v.tr

2 $ v/tr
2     12.20b

and its relativistic actual mass:

mV
$ % m0

1 ! vres,tr
2 /c2

    12.21

The displacement current may be a consequence of the oscillation of difference between the
actual (e$! and complementary (e!! charge of real or virtual sub-elementary fermion in [C] phase
and difference of its group and phase velocities, induced by alternating electric field, the external
one or internal, excited by [C # W# pulsations:

%E
%t ~

% |e$ ! e! ||vgr
in ! vph

in |
%t     12.22

In such a way we get the interrelation between Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism and
our model of elementary particles, as a certain combinations of asymmetric Bivacuum
excitations.

The virtual particles differs from real ones by their low stability and short life-time. The
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reason is that the mass and charge symmetry shifts in virtual particles is not big enough to satisfy
the Golden Mean condition and, consequently, are not stabilized by resonant exchange
interaction with Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (VPW0

!! with fundamental frequency:
"$0% m0c2/&#i.

We may apply also the Green theorems, interrelating the volume and surface integrals, to our
duality model. One of known Green theorems looks like:

V

2 %8&2" ! "&28!dV %

S

2 dS & %8&" ! "&8!dV     12.23

If we define the scalar functions, as the instant energies of the actual and complementary
states of [C] phase of sub-elementary particles as " % mV

$c2 and 8 % mV
!c2, then, taking into

account that

&2" % divgrad" % divgrad %mC
$ c2!

&28 % divgrad8 % divgrad %mC
! c2!

    12.24
    12.24a

formula (12.23) can be presented in form:

V

2 "%mV
!c2!&2%mV

$c2! ! %mV
$c2!&2%mV

!c2!#dV %

S

2 dS & "%mV
!c2!&%mV

$c2! ! %mV
$c2!&%mV

!c2!#dV     12.25

The left part of (12.25) represents the energy of sub-elementary particle in [C] phase and the
right part - the energy of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC), corresponding to [W] phase of particle.

13. Possible Role of Golden Mean in the Properties of Atoms.
13.1 New Interpretation of Compton effect

Analyzing the experimental scattering of X-rays on the carbon atoms of paraffin and graphite
target, formed by the carbon atoms only, Compton found that the X-rays wave length increasing
(.) % ) ! )0! after scattering on the electrons of carbon has the following dependence on the
scattering angle (. ! angle between the incident and scattered beam):

&% % 2 h
m0c sin2/ % 2%C sin2/     13.1

Compton got this formula from the laws of momentum and energy conservation of the
system [X-photon $ electron in atom] before and after scattering, in form:

&k % &k9 $ mv %thewavenumbers : k % $/c and k % $
9/c

&$ $ m0c2% &$
9
$mc2 m % m0/"1 ! %v/c!2#1/2

    13.2
    13.2a

However, Compton made a strong assumption, that the electron before energy/momentum
exchange with X-photon is in rest, i.e. his group velocity is zero: v % 0.

We propose the new interpretation of the Compton experiments, assuming that only
translational longitudinal group velocity of the electron is close to zero: v.tr % 0, but it is not true
for rotational velocity. Such approach do not affect the final relation (9.3), if we suppose, that the
rotational dynamics (spinning) of the electrons follows Golden mean and determines the rest
mass of particle.

At the conditions of Golden mean, providing by fast spinning of sub-elementary particles of
triplets -[F"

! ! F"
$# $ F"

! , around common axis with frequency (0 % m0c2/&, when:
.mV % mV

$ ! mV
!

e
!
% m0, the resulting energy and momentum of the electron turns to:
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EC
! % EW

! % %mV
$ ! mV

!!!c2 % %mV
$vrot

2 !! %

% m0c2 % m0(0
2L0

2

%P!!! % %mV
$ ! mV

!!!c % m0c % %mV
$vrot

2 !!/c

    13.3

    13.3a

The corresponding resulting de Broglie wave length is equal to Compton length of the
electron:

%)res!! % )C % h
m0c % 24 & 10!13 m

the Compton radius :

%Lres!! % )C/2# % L0 % &
m0c % 3.82 & 10!13 m

    13.4

    13.4a

The Compton radius of the proton is equal to:

LP % )P
2# % &

mPc $ 2.1 & 10!16m     13.5

The Compton radius of the electron is about 2000 bigger, than that of proton:

L0/LP
! % mP/m0 % 1836.15     13.6

Scattering of photon on the electron or proton, change their momentum and kinetic energy
related to translations only, not affecting the parameters of spinning.

New interpretation of the experimental data, obtained by Compton in 1923, confirms the
consequence of our UM, that the rest mass and spin of elementary particles are interrelated
parameters, provided by Bivacuum dipoles symmetry shift.

13.2 The Bohr’s Model and the Alternative Duality Model of Hydrogen Atom
The radius of the Hydrogen atom after Bohr can be evaluated from the equality of Coulomb

attraction force between proton and electron and centripetal force, acting on the electron, rotating
around proton:

e2

r2 % mv2
r     13.7

It leads from the quantization of the angular momentum, that

mvr % n&
where n % 1,2,3. . .

    13.8

Excluding the velocity (v! from eqs. 13.7 and 13.8, we get the quantized radius of the
hydrogen orbit:

rn % &2

me2 n2     13.9

For the 1st stationary orbit (n % 1!, assuming that the mass of the electron is equal to its rest
mass (m % m0!, formula (13.9) turns to the 1st Bohr orbit of the hydrogen atom (aB! :

aB % rn%1 % &2

me2 % L0
* % &

m0c*     13.10

where the Compton radius of the electron is L0 % &
m0c

The energy of the electron on the n ! orbit of the hydrogen atom, after Bohr is equal to:
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En % me4

&2
1
n2     13.11

In another form this energy can be presented as:

En % *2m0c2 1
n2     13.12

where the fine structure constant is:

* % e2/&c * 1/137     13.13

13.2.1 The Properties of free electron, based on Unified theory
The curvature, characterizing the electromagnetic (EM) contribution to the total energy of the

free electron is less, than the Bohr radius:

L"W#
el % &

%mV
$ !!%v.tr $ v/tr!

% &!
m0c "%* $ +!!#1/2 - !1/2 L0

* % !1/2 aB % 0.786aB     13.14

where: %mV
$!! % m0/!; %vrot

! !2 % !c2 is velocity of rotation, responsible for the rest mass
origination; L0 % &/m0c is the Compton radius of the electron; v.0 % c%*!!1/2 and
v/tr % c%+e!!1/2 are the velocities of longitudinal and translational vibrations, correspondingly
(see eq. 8.22 and 8.23), standing for electromagnetism and gravitation
(v/tr % c%+e!!1/2 -- v.0 % c%*!!1/2!.

As far the values of v.0 and v/0 are the result of recoil and antirecoil effects, accompanied
"C # W# pulsations of the electron’s unpaired sub-elementary fermion, they can be considered,
as zero-point oscillation of the electron. The Golden mean frequency of [C # W# pulsation:
(0 % m0c2/&, is equal to the angle frequency of the sub-elementary particles gyroscopic rotation
and fundamental frequency of Bivacuum (eq.1.4).

We made an assumption, that the Bivacuum longitudinal recoil perturbations, responsible for
electromagnetic potential of the electron (E"W#

el % *mV
$c2!, in composition of Hydrogen atom, are

pertinent only for [W] phase of the electron, as a part of cumulative virtual cloud (CVC) with
characteristic radius, equal to (13.14).

The oscillation of the electron’s characteristic radius in a course of [C#W] pulsation:

"%F'
$ $ F)

!!C $ %F'
!!W# # "%F'

$ $ F)
!!W $ %F'

!!C#     13.15

is equal to difference between (13.14) and the Compton radius (L0!, which characterize the
electron’s radius in [C] phase:

.LC#W % L"W#
el ! L0 % L0

!1/2

* ! 1 % L0"107.7 ! 1# $ 106.7L0     13.16

The ratio of corresponding characteristic radiuses is

L"W#
el

L0
% !1/2

* $ 107.7     13.16a

13.2.2 The properties of Hydrogen atom in the framework of Unified theory
In accordance to our theory, just the Golden Mean conditions of elementary particles

gyration, provided by resonance interaction with virtual pressure waves %VPW!! of Bivacuum -
stands for the rest mass, spin and electric charge. The translational longitudinal zero-point
oscillation of the electron, accompanied "C # W# pulsation are related to its permanent external
electromagnetic potential.
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One of conditions of hydrogen atom stability is the equality of the electron’s and proton’s
electromagnetic potentials. This means that the kinetic energy of the proton in H-atom,
determined by its zero-point oscillations, should be the same as that of electron. For such a case
we have the electromagnetic balance equation of H-atom:

E0
el % %me

$!!ve.0
2 % EP % %mP

$ !!vP.0
2     13.17

where: %me
$!! % %me!0/! and %mP

$ !! % %mP!0/! are the actual masses of the electron and
proton, corresponding to GM conditions for hydrogen atom; ve.0 % c%*!!1/2 is zero-point
velocity of the electron.

The most probable longitudinal group velocity of the proton vibration in H-atom from
(13.17) is:

vP.0 % ve.0
%me

$!!

mP
$

1/2
% c*1/2 me0

mP
$

1/2
    13.18

From (13.17 and 13.18) we can get the following ratio of the effective de Broglie radiuses of
zero-point oscillations for the electron and proton:

Le0
LP0

%
%mV

$ !P
!vP

%mV
$ !e

!ve0
% ve0

vP
% mP

me0

1/2
~ 42     13.19

The spatial image of the hydrogen atom at Golden mean conditions represents the pair of
triplets from sub-elementary fermions of " and e lepton generation: the proton
- "F"

! ! F"
$# $ F"

! ," and the electron - "F"
! ! F"

$# $ F"
! ,e , each of them characterizing by

the own rotational-translational dynamics and frequency of "C # W# pulsation.
The electron with resulting dimension in [C] phase, equal to Compton radius:

L0 % &/m0c % %L$L!!1/2, participate in three dynamic process:
a) fast gyroscopic spinning/rotation with Compton frequency, equal to Golden mean one and

to the fundamental frequency of Bivacuum: (0
e % m0

ec2/&;
b) zero-point longitudinal vibrations with velocity: ve.0 % c%*!!1/2, caused by "C # W#

pulsation of the unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"
!;

c) rotation around the proton along the 1st orbit with Bohr radius (aB % L0/*! of the atom
with velocity (vB % *c!, corresponding to standing wave condition.

In [W] phase of the electron, the uncompensated subquantum particle of the electron turns to
pair [BVF" 0cumulative virtual cloud (CVC!!].

The most probable radius of CVC!, as a carrier of EM potential is equal to eq.(13.14):

L"W#
el % %!1/2/*!L0 % 0.786aB

which is about 108 times more than the Compton radius (L0!, pertinent for [C] phase of the
electron eq.(13.16a).

The proton, pulsating like the electron between [C] and [W] phase, participates only in
Golden mean (GM) spinning, providing his mass of rest (m0P! origination and zero-point
oscillation, responsible for its electromagnetic potential.

The frequency of correlated [C # W# pulsation of triplets of sub-elementary particles of
" !generation, forming proton, is much higher (about 1800 times), than that of the electron:

%(C#W!P % (0P % m0Pc2

&
,, %(C#W!e % (0e % m0ec2

&     13.27

There are no charge in [C] phase of the electron and proton and no EM interaction between
them in hydrogen atom. So, the EM interaction in H-atom is switched on and off in the process of
the electron and proton "C # W# pulsation.

As far, the charge density is oscillating, as a consequence of "C # W# pulsation of the
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spinning electron and its rotation around nuclear, the interpretation of dispersive Van-der-Waals
attraction, as a consequence of coherently flickering charge of atoms and molecules, remains
valid in our model.

In complex neutral atoms, containing the same number of the electrons and protons, the
"C # W# cycles of each selected [electron $ proton] pair - are accompanied by corresponding
quantized 3D standing waves formation.

Standing waves, formed by pairs of electrons with opposite spins and counterphase "C # W#
and [W # C# pulsation, are more symmetric and stable, than in atoms with unpaired electrons.

Formation of molecules from atoms in a different chemical reactions is a result of unification
of unpaired electrons and creation of additional symmetrical standing waves B.

In accordance to our model, the pulsations of all electrons with opposite spins are
counterphase in atoms and small molecules. This condition defines spatial compatibility and
stability of [electron-electron] and [electron-proton] pairs.

14. Unified Theory (UT) and General Theory of Relativity
14.1 Possible Mechanism of Gravitational Interaction in Unified Theory

The gravitational interaction differs from electromagnetic one, because it is not dependent on
the charge of particles, determined by charge of unpaired sub-elementary fermions. It is
dependent on mass only, which is equal in all three sub-elementary fermions, forming triplets of
elementary particles.

Consequently, the contribution to the total energy of particle, independent on charge, stands
for gravitational interaction between particles.

A spherical gravitational waves, in accordance to our conjecture, represent the transversal
oscillation of positions of torus and antitorus of Bivacuum fermions, activated by corresponding
recoil energy with frequency of "C # W#pulsation of unpaired sub-elementary particles. This
gravitational energy is determined by eqs.8.19 and 8.19a:

EG % E/
Rec % +mV

$c2 % +"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % !EH,G

Antirec

EH,G
Antirec % +%mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~

(
r0
r ) |EV$ ! EV! |/tr

BVF ~ r0
r "VirP$ ! VirP!#/

    14.1

    14.1a

where: R % 1 ! %v/c!2 is relativistic factor.
It is much smaller, than longitudinal part of recoil virtual energy, responsible for

electromagnetic interaction. By analogy with Bjorkness hydrodynamic interaction, we suppose,
that "C # W#pulsation of pairs: "F'

! $ F)
$# decreases the excessive virtual quanta pressure

between particles (.1G
! ! more than outside of them, independently of their charge. This provides

the gravitational attraction between particles.
In accordance to known hydrodynamic theory, the Bjorkness force has a reverse square

distance dependence between pulsing bodies in liquid medium, as %1/r2!, like gravitational force.
It is important, that the Bjorkness force could be positive and negative, depending on

difference of phase of pulsations. In turn, this phase shift is dependent on relation of distance
between bodies to acoustic wave length or gravitational wave length (elastic transversal virtual
wave %VPW!!/ length) in our case . If the length of acoustic (gravitational) waves, excited by
pulsing particles of two gravitating objects, is less than the distance between bodies, the
Bjorkness gravitational force is attractive. If the distance is much bigger than wave length, then
the attraction between systems of pulsing particles of these objects turns to repulsion. This effect
means antigravitation.

The large-scale honey-comb structure of the Universe, its huge voids, could be explained by
the interplay of gravitational attraction and repulsion between clusters of galactics, depending on
the distance between them.

Recently a strong experimental evidence appears, pointing to acceleration of the Universe
expansion. This phenomena could be explained by increasing the antigravitation with increasing
the distance between galactics. It confirms our hydrodynamic model of mechanism of
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gravitation.
One more mechanism of antigravitation can be related with possible gravitational repulsion

between matter and antimatter, because their origination is accompanied by the opposite mass
symmetry shift.

14.2 The Difference and Correlation Between
our Unified Theory (UT) and General Theory of Relativity

Einstein found out, that gravitational field changes the trajectory of probe body from the
straight-line to geodesic one due to curving of conventional two-dimensional surface. The
Lobachevskian geometry on curved surface was used in Einstein’s classic theory of gravitation.
The criteria of surface curvature of sphere is a curvature radius (R), defined as:

R % ! S
: ! ;     14.2

where S is a square of triangle on the flat surface; R is a sphere radius; : is a sum of angles
in triangle.

The sum of angles in triangle (:! on the flat surface is equal to # % 1800 and curvature
R % (. For the other hand, on curved surface of radius %0 - R - (!, the sum of angles is

: % # $ S/R2 , #     14.3

When %: ! #! , 0, the curvature %R , 0! is positive; when %: ! #! - 0, the curvature is
imaginary (iR!.

In our Gravitation theory instead space-time curvature [R], we introduce Bivacuum
Symmetry Curvature (LCur!. It is defined, as a radius of sphere of virtual Bose condensation
(VirBC), equal to that of domain of nonlocality in secondary Bivacuum, generated by gravitating
particle with mass (mV

$!:

R~LCur % !&
!.mVc     14.4

where Bivacuum symmetry shift, providing the gravitation, is:

! .mV % %|mV
$ | ! |mV

! |!BVF % +mV
$%v/c!2     14.5

This is a Bivacuum dipoles symmetry shift, positive for particles and negative for antiparticles.
In primordial Bivacuum, in the absence of matter, where: .mV % 0, the space is flat, as far

LCur % (. The Bivacuum curvatures, induced by particles with mass, equal to that of the electron
and proton where calculated in this work (section 8.6).

The analogy between R and LCur is obvious. The more is energy of gravitational field and
actual inertial mass, generating this field (mV

$!, the more is vacuum symmetry shift %.mV! and
Bivacuum curvature. The bigger is Bivacuum curvature (R or LCur!, i.e. the more flat is the
Universe the less is Bivacuum dipoles symmetry shift |!.mV | and corresponding actual mass.

In accordance to our Unified theory, the primary criteria of inertial mass is a Bivacuum
dipoles symmetry shift and corresponding curvature of Bivacuum.

In our Unified theory the matter and antimatter induce the opposite Bivacuum dipoles
symmetry shift. It means that antigravitation should exist between matter and antimatter. This is
another possible explanation of the repulsive ’dark energy’ in contrast to attractive ’dark mass’.

The photons trajectory, moving in Bivacuum without its symmetry perturbation, reflects the
Bivacuum curvature in 3D space. It is a consequence of our model of photon, as a symmetric
superposition of three pairs of coherent pairs [F$ $ F!].

14.3 The Red Shift of Photons in Unified Theory
As well, as General theory of relativity, UT can explain the red shift of photons in
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gravitational field. The red, low-frequency shift:

.(p
1,2 % (p

%1! ! (p
%2!     14.6

of photons in gravitation field is a result of deviation of their trajectory from the right line as a
consequence of increasing the vacuum symmetry curvature and corresponding increasing the
length of its path.

In accordance to our model, red shift has a simple relation to difference of Bivacuum
symmetry shifts at point of photon radiation: .mV

%1! % |mV
$ ! mV

! |%1! and at point of its registration
.mV

%2! % |mV
$ ! mV

! |%2! :

..mV
1,2 % .mV

%1! ! .mV
%2!     14.7

in a form:

&.(p
1,2 % +..mV

1,2 c2

or : .(p
1,2 % + ..mV

1,2 c2

&

    14.8

    14.9

If .mV
%1! , .mV

%2!, i.e. gravitation potential in point of radiation is bigger, than in point of
detection, we get the red shift: .(p

1,2 , 0. If +..mV
1,2 % 0 , i.e. gravitational potential is the

same in both points, meaning that Bivacuum is flat (R % ( and ..mV
1,2 % 0!, then (p

%1! % (p
%2!

and red shift is absent.

We may conclude, that our Unified theory explains the same phenomena, as do the General
theory of relativity, but in terms of Bivacuum symmetry shift instead of curved space-time. The
tensor properties of Bivacuum dipoles symmetry shift are related directly to that of mass
symmetry shift:

&mV
G % +&mV

! % +mV
$%v /c!2 %

+m0%v /c!2

1 ! %v /c!2
x,y,z

    14.10

due to asymmetric relativistic effects, because of selected direction of particles translational
motion: %v!x,y,z.

15. The Principle of least action, as a consequence of Bivacuum
Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!! action on particles dynamics

Let us analyze the formula of action in Maupertuis-Lagrange form:

Sext%
t1

t0

2 2Tk
ext dt     15.1

The principle of Least action, responsible for choosing one of number of possible particles
trajectories from one configuration to another has a form:

.Sext % 0     15.2

This means, that the optimal trajectory of each particle corresponds to minimum variations of
its external kinetic energy and time.

The time interval: t % t1 ! t2% ntB we take as a quantized period of the de Broglie wave of
particle (tB % 1/,B!:
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t% t1 ! t2% ntB % n/,B

n% 1,2,3. . . .
    15.3

Using eqs.(15.1 and 7.15a), we get for the dependence of action on introduced Bivacuum tuning
energy %TU!:

Sext % 2Tk
ext & t % mV

$ v2 & t % %1 $ R!"mV
$c2 !m0c2#&t%

or : Sext % mV
$ v2 & t % %1 $ R!TE & t

where relativistic factor: R % 1 ! %v/c!2

    15.4
    15.4a

    15.4b

mV
$ v2 % 2Tk

ext is the doubled kinetic energy of particle.
We introduce here the new notion of Bivacuum Tuning Energy (TE), as:

TE% Etot ! EVPW % &$TE % &"$C#W ! $0# %

% "mV
$c2 !m0c2# % mV

$ v2

1 $ R

    15.5

    15.5a

the frequency difference (.$TE! of Bivacuum Tuning energy is:

.$TE % %mV
$ !m0!c2/& % "$C #W ! $0#     15.6a

where: mV
$ # m0 and $C #W # $0.

Tending of .(TE and TE to zero means realization of principle of Least action.
For virtual particles and antiparticles, when the mass and charge symmetry shift is less than

that, corresponding to Golden mean, these inequalities has the opposite sign:

%mV
$ !Vir # m0 and $C #W

Vir
# $0     15.6b

The influence of Tuning energy (TE) of Bivacuum on matter is a result of forced resonance,
leading to synchronization between fundamental frequency ($VPW % n$0% nm0c2/&!e,%," of
virtual pressure waves (VPW i

!) of Bivacuum and [C # W] pulsations of elementary particles.
The main source of ’free’ energy of Bivacuum, acting on particles, is combinational

resonance of de Broglie waves of real elementary particles with fundamental Bivacuum virtual
pressure waves (VPW!! of basic quantized frequency $0

i % %m0
i c2!/& % $rot

i (see eq.2). The
condition of combinational resonance is:

$VPW % n$0
i % k$C#W

or : EVPW % nm0
i c2 % kmV

$ c2

    15.7
    15.7a

where: n and k are the integer numbers.
The energy exchange between VPW$ $ VPW! and real particles in the process of "C # W#

pulsation of pairs "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y of triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y $ F"
! ,z

i at pull-in -range state
accelerate them, driving to resonant conditions (15.7 and 15.7a).

In accordance to rules of combinational resonance of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves with
elementary particles, we have the following relation between quantized energy and frequency of
VPW! and energy/frequency of triplets C # W pulsation in resonance conditions:

EVPW! % &$VPW!
i % n&$0

i % &$C#W
i % R&$0 $&$B

or : EVPW! % nm0
i c2 % Rm0

i c2 $ mV
$v2 % Rm0

i c2 $ m0
i c2%v/c!2

R
R % 1 ! %v/c!2; n % 1,2,3. . . %integer numbers)

    15.8

    15.8a
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where the angle frequency of de Broglie waves is: %$B!1,2,3 and:

$B % &/2mV
$LB

2 % mV
$v2/2&     15.9

The relation between translational most probable velocity of particle and quantization
number (n!, corresponding to resonant interaction of Bivacuum VPW! with pulsing particles, is:

v % c n2!1
n2

1/2
    15.10

At the conditions of triplets fusion, when n % 1, the translational velocity of particle is zero:
vn%1 % 0. When the quantized energy of VPWn

!, corresponds to n % 2, the resonant translational
velocity of particle should be: vn%2 % c & 0.866 % 2,6 & 1010cm/s. At n % 3,we have from (15.10):
vn%3 % c & 0.942 % 2,83 & 1010cm/s.

It is anticipated, that at the velocity (15.10), corresponding to n - 1,5, the interaction of
pulsing particles with basic VPWn%1

! after forcing of oscillation should slow down the their
velocity, driving translational mobility to resonant conditions: n % 1, v / 0. The 2nd and 3d
laws of thermodynamics, reflecting the ’spontaneous’ cooling of matter can be a consequence of
just this conditions.

For the other hand, if velocity of particles corresponds to n , 1,5, their pull-in range
interaction with VPWn%2

! can accelerate them up to conditions: n % 2, v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.
Virtual particles and antiparticles have mass mV

$ ! mV
! - m0 and charge |'e $ !

'e ! | - e0

symmetry shift smaller, than the rest mass and charge of real sub-elementary fermions and
antifermions. The frequency of their "C#W# pulsation is lower than fundamental Compton’s
one: $

C#W
i - $0

i % m0
i c2/&. These reasons prevent the fusion of virtual particles and

antiparticles to triplets. The action of fundamental virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum
with Compton frequency ($0

i ! on groups of Cooper pairs of virtual particles:
q"BVF'$ BVF)#as %q ,, 1!, forming big vortices with radiuses:

R % &/ mV
$ ! mV

!
i
c ,, L0

i % %L$L!!1/2 % &/%m0c! , can accelerate their rotation around
common axis, driving to Golden mean conditions from the lower limit: vrot

ext / !1/2c. It is another
- virtual source of superfluous energy of Bivacuum, standing for mechanism of overunity
devices. This acceleration finally may transform the virtual particles to real elementary particles.
It happens in strong enough fields, providing starting symmetry shift of Bivacuum fermions and
corresponding external velocity and frequency of "C#W# pulsation, necessary for forcing of
oscillation and synchronization with VPW!.

We can see from the formulas above, that just the minimization of Bivacuum Tuning energy
interaction of Bivacuum with particles is responsible for realization of fundamental principle of
Least action: .Sext/ 0 at TE / 0, corresponding to minimization of translational kinetic energy
of particles vtr

ext / 0 at n - 1,5 (see 15.8a and 15.10).
The action of TE on virtual particles is opposite to that on real particles. It increases the

velocity and kinetic energy of virtual particles with their vn
res, corresponding to n - 1,

accelerating them and decreases that of real particles, at vn
res, corresponding to n - 1,5.

The second law of thermodynamics, formulated as a spontaneous irreversible transferring of
the heat energy from the warm body to the cooler body or surrounding medium, also means
slowing down the kinetic energy of particles, composing this body. Consequently, the 2nd law of
thermodynamics, as well as Principle of least action, can be the consequences of Tuning energy
(TE) minimization, slowing down particles thermal translational dynamics at pull-in range
synchronization conditions:

TE% &%$C #W / $0!
v/0
/ 0!

and %1,5 - n!
v/0
/ %n% 1!

    15.11

    15.11a
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The third law of thermodynamics states, that the entropy of equilibrium system is tending to
zero at the absolute temperature close to zero, i.e. when translational velocity of particles v/ 0
and TE % &%$C #W / $0! / 0 at n - 1,5.

This means, that between TE action and the entropy decreasing of the closed system a
correlation is existing. This condition: v/ 0 means decreasing of momentum of particles:
p % mV

$v / 0 and their de Broglie waves length tending to infinity %B % %h/mV
$v! / (. It is a

condition of macroscopic Bose condensation - formation of big BC domains of condensed
matter, allowing the nonlocal signal transmission in such domains (see section 1.1).

This result of our Unified theory could explain the energy conservation law, independently of
the Universe cooling. Thermal energy in this process turns to potential energy of the matter
particles interaction, increasing their fraction in state of Bose condensation and energy of
resonant interaction of matter with Bivacuum virtual pressure waves of basic energy:
EVPW % n&$0 % nm0c2 at n % 1.

15.1 The new approach to problem of Time

It follows from our theory (Kaivarainen, 2004a,b,c), that the Principle of least action is a
consequence of Tuning Energy (TE) of Bivacuum influence on particles, driving the properties
of matter on all hierarchical levels to combinational resonance conditions: n % 1,2,3. . . in eq
(15.10). It is shown, that the introduced dimensionless pace of time for any closed coherent
system is determined by the pace of its kinetic energy change (anisotropic in general case),
related to change of Tuning Energy and corresponding frequency difference of Bivacuum- Matter
interaction:

dt/t % d ln t % !d lnTk#x,y,z % !d ln"%1 $ R!TE % !d ln"%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 x,y,z
    15.12

Using these relations, the pace of the internal time and time itself for closed system of particles
can be presented via their acceleration and velocity at n - 1,5 and $C #W , $0:

dt
t % d ln t % ! dv

v
2 ! %v/c!2

1 ! %v/c!2 % !
d "%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 #/dt
"%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 #

x,y,z

    15.10

t % ! v
dv/dt

1 ! %v/c!2

2 ! %v/c!2 % ! "%1 $ R!TE#
d "%1 $ R!TE#/dt % !

"%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 #

d "%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 #/dt
x,y,z

    15.10a

The pace of time and time itself are positive (t , 0!, if the particles motion is slowing down
(dv - 0; dv/dt - 0 and $C #W ! n$0 /dt - 0! and negative, if particles are accelerating if
their translational velocity (15.10) corresponds to n - 1,5 and $C #W , $0. For example, in
such conditions at temperature decreasing, the time and its pace are positive. At temperature
increasing they are negative. Oscillations of atoms and molecules in condensed matter, like
pendulums, are accompanied by alternation the sign of acceleration and, consequently, sign of
time. At the another pull-in range conditions, when the particles velocity (15.10) is high enough
to satisfy condition n , 1,5 and $C #W - 2$0, the negative decrement frequency difference:
d "%1 $ R! $C #W ! n$0 #/dt - 0, accompanied the forced acceleration of particles, means the
negative time and its pace.

We can see from presented above formalism, that the similar mechanisms, driving frequency
difference $C #W ! n$0 to zero, are responsible for minimization of kinetic energy and time
variations and, consequently, for realization of principle of Least action (15.2 and 15.4).

In the absence of acceleration (dv/dt % 0 and dv % 0!, the time is infinitive and its pace
zero:
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t/ ( and dt
t / 0

at dv/dt/ 0 and v % const

    15.11

    15.11a

Standing waves satisfy this condition, as well, as postulated in our theory principle of internal
kinetic energy of torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions/antifermions:
%BVFas

" !! " F"
! conservation (eq.3.1).

In scale of the Universe, the minimization of all-pervading Tuning energy (TE! in (15.10a):

,d "%1 $ R!TE#/dt- - 0 %t , 0!     15.11b

means positive direction of ”TIME ARROW” t , 0. This corresponds to tending of the
actual energy of particles to the energy of their rest mass: mV

$c2 / m0c2 (eq.15.8), meaning
cooling of the Universe.

Turning time and its pace to infinity in the absence of acceleration and deceleration in closed
system, means that such system becomes NONLOCAL. In this case we come to definition of
system nonlocality, as the ability of system of coherent particles for signal transmission
independently on distance, at any positive velocity in the absence of acceleration and particles
collisions:

S % v t t/(
) ( at v % const , 0     15.12

The another definition of nonlocality, we got in section 1.2, is the independence of potential
on distance from potential source, demonstrated for systems in state of macroscopic virtual or
real Bose condensation.

The permanent (t / (! collective motion in superconducting and superfluid rings with
constant velocity (v % const!, i.e. in the absence of acceleration, is a good example, unifying
both definitions.

In Bivacuum with superfluid and nonlocal properties the stable excitations, like vortices and
toruses, activated by selected dynamics of particles, including their [C# W# pulsations,
modulated by translational and librational de Broglie waves, are possible, as a part of the objects
Virtual Replicas, discussed in the next section.

It follows from (15.10a) that the internal time for each selected closed system of particles is a
parameter, characterizing the average velocity and acceleration of these particles, i.e. this
system dynamics.

16. Virtual Replica (VR) of matter in Bivacuum
The basically new notion of Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material object

in Bivacuum, is introduced in our Unified theory. The VR is result of interference of primary
all-pervading Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW0

$ and VPW0
!! and Virtual Spin waves

(VirSW0
S%!1/2) of Bivacuum , working as a ”reference waves” in holograms formation, with

modulated by de Broglie waves of matter particles - ”object waves” VPWm
! and VirSWm

!1/2.
These two kind of modulation is performed by by cumulative virtual clouds (CVC!),
emitted/absorbed in the process of "C # W# pulsation of pairs "F'

$ $ F)
!# of elementary particles

(electrons, protons, neutrons) of matter - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i and the recoil angular momentum,

generated by CVC!1/2 of unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"
! ,i , correspondingly:

"%F'
$$ F)

!!C $ %F"
!!W#

$CVC! !Recoil

!CVC! $Antirecoil
-%%%%%%%%%, "%F'

$$ F)
!!W $ %F"

!!C#     16.1

The in-phase "C # W# pulsation of sub-elementary fermion F)
$ and antifermion F'

! of pair
"F'

! $ F)
$#, accompanied by reversible [emission # absorption] of cumulative virtual clouds

CVC$ and CVC! and virtual pressure waves (VPWm
$ and VPWm

! ! excitation. However, the
recoil energy and the angular momentums of CVC$ and CVC! of F'

! and F)
$ of pairs compensate
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each other and resulting recoil energy of "F'
! $ F)

$# is zero. The latter means, that the pulsations
of pairs "F'

! $ F)
$# are not accompanied by the electric and gravitational potentials oscillation

and modulated Virtual spin waves excitation (VirSWm
!1/2!, in contrast to pulsations of unpaired

sub-elementary fermion %F"
!!.

The exchange interaction between paired sub-elementary fermion and antifermion of
"F'

$ $ F)
!# with opposite energy, charge and spin by means of circular internal Virtual Guides

(VirG in!, formed by BVB! in process of their in-phase "C # W# pulsation (see Figs. 12 and 13)
also stabilize a triplets. The plane orientation of VirG in is normal to direction of external
momentum of unpaired sub-elementary fermion.

The magnetic field is a result of transformation of energy of ’recoil’ of Bivacuum matrix
deformation to ’antirecoil’ energy of uncompensated virtual pressure waves. This transformation
is mediated by the internal VirG in. Polarization of such magnetic field (N or S) is determined by
spin state of paired sub-elementary fermion [F)

!#, opposite to that of unpaired one antifermion
%F'

!!W
S%$1/2 (see Fig.13).

The frequencies of primary reference virtual pressure waves (VPW0
!! and virtual spin waves

(VirSW0
!1/2! of Bivacuum are equal to: "$0 % m0c2/&% $VPW0 % $VirSW0 #

i. The cumulative
virtual clouds (CVCm

! ), corresponding to [W] phase of pairs %F'
$$ F)

!! of elementary particles
- "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i , forming the molecules of object, are frequency, phase and amplitude
modulated by de Broglie waves of these molecules.

In turn, the interference of modulated CVCm
! with basic all-pervading VPW0

! and VirSW0
of Bivacuum results in origination of modulated virtual object waves: VPWm

! and VirSWm
!1/2.

Introduced in our theory notion of Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material
object in Bivacuum, is a result of interference of fundamental Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW0

!!
and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW0

!1/2! of Bivacuum (reference waves), with virtual ”object
waves” (VPWm

! ! and (VirSWm
!1/2!, representing the corresponding metastable vortices and

toruses in superfluid Bivacuum. These vortices and toruses are excited by internal virtual guides
(VirG in! of triplets - see Fig.13, modulated by translational and librational de Broglie waves of
the object particles. The stability of VR of object, as a hierarchical system of torus (donuts) - like
structures formed by VPWm

! and by VirSWm
!1/2 in superfluid Bivacuum, could be responsible for

so-called ”phantom effect”.

16.1 Modulation of Bivacuum Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!! by "C # W# pulsations of
elementary particles

In contrast to situation with unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F"
!! in triplets, the recoil

momentums and energy, accompanied the in-phase radiation of CVCS%$1/2
$ and CVCS%!1/2

! by F'
$

and F)
! of pair "F'

$ $ F)
!#, totally compensate each other and "C # W# pulsation of this pair can

be considered as recoilless, like in Mössbauer effect. Such pairs display the properties of neutral
particles with zero spin and zero rest mass:

"F'
! $ F)

$#C

"ECVC$ $ECVC! #!&VPF'
$$F)

!

"ECVC$ $ECVC! #$&VPF'
$$F)

!

-%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%, "F'
! $ F)

$#W     16.2

As far the recoil compensation effects, described above, are absent, the total energy of each
of paired sub-elementary fermions F'

$ and antifermions F)
! of "F'

$$ F)
!# can be presented by

eqs.(7.10- 7.12). We will use here the formulas:

Etot % mV
$c2 % &$C #W % R&$0

in $ &$B
ext % R &c

L0
$ h2

mV
$%B

2

Etot % mV
$c2 % R%m0c2!rot

in $ %mV
$v2! tr

ext

    16.3

    16.3a

The in-phase [C # W# pulsation of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!#, accompanied by
[emission # absorption] of cumulative virtual clouds CVC$ and CVC! modulate the basic
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virtual pressure waves of Bivacuum (VPW0
$ andVPW0

!!, generating in such a way the object
(modulated) virtual pressure waves (VPWm

$ andVPWm
! !.

The total energy increment of elementary particle, equal to that of each of sub-elementary
particle of triplet, can be presented in a few manner:

.Etot % &%mV
$c2! % & m0c2

"1 ! %v/c!2#1/2 % m0v
R3 &v % p

R2 &v % % h
%B R2 &v

or : .Etot % &"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c2%c/v!2# % 2Tk

R2
.v
v % 2Tk

R2 & lnv

    16.4

    16.4a

where: R % 1 ! %v/c!2 is the relativistic factor; .v is the increment of the external
translational velocity of particle; the actual inertial mass of sub-elementary particle is:
mV

$ % m0/R; p % mV
$ v % h/%B is the external translational momentum of unpaired

sub-elementary particle F"
! ,i , equal to that of whole triplet - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i ; %B % h/p
is the de Broglie wave of particle; 2Tk % mV

$v2 is a doubled kinetic energy; & lnv % .v/v.
Between the increments of energy of triplets, equal to that of unpaired .Etot % .EF"

! and
increments of modulated CVCm

$ and CVCm
! , emitted by pair "F'

! $ F)
$# in the process of

"C / W# transition, the direct correlation is existing.
These modulated by particle’s de Broglie wave (%B % h/mV

$ v! cumulative virtual clouds:
CVCm

$ and CVCm
! , representing [W] phase of paired sub-elementary fermions, superimpose

with basic virtual pressure waves (VPW0
!! of Bivacuum, turning them to the modulated object

waves %VPWm
! !, necessary for virtual hologram of the object formation:

.EF'
$

F'
!$F)

$

% h
%B R2 &v % 2Tk

R2 & lnv CVCm
$

! ) .%VPWm
$ !

! .EF'
!

F'
!$F)

$

% .EF'
$

F'
!$F)

$ CVCm
!

! ) .%VPWm
! !

    16.5

    16.5a

The counterphase transitions of unpaired (electric monopole) and paired sub-elementary
fermions (magnetic dipoles) - realize the alternating conversions between the electric and
magnetic potentials of triplets in form of recoil and antirecoil energies, correspondingly:

.EE
C/W% r0

r .%*mV
$c2!

.EH
W/C % r0

r .%* %mV
$ ! mV

!!c4/v2! % !.EE
C/W

    16.6

    16.6a

The minimum magnetic and electric energies of triplets are determined by their zero-point
oscillations.

The change of spin state of unpaired sub-elementary fermion of triplet is accompanied by
spin and magnetic pole change of the paired sub-elementary fermion and antifermion, assuming
that positive spin corresponds to North pole and negative spin - to South pole:

"NS%$1/2./ SS%!1/2 #F'
$

"F'
$$F)

!#$F"
$

+

"NS%$1/2./ SS%!1/2 #F)
!

"F'
$$F)

!# ! "SS%!1/2./ NS%$1/2 #F'
$

"F'
$$F)

!#

    16.7

The direction of triplet rotation as a whole (Fig.2) also change to the opposite one with spin
change of sub-elementary fermions. The polarity of magnetic field around the wire is dependent
on direction of electric current, coinciding with orientation of unpaired F'

$ spin of triplets.
The energy increments of pairs "F'

$$ F)
!#, directly dependent on energy/frequency of

unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F"
!! of triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,S
i of Sender/Source (eqs.

16.5 and 16.5a), are dependent on following factors, influencing the external velocity (v) and
kinetic energy of elementary particles:
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1) the increment of external translational velocity (&v! of elementary particles under the
applied external electric or gravitational fields action;

2) temperature variation of matter;
3) phase transitions, like melting or boiling or other nonequilibrium process.

The bigger are velocity increments of particles, the bigger are energies of Bivacuum virtual
clouds (VC$! j,k and anticlouds (VC!! j,k, emitted - absorbed, as a result of transitions between
excited (j) and ground (k) states of %BVF'! j,k and %BVF)! j,k (see eqs. 2.5 -2.8).

The quantum transitions between the excited and ground states of torus %V$! j,k and antitorus
(V!! j,k, forming Bivacuum fermions and Bivacuum bosons, can be accompanied by two effects:

(I) - the uncompensated virtual pressure, responsible for magnetic and gravitational fields
contribution to Virtual replica:

.VirP tot
! % |.VirP$ ! .VirP! | ~ %* $ +!&%mV

$c2!     16.8

(II) - the excessive sum of absolute values of positive and negative virtual pressure (see eq. 16.4):

VirP tot
! % %|.VirP$ | $ |.VirP! |! ~ 2&%mV

$c2!     16.8a

These effects can be described in more details by following reactions, involving (j # k!
transitions of Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins:

%BVF'! j,k" %V$( V!! j,k

+ # %VC j,k
$ !4 3 %VC j,k

! !5 S%0
j,k ~ %|.VirP j,k

$ | 3 |.VirP j,k
! |!

%BVF)! j,k" %V$* V!! j,k

    16.9

    16.9a

The specific information of any object is imprinted in its Virtual Replica (VR), because
cumulative virtual clouds (CVCm

! ) of the object’s elementary particles and their superposition
with Bivacuum pressure waves and Virtual spin waves: VPWm

! and VirSWm are modulated by
frequency, phase and amplitude of the thermal de Broglie waves of molecules, composing this
object.

16.2 Modulation of Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!! and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW!1/2!
by thermal dynamics (de Broglie waves) of condensed matter molecules

The external translational/librational kinetic energy of particle (Tk % mV
$v2/2! tr,lb is directly

related to its de Broglie wave length (%B!, the group (v!, phase velocity (vph! and frequency
(,B % $B/2#!:

%B % h
mV

$v % h
2mV

$Tk
%

vph
,B

% 2- vph
$B tr,lb

    16.10

where the de Broglie wave frequency is related with its length and kinetic energy of particle
as:

,B % $B
2# % h

2mV
$%B

2 % mV
$v2

2h tr,lb
    16.10a

It follows from our model, that zero-point frequency of [C # W# pulsation of sub-elementary
fermions and antifermions, forming triplets of elementary particles - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i ,
accompanied by [emission # absorbtion# of cumulative virtual clouds CVC! has has the same
value, as a basic (reference) frequency %$0% m0c2/&! i of Bivacuum.

The total energy of de Broglie wave and resulting frequency of pulsation ($C#W! (see 16.3) is
a result of modulation of this Golden mean (GM) frequency, equal to that of Compton, by the
most probable frequency of de Broglie wave of the whole particle ($B!, determined by its most
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probable external momentum: p % mV
$v.

In composition of condensed matter this value is different for thermal librations and
translation of molecules. The corresponding most probable modulation frequencies of
translational and librational de Broglie waves are possible to calculate, using new Hierarchic
theory of condensed matter and based on this theory computer program (Kaivarainen, 2001;
2003).

The interference between the reference virtual waves VPW0
! of Bivacuum (%0 % h/m0c! with

virtual ’object waves’, modulated by matter molecules de Broglie waves (%B % h/mV
$v), produce

the holographic-like image, as a hierarchical superposition of local Virtual Replicas (VR) of each
vibrating particle (atom, molecule) of the object.

The modulated frequencies of virtual pressure waves (VPWm
! ! and virtual spin waves

(VirSWm
!1/2! are dependent on frequencies of librational ($lb! and translational ($tr! de Broglie

waves of molecules of condensed matter in accordance to rules of combinational resonance:

$VPWm
!

i % R$0
i $g$tr $ r$lb - "R$0

i $g$tr #

$VirSWm
!1/2

i % R$0
i $r$lb $ g$tr - R$0

i $r$lb

R % 1 ! %v/c!2; g,r % 1,2,3. . . %integer numbers)

    16.11

    16.11a

The modulation of virtual pressure waves is dependent mostly on frequency of translational
de Broglie wave ($tr!, but the virtual spin waves modulation is determined more by frequency of
librational de Broglie wave ($lb!.

Each of 24 collective excitations of condensed matter, introduced in our Hierarchic theory
(Kaivarainen, 1995; 2001, 2003; 2004), has his own characteristic frequency and can be
imprinted in Virtual Replica of the object, as corresponding pattern.

Superposition of different kind de Broglie waves of matter molecules and their collective
excitations with basic virtual pressure waves (VPW0

!) and virtual spin waves (VirSW0
!1/2) results

in origination of corresponding frequency, amplitude and phase modulated waves: VPWm
! and

VirSWm
!1/2.

These three kinds of modulations may be described by known relations (Prochorov, 1999):
1. The frequencies of virtual pressure waves ((

VPW!
M ! and spin waves ((

VirSW!
M !, modulated by

translational and librational de Broglie waves of molecules, can be presented as:

$
VPWm!
M % $0

i $ &$B
tr cos$B

tr t

$
VirSWm

!1/2
M % $0

i $ &$B
lb cos$B

lb t

    16.12

    16.12a

The carrying zero-point pulsation frequency of particles is equal to basic frequency of
Bivacuum virtual waves: $VPW0

!,ViSW0
i % $0

i % m0
i c2/&. Such kind of modulation is accompanied

by two satellites with frequencies: ($0
i $ $B

tr,lb! and ($0
i ! $B

tr,lb! % &$tr,lb
i . The latter is named

frequency deviation. In our case: $0
e %~ 1021s!1! ,, $B

tr,lb %~ 1012s!1! and &$tr,lb ,, $B
tr,lb.

The temperature of condensed matter and phase transitions may influence the modulation
frequencies of de Broglie waves of its molecules.

2. The amplitudes of modulated virtual pressure waves (VPW!! and virtual spin waves
VirSW (informational waves) are dependent on translational and librational de Broglie waves
frequencies as:

AVPWm
! 4 A0% sin$0

i t $ )$B
tr sin t &cos$B

tr t!
IVirSWm

!1/24 I0% sin$0
i t $ )$B

lb sin t &cos$B
lb t!

    16.13
    16.13a

where: the informational/spin field amplitude is determined by the amplitude of Bivacuum
fermions [BVF' # BVF)# equilibrium constant oscillation: IS " IVirSW!1/2 ~KBVF'#BVF)%t!

The index of frequency modulation is defined as: ) % %&$tr,lb/$B
tr,lb!. The carrying zero-point
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pulsation frequency of particles is equal to the basic frequency of Bivacuum virtual waves:
$VPW0

!,ViSW0
i % $0

i . Such kind of modulation is accompanied by two satellites with frequencies:
($0

i $ $B
tr,lb! and ($0

i ! $B
tr,lb! % &$tr,lb. In our case: $0

e%~ 1021s!1! ,, $B
tr,lb%~ 1012s!1! and

) ,, 1.
The fraction of molecules in state of mesoscopic molecular Bose condensation (mBC),

representing, coherent clusters (Kaivarainen, 2001a,b,c; 2003; 2004) is a factor, influencing the
amplitude (A0) and such kind of modulation of Virtual replica of the object.

3. The phase modulated VPWm
! and VirSWm

!1/2 by molecular dynamics of condensed matter
can be described like:

AVPWm
!

M % A0 sin %$0t $ &1tr sin$B
trt!

IVirSWm
!

M % I0 sin %$0t $ &1lb sin$B
lbt!

    16.14

    16.14a

The value of phase increment &1tr,lb of modulated virtual waves of Bivacuum (VPWm
! and

VirSWm
!1/2!, contains the information about geometrical properties of the object.

One have the phase modulation, if &1tr,lb is independent on modulation frequency $tr,lb. The
frequency modulation takes a place, if the &$tr,lb % -$tr,lb keeps permanent.

The virtual holographic image, resulting from 3D superposition of the virtual object waves:
VPWm

! and VirSWm
!1/2, modulated by translations and librations of molecules, with reference

waves of Bivacuum (VPW0
! and VirSW0

!1/2! contains full information about the object’s internal
dynamic and spatial properties and may be named ”Virtual Replica (VR)” of the object.

16.3 The ”Ether”, ”Astral” and ”Mental” bodies, as a local,
distant and nonlocal components of VR

I. The superpositions of individual local micro VR of the electrons, protons, neutrons and
atoms/molecules, formed by these elementary particles, stands for the total internal macroscopic
virtual replica of the object (VRmac

in !, localized in the volume of this object. The overall shape of
(VRmac

in !, is a result of interference of microscopic virtual replicas of its elements with each other
and the reference Bivacuum virtual waves. It should be close to shape of the object itself, for
example, such as the human’s body and it organs shape. The latter corresponds to notion of the
”ether body” in Eastern philosophy:

Ether Body " VRmac
in % )VR in     16.15

The internal Virtual Replica is mostly a result of superposition of modulated virtual pressure
waves VPWm

! with corresponding reference waves of Bivacuum VPW0
!.

Spatial stability of complex systems means that a hologram - like virtual structure (VRmac
in !,

as a system of 3D standing waves, should have location of nodes, coinciding with the most
probable positions of the atoms and molecules in condensed matter. The coherent dynamics of
atoms and molecules in composition of clusters, representing mesoscopic Bose condensate: mBC
(Kaivarainen, 2001b,c), should be strictly correlated with coherent [C # W# pulsations of their
elementary particles due to combinational resonance. The violation of this correlation is
accompanied by density fluctuation and defects origination in condensed matter.

II. The external macroscopic virtual replica: VRmac
ext can be subdivided on two components

- distant and nonlocal:
1) the distant component of external macroscopic VRdis

ext is a result of replication of the
internal VRmac

in outside the volume of the object, as a consequence of ability of internal virtual
replica to be reproducible in any external space regions, where the virtual system of ’object’
virtual waves, like distant modulated virtual pressure waves: VPWm

! and nonlocal VirSWm
!1/2

may exist. The basic Bivacuum reference waves of similar kind (VPW0
! and VirSW0

!1/2!,
necessary for virtual hologram formation, are everywhere in the universe.

The VRdis
ext, spatially separated from he body/object, may correspond to Eastern ancient
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notion of the ”astral body”:

Astral Body%)VRdis
ext     16.16

The dielectric permittivity (10! and permeability (%0! in the volume of Ether and Astral
bodies may differ from their averaged values in Bivacuum because of small charge symmetry
shift in Bivacuum fermions (BVF") and increasing of density of charged virtual particles and
antiparticles, as a certain combination of Virtual Clouds (see section 1). Consequently, the
probability of atoms and molecules excitation and ionization (dependent on Coulomb interaction
between electrons and nuclears), as a result of their thermal collisions with excessive kinetic
energy, may be higher in volumes of the Ether and Astral bodies, than outside of them. This may
explain their special optical properties - a shining of some objects phantoms (ghosts) in
darkness, or their specific spectrogram, representing astral bodies, stabilized by external
factors;

2) the nonlocal macroscopic virtual replica (VRnl
ext), is formed by 3D superposition of

modulated recoil virtual spin waves: VirSWm
!1/2 with corresponding reference waves of

Bivacuum (VirSW0
!1/2!.

The Eastern notion of mental body may correspond to:

MentalBody % )VRnl
ext     16.17

Hierarchical superposition of huge number of Mental Bodies of all human population on the
Earth can be responsible for Global Informational Field origination, like Noosphere, proposed by
Russian scientist Vernadsky in the beginning of 20th century.

All three described Virtual Replicas: Ether, Astral and Mental bodies are interrelated.
The experimental evidences are existing, that between properties of the Ether bodies and

corresponding physical bodies of living organisms or inorganic matter, the correlation takes a
place. It is confirmed by the Kirlian effect, reflecting the ionization/excitation threshold of the air
molecules in volume of Ether body.

The perturbation of the ETHER body of one object (Receptor) by the astral or mental body
of the other object (Sender) can be imprinted in properties of physical body (condensed matter)
of Receptor for a long time in form of subtle, but stable structural perturbations. The stability of
such kind of informational ’taping’ is determined by specific properties of material, as a carrier
of modulated ETHER body.

Introduced in our theory notion of Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material
object in Bivacuum, is a result of interference of fundamental Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW0

!!
and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW0

!1/2! of Bivacuum (reference waves), with virtual ”object
waves” (VPWm

! ! and (VirSWm
!1/2!, representing the corresponding whirls in Bivacuum, the

internal Virtual Guides (VirG in!, formed by BVB!, as a result of exchange interaction between
paired sub-elementary fermions and antifermions "F'

$ $ F)
!# of triplets (see Fig.4; 6; 12 and 13),

modulated by translational and librational de Broglie waves of the object particles . Stability of
hierarchic system of whirls, forming Virtual Replica of object, as a hierarchical system of curls
in superfluid Bivacuum, could be responsible for so-called ”phantom effect” of this object, even
after this object replacement in remote position.

The Mental - Informational body formation in living organisms and humans, in accordance to
our theory, is related to equilibrium shift of dynamic equilibrium of [assembly # disassembly] of
coherent water clusters in microtubules of the neurons, accompanied series of elementary acts of
consciousness in nonequilibrium processes of meditation, intention and braining (Kaivarainen,
2001; 2003; 2004). Corresponding variations of kinetic energy and momentum of water
molecules can be transmitted from Sender to remote Receiver via external nonlocal virtual
spin-momentum-energy guides (VirGSME

ext ), described in the next section 17.
The perception of nonlocal Virtual Replica of macroscopic inorganic objects, as a result of
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superposition with hierarchic system of psychic (Receiver) Virtual Replicas can explain the
Remote Vision (RV) phenomena.

In this complex process, the 1st stage is a ’target searching’ by nonlocal [mental body] of
psychic, then activation of psychic’s [astral body], influencing its [ether body] and finally - the
components of physical body, like dynamics of water in microtubules of neurons ensembles,
realizing elementary acts of perception and consciousness. The possible mechanism of
entanglement between microscopic and macroscopic objects, based on our Unified theory, will
be described in Chapters 17 and 18.

17 Mechanism of Quantum entanglement between distant
elementary particles via Virtual Guides of spin, momentum and energy (VirGS,M,E!
In accordance to our theory, the instant nonlocal quantum entanglement between two or more

distant particles, named [Sender] and [Receiver] involves two main stages:
1. Superposition of their distant and nonlocal Virtual replicas (VR), formed by modulated

Virtual pressure waves (VPWm
! ! and Virtual spin waves (VirSWm

!1/2!, described in Sections
16.2 and 16.3;

2. Tuning of these superimposed VR, as a result of formation of external Virtual Guides of
spin-momentum-energy (VirGSME! between [S] and [R].

We put forward a conjecture, that superpositions of counterphase (VirSWm
!1/2! of [S] and [R],

exited by their unpaired sub-elementary fermions F"
!+ of triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i of
opposite spins, in form of virtual standing waves, may form the external nonlocal guides
%VirGSME

ext ! at certain conditions (Fig. 12).

Fig.12. The mechanism of nonlocal Bivacuum mediated interaction (entanglement) between two
distant unpaired sub-elementary fermions of ’tuned’ elementary triplets of the opposite spins
- "F'

$$ F)
!# $ F'

! ,Sender
i and - "F)

$$ F'
!# $ F)

! ,Receiver
i , the close frequency of [C # W#

pulsation and close de Broglie wave length ()B % h/mV
$v! of particle. The tunnelling of

momentum and energy increments: &|mV
! c2 | ~ "&|VirP$ | $ &|VirP! |# from Sender to Receiver and

vice-verse via external Virtual spin-momentum-energy Guide [VirGSME
ext # is accompanied by

instant pulsation of diameter (2&LV
! ! of this virtual microtubule, formed by Bivacuum bosons of

opposite polarization: BVB$ " "V$ ') V!# and BVB! " "V$ )' V!#. The spin state exchange
between [S] and [R] can be realized by the instant change of Bivacuum bosons polarization:
BVB$ # BVB!.

The VirGSME
ext is a virtual microtubule, resembling wormhole (Wheeler, 1968), composed

from Bivacuum bosons %BVB!%"V$ + V!#! i of two opposite polarizations (!! with radius
(Li% &/m0

i c!, depending on lepton generation of %BVB!! i (i % e,%,") and able to collective
elastic radius pulsation, accompanied the momentum and energy instant tunnelling from [S] to
[R]. The instant angular momentum (spin) exchange between [S] and [R] do not need such
pulsation, but only instant polarization sign change of %BVB$ # BVB!! i, forming VirGSME

ext
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without energy change. Superposition of two modulated nonlocal virtual spin waves of Sender
VirSWm

S%$1/2
S

and Receiver VirSWm
S%!1/2

S
of the same frequency/mass and opposite spins

(i.e. opposite phase of "C # W# pulsation), excited by two distant elementary particles [S] and
[R] (electrons or protons), forms Virtual guide (VirG! :

- "F)
$ $ F'

!#C $ %F)
!!W ,S

VirSWS<
BVB$

BVB!
%5%5% VirSWR= - %F'

!!C $ "F)
! $ F'

$#W ,R

i

% "n$BVB$%V$ ') V!!$n!BVB!%V$ )' V! #i % VirG i

VirG i " Nonlocal Virtual Guide of spin, momentum and energy (VirGSME
i ! if : n$ % n!

    17.1

    17.2

When the number of Bivacuum bosons with opposite polarization in VirG i is equal:
n$ % n!, such virtual microtubules can serve, as Virtual Guide of Spin/Momentum / Energy
(VirGSME

i ! (Fig.12).
The VirGSME

ext allows the nonlocal interaction between elementary particles of ’tuned’ Sender
and Receiver, including not only the phase of "C # W# pulsation exchange, directly interrelated
with spin state of unpaired sub-elementary fermion, but also the momentum and kinetic energy
exchange between [S] and [R].

Consequently, the new mechanism of the remote quantum entanglement between unpaired
sub-elementary fermions of two coherent triplets - elementary particles with close frequency of
"C # W# pulsation and opposite spins (phase), connected by virtual guides (VirGSME

ext !, is
proposed (Fig.12). The same mechanism of spin (information), momentum and energy exchange
can work between macroscopic systems, containing coherent molecular clusters (mesoscopic
Bose condensate).

In virtual microtubules (VirGSME
ext ) the time and its ’pace’ are uncertain: t % 0/0, as far the

external velocities and accelerations of Bivacuum bosons (BVB!!, composing these
microtubules, are zero (eq. 15.10a).

This kind of remote nonlocal exchange interaction, connecting paired sub-elementary
fermions in triplets, is a background of macroscopic magnetic poles (N) and (S) origination
(Fig.13).

The ”push # pull” mechanism of macroscopic magnetic [N]S%$1/2 and [S]S%!1/2 poles
origination in general case do not need spin exchange (Fig.13). However, the kinetic energy and
momentum exchange between [Sender] and [Receiver] with opposite spins and counterphase
"C # W# pulsation is crucial for interaction.

The actual (NS%$1/2
$ ; SS%!1/2

$ ) and complementary (NS%$1/2
! ; SS%!1/2

! ) poles of the external
(macroscopic) magnetic dipoles are the consequence of momentum-energy exchange between
remote triplets in realms of positive and negative energy. Such simultaneous positive and
negative energy flux in opposite directions, is mediated by pulsation of energy and radiuses of
torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of Bivacuum bosons: BVB$% "V$') V!#, correspondingly.
Corresponding energy increments of the actual torus and complementary antitorus of BVB!,
forming VirGext, are directly related to increments of particles external velocity %.v!, equal to
that of each of paired sub-elementary fermion and antifermion of triplets, correspondingly:

.EV$ % .mV
$c2 % p$

R2 %.v!F'
$

"F'
$$F)

!# % mV
$c2 .LV$

LV$ N,S
actual

.EV% % .mV
!c2 % !.mV

$c2 % ! p!

R2 %.v!F'
!

"F'
$$F)

!# % !mV
!c2 .LV!

LV! N,S
complementary

    17.3

    17.3a

where: p$% mV
$v; p!% mV

!v are the actual and complementary momentums; LV$ % &/mV
$c

and LV! % &/mV
!c are the radiuses of torus and antitorus of BVB! % "V$ + V!#, forming

VirGS,M,E
in,ext .

Only part of the VirG, formed by the actual toruses (V$! of BVB! between paired
sub-elementary fermions of opposite spins of triplets of remote [Sender]:
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- "F'
$ $ F)

!#W
S%0 $ %F'

!!C
S%$1/2 ,S

i and [Receiver]: - %F)
!!W

S%!1/2 $ "F'
! $ F)

$#C
S%0 ,R

i displays
itself, as a magnetic field ’force line’ (Fig.13).

Fig. 13 The internal and external energy exchange between sub-elementary fermions with
opposite spins and phase of "C # W# pulsation, providing microscopic and macroscopic magnetic
dipoles origination. The microscopic internal virtual guides (VirG in

! ! provides the conversion of
the electric recoil energy to magnetic antirecoil energy:
EE % *.%mVc2! % !EH ~ "&VirP$!&VirP!# in the opposite "C / W# and "W / C# transitions.
Similar superfluous energy exchange between two counterphase pairs "F'

$ $ F)
!# of remote

triplets provides distant magnetic interaction between [S] and [R].

A big number of force lines in positive energy realm connect the coherent elementary
particles of North and South poles of macroscopic magnetic dipoles. We may assume that each
[N]S%$1/2 pole corresponds to paired sub-elementary fermion of positive spin and each [S]S%!1/2
pole - to that of negative spin.

For the other hand, the force lines of the opposite directions, formed by complementary
antitoruses (V!! of BVB!, composing VirG, and responsible for the reverse energy transmission
from Receiver to Sender or from the [S] to [N] in the negative energy realm do not display
themselves in realm of positive energy. It is a reason, why in experiment only one side directed
magnetic force lines: from North to South, are observable.

The cumulative effect of big number of charged fermions with directed momentum, like
electrons in electric conductor or superconductor, as a carriers of angular momentum, shifts the
Bivacuum fermions and antifermions spin equilibrium: [BVF' # BVB! # BVF)# to the left or
right, creating a Spin field in Bivacuum.

The momentum kinetic and magnetic energy exchange via macroscopic external VirGSME
ext is

a consequence of equalities of the absolute values of energies of all three sub-elementary
fermions of triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i and the frequencies of their "C # W# pulsation. The
absolute magnitudes of energy of these three sub-elementary fermions in their [C] and [W]
phases and their variations (increments/decrements) are equal and strongly interrelated to keep in
force a symmetry and stability of triplets.

The radius LV!
i % &/mV!

i c and energy: EV!
i % mV!

i c2 of torus and antitorus of
BVB! % "V$+ V!# and their increments are interrelated as:

EV!
BVB!

% &c
LV!

BVB!

i

.EV!
BVB!

% !EV!
BVB! .LV!

BVB!

LV!
BVB!

i

    17.4

    17.4a
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In accordance to new mechanism of momentum, total and magnetic energy instant exchange
between Sender [S] and receiver [R], proposed in this paper, the total energy increment (.Etot!,
its magnetic and magneto- gravitational fractions (.EH % *.Etot and .EH!G % +.Etot! are
related to differences of positive and negative virtual pressure increments &VirP$ and &VirP!

(eqs.16.8; 16.8a):

.Etot % .|mV
$c2 |F'

$
F'
$$F)

!
% m0v

R3 .v % p
R2 .v ~ "&VirP$

$ &VirP!#

or : .Etot % &"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c2%c/v!2# % 2Tk

R2
.v
v % 2Tk

R2 & lnv

.EH % *.Etot ~ "&VirP$ ! &VirP!#.

.EH!G % +.Etot ~ "&VirP$ ! &VirP!#/

    17.5

    17.5a

    17.5b
    17.5c

where: the translational momentum: p % mV
$v; the inertial actual mass: mV

$ % m0/R;
2Tk % mV

$v2.

The system of equations, interrelating the increments/decrements of kinetic energy of
unpaired sub-elementary fermion and that of paired in triplets - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i and
corresponding variations of radiuses of torus (LV$

i % &/mV$
i c! and antitorus (LV!

i % &/mV!
i c! of

virtual internal and external microtubule (VirGSME
in,ext!, accompanied the momentum and kinetic

energy transmission from [S] to [R], can be presented as:

.EF'
!

"F'
$$F)

!#$F"
!

% .EF'
$

"F'
$$F)

!# % !.EF)
!

"F'
$$F)

!# % p
R2 .v

.EF'
$

"F'
$$F)

!# % .EV$
BVB!

% .|mV
$c2 |F'

$
"F'

$$F)
!# % p

R2 .v % mV
$c2 .LV$

LV$

!.EF)
!

"F'
$$F)

!# % !.EV!
BVB!

% .|!mV
!c2 |F)

!
"F'

$$F)
!# % !mV

!c2 .LV!

LV!

    17.6

    17.6a

    17.6b

where: LV$ and LV! are the radiuses of torus and antitorus, forming Bivacuum bosons, equal
to radius of BVB!; .EF'

!
"F'

$$F)
!#$F"

!

% .EV!
i is the increment of the kinetic one, of unpaired

sub-elementary fermion of triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,i .

The resulting variation of energy of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!# and that of all BVB!, composing
VirGSME

i is equal to zero:

.EBVB!
i % %.EV$

i ! .EV!i ! % 0     17.7

In such a case the momentum and energy variation .|mV
$c2 |F"

!
i of unpaired sub-elementary

fermion of triplet of Sender - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,S

i can be transmitted from [S] to [R] without
any dissipation in form of instant collective ’jump’ of radius of all huge number of
BVB! " "V$ + V!#, composing VirGSME

i . This process of Bivacuum microtubule radius
pulsation resembles excitation of massless collective Goldstone modes. It may be triggered up by
radius jump of only the 1st ’anchor’ BVBan

! of unpaired sub-elementary fermion of triplet
- "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i , as a consequence of highly cooperative properties of VirGSME
i . After

’absorption’ of the momentum/energy flux, transmitted via virtual microtubule, by Receiver, the
radius of VirGSME

i restores to its equilibrium magnitude.
The instant fluxes of energy from Virtual Replica of Sender to Virtual replica of Receiver via

VirGSME
i , as a result of its instant ’shrinking’ or ’swelling’, change the frequency of "C # W#R

pulsation of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!#R
i and, consequently, that of F"

! ,R
i of Receiver. In turn, such

nonlocal modulation of energy of triplets of Receiver [R]: - "F'
$ $ F)

!# $ F"
! ,R

i by triplets of
Sender [S]: - "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,S
i , displays itself in simultaneous variation of kinetic energy of

[R], similar to that of [S].
The counterphase "C # W# pulsation of pairs: "F'

$ $ F)
!#S and "F'

$ $ F)
!#R in triplets of [S]
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and [R], necessary for resonant energy/momentum exchange between [S] and [R], is provided by
counterphase spin states between unpaired F"

! ,S
i and F"

! ,R
i via VirGSME

i . Consequently, the
spin correlation is a first stage of nonlocal interaction or quantum entanglement and the second
one is the kinetic and magnetic energy exchange between [S] and [R].

In ’tuning’ the frequency of "C # W# pulsation of [S] and [R] particles, necessary for
”switching on” functions of VirGSME

ext , the all pervading basic virtual pressure waves (VPW0
!!, as

a mediators of Tuning energy of Bivacuum (eqs.15.5), are participating also.
The important difference between the internal virtual guide %VirG in! and external one

%VirGext! is existing. The former realize the rotating electromagnetic dipole function and spin -
momentum - energy exchange between paired sub-elementary fermion and sub-elementary
antifermion "F'

$ $ F)
!# of the same triplet (Fig.5). In latter case of VirGext the kinetic and

magnetic energy, momentum and spin exchange between remote tuned triplets can be realized by
dynamics of two pairs of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions of [Sender] and [Receiver]
with counterphase "C # W# pulsation only (Fig.13).

The kinetic energy and momentum transmission from [S] to [R] via VirGSME
ext is accompanied

by pulsation of radiuses of Bivacuum bosons (17.6a - 17.6b) of two possible polarization:

BVB$ % "V$ ') V!#

BVB! % "V$ )' V!#

    17.8

The transmission of spin state from [S] to [R], directly related to phase of "C # W#
pulsation, is accompanied by polarization state of Bivacuum bosons (BVB!!, related to
directions of rotation of torus V$ and antitorus V!:

"S$ % $1/2&# # "S!% !1/2&#
>

BVB$ # BVB!

    17.8a

In contrast to internal VirG in, the charge exchange between remote coherent triplets via
VirGext has very low probability.

The tuning between two particles: ’sender (S)’ and ’receiver (R)’ via VirGSME
ext may be

qualitatively described, using well known model of damped harmonic oscillators, interacting
with all-pervading virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum with fundamental frequency
($0 % m0c2/&!. The criteria of tuning - synchronization of [S] and [R] is the equality of the
amplitude probability of resonant energy exchange of Sender and Receiver with virtual pressure
waves (VPW0

!!: AC#W
S % AC#W

R , resulted from minimization of frequency difference
($S !$0! / 0 and %$R !$0! / 0:

AC#W
S * 1

%mV
$ !S

FVPW!

%$S
2 !$0

2! $ Im )$S

"AC#W
R #x,y,z * 1

%mV
$ !R

FVPW!

%$R
2 !$0

2! $ Im )$R

    17.9

    17.9a

where, from (16.3), we have for frequencies of C # W pulsation of particles of Sender ($S)
and Receiver ($R!:

$R % $C #W % R$0
in $ %$B

ext!R

$S % $C #W % R$0
in $ %$B

ext!S

    17.10

    17.10a

) is a damping coefficient due to decoherence effects, generated by local fluctuations of
Bivacuum deteriorating the phase/spin transmission via VirGSME; %mV

$ !S,R are the actual mass
of (S) and (R); "FVPW # is a force of virtual pressure waves VPW! of Bivacuum with energy
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EVPW % nm0c2 and wave length LVPW % &/m0c:

FVPW! % EVPW
LVPW

% n
& m0

2c3     17.11

The influence of virtual pressure force (FVPW! stimulates the synchronization of [S] and [R]
pulsations, i.e. (R / (S / (0. This fundamental frequency $0 % m0c2/& is the same in any
space volumes, including those of Sender and Receiver.

The external VirGSME
ext represents anisotropic macroscopic virtual Bose condensate - virtual

microtubule, formed by Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! with external group velocity and momentum
very close to zero. In accordance to eq.(1.13), this corresponds to condition of nonlocality, i.e.
independence of potential on distance. By the order, it is close to dimensions of clusters of
galactics (Kaivarainen, 2004a,b).

It follows from eqs. (15.10 and 15.10a), that in the absence of acceleration (dv/dt % 0!, the
time turns to infinitive and its ’pace’ to zero (dt/t % 0!. Standing virtual spin waves %VirSWS,R!,
excited by [S] and [R] and forming VirGSME

ext , satisfy this condition.
The existence of VirGSME

ext (Fig.12) between even very distant particles and possibility of
external modulation of their spin/momentum/energy, could be the main element of natural
quantum computers, providing the instant information (qubits) transmission and processing in the
Universe. The effectiveness of nonlocal interaction between two or more distant elementary
particles (entanglement) is dependent on synchronization of their "C # W# pulsations frequency
and ’tuning’ the phase of these pulsations via virtual guide (VirGSME)S,R between Sender and
Receiver under the action the VPW! and Tuning energy of Bivacuum (see eq. 15.5).

The mechanism, proposed, may explain experimentally confirmed nonlocal interaction
between coherent elementary particles (Aspect and Gragier, 1983), atoms and between remote
coherent clusters of molecules.

Our Unified theory predicts, that the same mechanism, involving a big number of VirGSME
may provide the distant quantum entanglement between macroscopic systems, including
biological ones, if "C # W# pulsations of their particles are ’tuned’ to each other by the above
mentioned mechanisms.

The standing wave condition of VirSW! is violated when number of Bivacuum bosons
(BVB$ and BVB!! with opposite polarization (see 17.2) becomes non equal (n$ , n!!. It means
that in such VirGSME

i , the equilibrium between Bivacuum fermions and antifermions is shifted to
the left or right and Virtual waveguides may provide the Pauli repulsion effects between [S] and
[R]. So called ’dark energy’, accelerating the Universe expansion, can be explained by such
mechanism, as well as gravitational repulsion between matter and antimatter, following from UT
(see Kaivarainen, 2004a,b,c).

The explanation of Pauli repulsion between fermions (real or virtual) with similar spin states,
described in next section, follows from our dynamic model of corpuscle-wave duality.

18. New kind of Bivacuum mediated nonlocal interaction between macroscopic objects
In accordance to our approach, the remote interaction between macroscopic Sender [S] and

Receiver [R] can be realized, as a result of superposition of distant and nonlocal components of
their Virtual Replicas (VRS 5 VRR), described in previous sections, via external multiple virtual
spin-momentum-energy guides VirGSMG

ext (Fig.12 and Fig.13).
The angular momentum (spin) and energy remote exchange between coherent clusters of

molecules in state of mesoscopic Bose condensation (mBC) of [S] and [R] is possible, if [S] is
open or closed system in non-equilibrium state, exchanging with surrounding medium by energy
and mass or by energy only. The asymmetry of Bivacuum fermions and Bivacuum bosons (BVF"

and BVB!!, necessary for influence of Bivacuum on [R], can be induced also by stable systems,
like objects of asymmetric shape - pyramids and cones, creating strongly anisotropic distant
Virtual replicas, perturbing symmetry of Bivacuum.

Nonequilibrium processes in [Sender], accompanied by acceleration of particles, like
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evaporation, heating, cooling, melting, boiling etc. may stimulate the nonelastic effects in the
volume of [Receiver] and increments of modulated virtual pressure and spin waves (&VPWm

!

and &VirSWm
!1/2!, accompanied [C # W# pulsation of triplets "F'

$ $ F)
!# $ F"

! ,i , formed by
sub-elementary fermions of different generation, representing electrons, protons and neutrons.

The following unconventional kinds of effects of nonelectromagnetic and non-gravitational
nature can be anticipated in the remote interaction between macroscopic nonequilibrium
[Sender] and sensitive detector [Receiver] via multiple Virtual spin and energy guides VirGSME
(Fig.12), if our Unified theory is right:

I. Weak repulsion and attraction between ’tuned’ [S] and [R] and rotational momentum in
[R] induced by [S], as a result of transmission of momentum/kinetic energy and angular
momentum (spin) between elementary particles of [S] and [R]. The probability of such ’tuned’
interaction between [S] and [R] is dependent on dimensions of coherent clusters of atoms and
molecules of condensed matter in state of mesoscopic Bose condensation (mBC) (Kaivarainen,
1995; 2001; 2003; 2004) and may be regulated in corresponding way. The kinetic energy distant
transmission from atoms of [S] to atoms of [R] may be accompanied by the temperature and
local pressure/sound effects in [R];

II. Increasing the probability of thermal fluctuations in the volume of [R] due to decreasing
of Van der Waals interactions, because of charges screening effects, induced by overlapping of
distant virtual replicas of [S] and [R]. In water the variation of probability of cavitational
fluctuations should by accompanied by the in-phase variation of pH and electric conductivity due
to shifting the equilibrium: H2O # H$ $ HO! to the right or left;

III. Small changing of mass of [R] in conditions, increasing the probability of the inelastic
recoil effects in the volume of [R] under influence of [S];

IV. Registration of metastable virtual particles (photons, electrons, positrons), as a result of
Bivacuum symmetry perturbations;

V. The nonlocal (instant) electromagnetic signals transmission from [S] to [R] via VirGSME .

The first kind (I) of new class of interactions between coherent fermions of [S] and [R] is a
result of huge number of correlated virtual spin-momentum-energy guides
VirGSME " "VirSWS

4 %5 5% VirSWR
5# formation by standing spin waves (VirSWS,R).

These guides can be responsible for:
a) virtual signals (phase/spin), momentum and kinetic energy instant transmission between

[S] and [R], meaning the nonlocal information and energy exchange;
b) the regulation of Pauli repulsion effects between fermions of [S] and [R] with parallel

spins;
c) the transmission of macroscopic rotational momentum from [S] of [R]. The macroscopic

rotational momentum, exerted by VirSWS, is dependent on the difference between the external
angular momentums of elementary fermions of [S] and [R];

d) the creation of macroscopic magnetic dipoles between [S] and [R].

The second kind (II) of phenomena: influence of [S] on probability of thermal fluctuations in
[R], - is a consequence of the additional symmetry shift in Bivacuum fermions (BVF"!, induced
by superposition of distant and nonlocal Virtual Replicas of [S] and [R]: VRS$ VRR, which is
accompanied by increasing of Bivacuum fermions (BVF" % "V$ + V!#! virtual charge:
&e % %eV$ ! eV!! -- e0 in the volume of [R]. Corresponding increasing of Bivacuum
permittivity (.0! and decreasing magnetic permeability (!0! : .0 % 1/%!0c2! is responsible for
the charges screening effects in volume of [R], induced by [S]. This weakens the electromagnetic
Van der Waals interaction between molecules of [R] and increases the probability of defects
origination and cavitational fluctuations in solid or liquid phase of Receiver.

The third kind of phenomena (III): reversible decreasing of mass of rigid [R] can be a result
of reversible lost of energy of Corpuscular phase of particles, as a consequence of inelastic recoil
effects, following the in-phase "C / W# transition of Ncoh coherent nucleons in the volume of
[R].
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The probability of recoil effects can be enhanced by heating the rigid object or by striking it
by another hard object. This effect can be registered directly - by the object mass decreasing. In
conditions, close to equilibrium, the Matter - Bivacuum energy exchange relaxation time,
following the process of coherent "C # W# pulsation of macroscopic fraction of atoms is very
short and corresponding mass defect effect is undetectable. Such collective recoil effect of
coherent particles could be big in superconducting or superfluid systems of macroscopic Bose
condensation or in good crystals, with big domains of atoms in state of Bose condensation.

The fourth kind of the above listed phenomena - increasing the probability of virtual particles
and antiparticles origination in asymmetric Bivacuum will be discussed later in section 19.3.

It was demonstrated (Kaivarainen, 2004 a,b), that listed nontrivial consequences of our
Unified theory (I - IV) are already confirmed experimentally by groups of Kozyrev (1984; 1991)
and Korotaev (1999; 2000). It is important to note, that all of them are incompatible with
existing today paradigm. It means that the current paradigm is timed out and should be replaced
to the new one.

19. Experimental data, confirming the Unified theory (UT)
19.1 Radiation of accelerating charges

It follows from our theory, that the charged particle, nonuniformly accelerating in cyclotron,
synchrotron or in ondulator, could be a source of photons and gravitational waves.

From eqs.(7.15 - 7.15a) and eq.15.5 we get general expression for electromagnetic and
gravitational radiation, dependent on the doubled kinetic energy increment: &%2Tk! % &%mV

$v2!
of alternately accelerated charged particle and related inelastic recoil effects, accompanied
[C # W# pulsation:

&$E $&$G $&2Tk % &,%1 $ R!"mV
$c2 !m0c2#- % &"%1 $ R!TE# %

where : &$E $&$G $&2Tk % & |*mV
$v2 $ +mV

$v2 |rec $ mV
$v2 ext

the translational factor: R % 1 ! %v/c!2

    19.1

    19.1a

We can see from this formula, that the alternation of kinetic energy of charged particle, as a
result of its alternating acceleration can be accompanied by electromagnetic radiation. This effect
occur, if the jump of kinetic energy: &2Tk and corresponding inelastic recoil energy jump:
.|*mV

$v2 $ +mV
$v2 |rec exceeds the energetic threshold, necessary for photon origination. The

[C # W# pulsations of all three sub-elementary fermions of triplets of charged elementary
particles: *"F'

$ $ F)
!#W $ %F'

!!C+p,e # *"F'
$ $ F)

!#C $ %F'
!!W+p,e, modulated by external

translational dynamics, participate in photons creation.
It is the Tuning energy (TE) of Bivacuum: TE % "mV

$c2 !nm0c2#, that induces the
transitions of the excited state of particle to its ground state, corresponding to n %1, accompanied
by photons emission:

mV
$c2 TE

/ m0c2 at vtr
ext / 0     19.2

The are huge number of experimental data, confirming this consequence of our theory for
electromagnetic radiation. The gravitational radiation in form of neutrinos in similar conditions is
also predictable by our Unified Theory (Kaivarainen, 2004 a,b).

At the permanent (uniform) acceleration of the charged elementary particle, moving along
the hyperbolic trajectory, the radiation is absent. This nontrivial experimental fact also can be
explained by our Unified theory. In accordance to UT, the recoil energy, following radiation of
CVC at "C / W# transitions, equal to deceleration of particle in [C] phase, activate the elastic
longitudinal spherical waves in superfluid Bivacuum matrix. If the energy of this activation
energy is smaller than threshold of inelastic recoil energy, necessary for photons origination,
there are no EM radiation of moving particle. The uniform acceleration, in contrast to alternative
one, do not provide the fulfilment of condition of overcoming of corresponding activation barrier
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and the EM radiation is absent. Consequently, the real photon radiation by charged particles and
other dissipation inelastic process in Bivacuum matrix, are possible only in the conditions of
nonuniform and big enough jumps of particles acceleration.

Some similarity is existing between the mechanisms of inelastic phonons excitation in solids,
detected by - !resonance spectroscopy, and photons excitation in Bivacuum by alternatively
accelerated particle.

The one more consequence of UT is that the radiation of photons, induced by accelerations
of charged elementary particle, should be strongly asymmetric and coincide with direction of
charged particle propagation in space. This is also well confirmed result by analysis of
synchrotron and ondulator radiation.

Most of energy, emitted by relativistic particle is located in direction, close to its instant
velocity (v % vext/ c! in narrow angles range, determined by semiempirical expression
(Ginsburg, 1987):

&2 $ "1 ! %v/c!2#1/2% m0c2

E / 0     19.3

where: E % mc2 % mV
$c2 is a total relativistic energy of the charged particle.

Our theory leads to same result. Formula (3.5), using (3.4) for relativistic condition (v / c!,
can be easily transformed to:

"1 ! %v/c!2#1/2% !mV
!

mV
$

1/2
% m0c2

mV
$c2 % L$

L0
$ &2

v/c
/ 0     19.4

where, the radius of the actual torus, taking into account (4.3), is:

LV
$ % %&/mV

$vgr
in ! / 0 at v / c

as far: mV
$ % m % m0

1 ! %v/c!2
/ ( at v / c

    19.4a

and the Compton radius of sub-elementary particle is L0 % %&/m0c! % const
Their ratio determines the angle range of radiation of accelerating particle. As far, in

accordance to our approach, the actual energy of particle is determined by the inertial mass:
E % mV

$c2% mc2, we can see that eq. 19.3 coincides with eq.19.4.
19.2 Calculation of magnetic moment of the electron,

based on Unified theory

In this section the quantitative evidence in proof of our Unified theory is presented. The
Golden mean (GM) charge of unpaired sub-elementary fermion (F"

!! of electron/positron,
without taking into account the recoil effects, is determined by (4.10 and 4.10a):

|e|! " |&e! |! % |e$ !e! |! % #3/2e0 % #3/2 |e$ e! |1/2     19.5

The difference between the total magnetic moment of the electron:

!tot % %e tot!&/%2m0c!     19.6

and the Bohr magneton: !B % |e|! &/%2m0c! can be defined by small additional increment
between the actual and complementary charges: %&e!!rec % %|e$ | ! |e! |!rec 6 0, induced by
recoil kinetic energy of the unpaired anchor site (BVF"!anc of the electron or positron at
[C CVC!

) W# transitions.
The total charge can be presented as:

e tot % %|e|! $ |&e! |rec!     19.7
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where the additional recoil increment of charge is: |&e! |rec -- |e|! .
The translational (longitudinal and transversal) recoil momentum and energy of unpaired

sub-elementary fermion, corresponding to zero-point oscillations, accompanied its "C # W#
pulsation at Golden mean conditions, is determined by the resulting recoil velocity squared (see
eq.8.21):

v0
2 % %v0!.,tr

2 $ %v0!/,tr
2 % c2%*# $ +#!     19.8

Using (4.1a; 19.7 and 19.8), the ratio of %e to the Bohr magneton %B may be presented as:

!tot
!B

% e tot
|e|! % 1 $

|&e! |rec
|e|! % 1

"1 ! "v0/c#2#1/4 % 1
"1 ! *# ! +##1/4     19.9

where: *! % 4.51 & 10!3 ,,, +e! % 1.07497 & 10!45.
The actual magnetic moment of the electron, calculated using our analytical expression

(19.9) at Golden mean conditions (%act % 1.001140%B! coincides with experimental value
(%exp % 1.001159%B! very well. This is a good evidence in proof of Unified theory.

The magnetic moment of the electron can be evaluated also by conventional quantum
electrodynamics (QED), using perturbation theory (Feynman, 1985). However, such approach is
not such elegant as our analytical one.

19.3 Artificial generation of unstable groups of virtual particles and antiparticles
Let us consider the possible results of correlated symmetry shift in groups of virtual pairs

"BVF$
'$ BVF!

) #S%0
as / "F'$ F)#Vir of Bivacuum fermions (BVF'! and antifermions (BVF)! with

opposite spins, acquiring the opposite uncompensated mass: &m! % %|mV
$ | ! |mV

! |! and charge:
&e! % %|e$ | ! |e! |! spontaneously or, most probable, in the local gravitational (G), electric (E),
magnetic (H) and massless spin (S) fields.

The first stage can be considered, as association/polymerization of pairs of asymmetric
Bivacuum fermions, representing unstable pairs of separated, but correlated virtual
sub-elementary particles and antiparticles "F$

'$F!
) #Vir to vortices of different radius:

L"F"#Vir % &/"%mV
$ ! mV

! !"F"#c#, depending on their circulation velocity (v):

"BVF'$BVF)#S%0
as " "%V$( V!! $ %V$* V!!#S%0

as Fields
-%%%%%%,

2"F$
'$F!

) #Vir-%%, 3"F$
'$ F!

) #Vir-%%, n"F$
'$ F!

) #Vir

    19.10
    19.10a

This stage in symmetric primordial Bivacuum is self-organization process without consuming
the external fields energy, as far the energy of formation of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions
(BVF'!as is compensated by formation of asymmetric antifermions %BVF)!as in each Cooper
pair "BVF'$BVF)#S%0

as .
However, the presence of fields in secondary Bivacuum may induce the symmetry shift in

pairs "BVF'$BVF)#S%0
as and vortices (collective excitations), formed by them.

The second stage - is a result of dissociation of the big coherent vortices (19.10a) to smaller
ones, accompanied by violation of equilibrium between virtual particles %BVF'!as " "F'

$#Vir and
antiparticles (BVF)!as " "F)

!#Vir, acquiring, consequently, uncompensated charge and mass:

n"F'
$ $ F)

!#Vir grad%G,E,H!
-%%%%%%,

n! - F"
! ,i

Vir 7 n$ - F"
$ ,i

Vir

    19.11
    19.11a

where: i % e,%," are three electron’ generations and the total density of virtual
sub-elementary fermions and antifermions is:

n% n! $ n$

n! , n$

    19.12
    19.12a
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The shift of equilibrium between densities of virtual particles and antiparticles of opposite
charges and mass-energy in strong anisotropic electric and gravitational fields is accompanied by
generation of non zero difference of positive and negative virtual pressure of Bivacuum:

!.VirP! % 'ne$ mV
$v2

e$
! 'ne! mV

!v2
e!

i
    19.13

The metastable virtual fermions may fuse to stable real fermions - triplets and photons, if the
value of %BVF"!as symmetry shifts will increase to that, corresponding to Golden mean condition
(section 5).

The dissociation of metastable virtual clusters (bosons) to charged virtual fragments with
fermion properties is energetically much easier, than that of stable photons, and may occur even
in weak fields gradients.

Synchronization of "C # W# pulsation of such virtual unstable fermions, as a condition of
quantum entanglement between them, keeps on after big cluster dissociation to equal coherent
groups (n!e! and n$e$, where n! $ 10) and their spatial separation.

The results, confirming our scenario of coherent groups of metastable charged particles
origination from asymmetric Bivacuum fermions, has been obtained in works of Keith Fredericks
(2002) and Sue Benford (2001). Fredericks analyzed the trucks on Kodak photo-emulsions,
placed in vicinity of human hands during 5-30 minutes. The plastic isolator was used between the
fingers and the photographic emulsion. The tracks in emulsions point to existing of correlation in
twisting of trajectories of big group of charged particles (about 20) in weak magnetic field. The
in-phase character of set of the irregular trajectories may reflect the influence of geomagnetic
flicker noise on correlated charged particles.

In these experiments the Bivacuum symmetry shift, necessary for dissociation of virtual
clusters (19.10a) on charged fragments with fermion properties can be induced by the electric,
magnetic fields and nonlocal spin field, excited, for example, by ’flickering’ water clusters in
microtubules of living organisms (Kaivarainen, 2002; 2003; 2004).

This process represents [dissociation # association] of coherent water cluster in state of
mesoscopic molecular Bose condensate (mBC), accompanied by oscillation of the water
molecules angular momentum with the same frequency about 107 s!1. If the flickering of water
clusters in MTs of the same cell or between ’tuned’ group of cells occurs in-phase, then the
cumulative effect of modulated VirSWm

!1/2 generation by human’s finger near photoemulsion can
be strong enough for stimulation of dissociation of virtual vortices (19.11a) to virtual electrons
and positrons, producing the observed tracks.

In work of Benford (2001) the special device - spin field generator was demonstrated to
produce a tracks on the dental film, placed on a distance of 2 cm from generator and exposed to
its action for 7 min. The spin field generator represents rotating hollow cylinder or ring made of
ferrite-magnetic material with the axis of rotation coinciding with the cylinder’s main symmetry
axis. Four permanent (wedge-like) magnets are inserted into the cylinder. It rotates with velocity
several thousand revolutions per minute.

The effect of this generator is decreasing with distance and becomes undetectable by the
dental films after the distance from the top of cylinder bigger than 8 cm. The dots and tracks on
dental X-ray films were reproduced over 200 trials. They are close to the regular charged particle
tracks on surface emulsions. However, the more exact identification of particles failed. The
uncommon features of these tracks may be a result of unusual properties of short-living virtual
electrons, positrons, protons and antiprotons and their coherent clusters.

The experimental results, obtained by N.A. Kozyrev and his group (1984; 1991) during
decades, are very important for following reasons:

- They prove, that the existing today paradigm is not comprehensive enough;
- They motivate strongly searching of new kinds of distant and nonlocal weak interactions

(nonelectromagnetic and nongravitational), responsible for such effects;
- They represent a good test for verification of new physical theories, challenging their ability
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to explain a mechanism of discovered by Kozyrev phenomena, reproduced last years in many
independent laboratories.

We analyzed a number of Kozyrev’s most important and reliable experiments and results
(Kaivarainen, 2004a; 2004b). It was demonstrated, that they are in total accordance with
consequences and predictions of our Unified theory (see section 18). The review of Levich
(1994) of Kozyrev’s group works was used.

The important results, obtained by group of Korotaev, pointing, like the Kozyrev data, to
existence of unknown - nonelectromagnetic mechanism of all-penetrating physical interaction
(Korotaev, et. al., 1999; 2000) and the existing of the advanced and delayed effects on cosmic
scale also confirm the consequences of our Unified theory (Kaivarainen, 2004a). These results
also can be explained, as a consequence of superposition of Bivacuum virtual replicas (VR) of
[S] and [R], exchanging the information and energy, taking into account, that the causality
principle do not work in systems of virtual particles, in contrast to real ones.

Very interesting data of Tiller, Dobble and Kohane (2001), confirming the unconventional
remote interaction between Sender and Receiver, containing aqueous solutions, were discussed
in my paper (Kaivarainen, 2004a,b). In all experiment, described, screening of the target [R]
from electromagnetic fields by Faraday’s cage did not influence on the distant interaction
between [S] and [R].

Consequently, there are a lot of experimental evidence already, confirming the existence of
Virtual Replica of macroscopic objects and existing of basically new nonlocal remote Bivacuum
- Mediated Interaction between Sender and Receiver, following from our Unified Theory.

The direct approach for evaluation of Bivacuum perturbation in the volume of Virtual replica
of nonequilibrium or spatially asymmetric system (like pyramid) is to make a precise
measurements of Casimir effect (Lamoreaux, 1997; Mohideen and Roy, 1998). The dimensions
and density of cavitational fluctuations in water and other liquids, directly related to
sonoluminescence, could be also a good test-system for Bivacuum properties.

19.4 The idea of nonlocal signals transmitter and detector construction and testing

The simple constructions of artificial physical devices with functions of [Sender] and one or
more [Receiver] for verification of nonlocal mechanism of communication via Virtual Guides of
spin/information, momentum and energy, following from our Unified theory, were suggested
(Kaivarainen, 2004a; 2004b). They can represent two or more identical and ’tuned’ to each other
superconducting or superfluid multi-rings or torus/donuts systems.

The pair: [S] and [R] can be presented by two identical systems, composed from the same
number (5-10 or more) of superconducting or superfluid rings of decreasing radius - from meters
to centimeters, following Fibonacci series, because of fundamental role of Golden mean in
Nature, enclosed in each other. The ”tuning” of Virtual Replicas of [S] and [R] constructions in
state of macroscopic Bose condensation (superconducting or superfluid) can be realized by
keeping them nearby with parallel orientation of two set of rings during few hours until
equalizing of their physical parameters, i.e. currents. After such tuning, they should be removed
from each other, keeping their superconducting/superfluid state on at the same temperature,
pressure and other conditions, on the increasing distances from hundreds of meters to hundreds
of kilometers and tested for interaction in each equipped for such experiments laboratory.

The experiments for registration of nonlocal interactions could be performed, as follows. At
the precisely fixed time moment, the superfluid or superconducting properties of one of rings of
[S], should be switched off by heating, ultrasound or magnetic field. At the same moment of time
the superconducting or superfluid parameters of all rings of [R] should be registered. If the
biggest changes will occur in the ring of [R]-system with the same radius, as that in [S]-system
and faster, than light velocity, it will be a confirmation of possibility of nonlocal Bivacuum
mediated information and momentum exchange (entanglement), following from our theory and
based on resonant principles. The corresponding remote signals exchange via proposed in our
work Virtual Guides (VirGSME! should not be shielded by any screen.
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There are a number of laboratories over the World, capable to perform the proposed
experimental project. In the case of success, such Nonlocal Signals Detector/Transmitter
(NSD/T) with variable parameters would be the invaluable tool for extraterrestrial civilizations
search in projects, like SETI and for distant cosmos exploration (NASA). On the Earth, the
Internet, radio and TV - nets also will get a strong challenge.

19.5 Explanation of Two-Slit Experiment in Unified Theory
In the last book of Bohm, written with Basil Hiley (1993): ”THE UNDIVIDED UNIVERSE:

An ontological interpretation of quantum theory”, the electron is considered, as a particle with
well- defined position and momentum which are, however, under influence of special wave
(quantum potential). Particle, in accordance with this authors, is a sequence of incoming and
outgoing waves, which are very close to each other. However, particle itself does not have a
wave nature after Bohm. Interference pattern in double slit experiment is a result of periodically
”bunched” character of quantum potential in Bohm’s view.

In accordance to our model, the electron is a triplet *"F'
! $ F)

$# $ F)
!+ formed by two

negatively charged sub-elementary fermions of opposite spins (F'
! and F)

!! and one
uncompensated sub-elementary antifermion (F)

$! (see section 1.1).The symmetric pair of
sub-elementary fermion and antifermion: "F'

! $ F)
$ # are pulsing between Corpuscular [C] and

Wave [W] states in-phase, compensating the influence of energy, spin and charge of each other.
It leads from our model, that the charge, spin, energy and momentum of the electron and

positron are determined just by uncompensated/unpaired sub-elementary fermion (F"
!!. The

parameters of (F"
!! are correlated strictly with similar parameters of pair "F'

! $ F)
$ # due to

conservation of symmetry of properties of sub-elementary fermions and antifermions in triplets.
It means, that energy/momentum and, consequently, de Broglie wave length and frequency of
uncompensated sub-elementary fermion (F"

!! determines the de Broglie wave properties of the
whole particle (electron, positron).

The energy of particle in the both: corpuscular (C) and wave (W) phase (see eq.7.10 - 7.12)
may be expressed via its de Broglie wave frequency ($C#W! and length ()B!, as a sum of
rotational and translational contributions:

Etot % mc2 % mV
$c2 % RErot

in $ %EB! tr
ext % R%m0c2!rot

in $ %mV
$v2! tr

ext

or : Etot % %mV
$ ! mV

!!c4/v2 % R %m0$0
2L0

2!rot
in $ "%mV

$ ! mV
!!c2 #tr

ext

or : Etot % &$C #W % R&$0
in $ &$B

ext % R &c
L0

$ h2

mV
$%B

2

    19.12

    19.12a

    19.12b

where: R " 1 ! %v/c!2 is a relativistic factor, dependent on the external translational
velocity %v!; L0 % &/m0c is the Compton radius of sub-elementary particle; the external de
Broglie wave (wave B) length of particle, related to its translational velocity is:

)B % h
mV

$v % v
,B

    19.13

where ,B % mV
$v2/h is the de Broglie wave frequency, determined by translational kinetic

energy of particle.
The minimum [Corpuscle (C! # Wave (W!# pulsations occur at v / 0 with Compton

frequency: (0 % m0c2/& % c/L0 ~ 1021s!1, where L0 % &/m0c is a Compton radius of
elementary particle. They are accompanied by the "emission # absorption# of CVC! by each of
sub-elementary fermions of triplet and the recoil # antirecoil effects of unpaired F"

! ,i . The
CVC! stands for the wave [W] phase of particles.

The fundamental phenomenon of de Broglie wave (see sections 6 and 7) is a result of
modulation of the carrier Compton frequency of "C # W# pulsation ((0! and that of cumulative
virtual cloud CVC!, by the frequency of the de Broglie wave: (B

ext % mV
$vext

2 /& % 2#v/%B, where
the Broglie wave length %B % h/%mV

$v! is determined by the external translational momentum of
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particle: p % mV
$ v . For nonrelativistic particles (B

ext -- (0.
In accordance to our model of duality, the reversible "C # W# pulsations are accompanied

by outgoing and incoming Cumulative Virtual Cloud (CVC!), composed from subquantum
particles of opposite energy. In this point, our understanding of duality and wave properties of
particle coincide with that of Bohm and Hiley.

In turn, the in-phase "C # W# pulsation of sub-elementary particle F'
$ and sub-elementary

antiparticle F)
! of pair "F'

! $ F)
$ # are responsible for modulation of virtual pressure waves:

VPWm
$ and VPWm

! of Bivacuum with the same frequency and wave length, as de Broglie wave
of this elementary particle: )B % h

mV
$v % v

,B (see eq.19.12b).
Introduced in our theory notion of Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material

object in Bivacuum, is a result of interference of fundamental Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW0
!!

and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW0
!1/2! of Bivacuum (reference waves), with virtual ”object

waves” (VPWm
! ! and (VirSWm

!1/2!, representing the corresponding whirls in Bivacuum (VirG in!
of rotating triplets, generated by CVC$ and CVC!, modulated by de Broglie waves of the
particles.

The feedback influence of VPWm
! of Bivacuum virtual replica of the triplet on its original,

including the unpaired sub-elementary fermion or antifermion (F"
!!, may induces the wave - like

behavior of elementary particle or antiparticle *"F'
! $ F)

$# $ F"
!+.

The second reason for bunched character of the electron’s trajectory in our model can be a
result of periodic momentum oscillation, produced by "C # W# pulsation of unpaired
(uncompensated) sub-elementary fermion (F)

!! in triplet, modulated by the particle’s de Broglie
wave frequency.

The interference pattern in double slit experiments, even in the case of single electrons, can
be explained in such a way.

We can see, that our model do not need the Bohmian ”quantum potential” or ”pilot wave” for
explanation of two-slit experiment.

For the general case of ensembles of particles, the explanation of two-slit experiment,
pointing to the wave properties of particles, can be related to interference of their virtual replicas
with properties of quantum holograms.

Scattering of photons on free electrons will affect their momentum, mass, wave B length and,
consequently, the interference picture. Only [C] phase of particle, but not its [W] phase can be
registered by detectors of particles. Such a consequences of our dynamic wave-corpuscle duality
model can explain all details of well known and still mysterious double slit experiment.

The interference between modulated VPWm
$ and VPWm

! , generated by sub-elementary
particles of the different electrons of beam with VPWm

! , excited by elementary particles of
screen (i.e. superposition of virtual replica of screen with virtual replicas of elementary
particles), also may contribute to results of two-slit experiment.

20 Theory of overunity devices
20.1 The Source of Free Energy of Bivacuum

The Superfluous, uncompensated Energy of Bivacuum is a result of following phenomena:
a) the Bivacuum mass, electric and magnetic dipoles, named Bivacuum fermions

(BVF' " "V$( V!# and BVF) " "V$ * V!! symmetry shifts: positive ($) or negative (-), when
the properties of toruses (V$) and antitoruses (V!! becomes non equal:

&mV % mBVF % |mV
$ |! |mV

! | , 0
! &mV % mBVF % |mV

$ | ! |mV
! | - 0

and
&e% eBVF % |e$ | ! |e! | , 0

! &e% eBVF % |e$ | ! |e! | - 0

    20.1
    20.1a

    20.2
    20.2a
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The (20.1- 20.2a) conditions mean that Bivacuum fermions (dipoles) acquire the nonzero
mass and charge. This turns them to virtual sub-elementary fermions and antifermions, which in
turn may form virtual triplets - elementary fermions (see section 19.3).

As a consequence, the virtual sub-elementary fermions and antifermions:
%BVF"!as % %F"

!!Vir gain nonzero transversal translational velocity (vext % v , 0! in electric,
magnetic or gravitational fields (see Chapter 8).

Such symmetry shift in BVF" of Bivacuum can be induced by gravitational potential of the
Earth. In rotating cylinders or disks corresponding shifts are due to centripetal acceleration and
may be regulated by velocity of rotation. However, the rotation of mass needs the consuming of
external energy itself. The interaction between rotating bodies and surrounding excessive virtual
particles or antiparticles may provide this energy at certain conditions, when the accelerating
influence of Tuning energy (TE) of Bivacuum on virtual particles and antiparticles becomes
effective. For example, this happens in Biefeld - Brown and Searl effects.

b) the consequence of symmetry shifts (20.1 and 20.2) is the increasing the excessive virtual
pressure (.VirP!!, defined by difference of energy of positive and negative virtual clouds (VC$

and VC!!, activated the virtual pressure waves: VPW$ and VPW!, as a result of quantum
transitions of virtual Cooper pairs "BVF!

'$ BVF!
) #j!k between sub-levels [k and j# of asymmetric

Bivacuum fermion or virtual sub-elementary fermions (see section 2.1).
c) shifting of the dynamic equilibrium BVF'? BVF) of Bivacuum to the left or to the right,

changing the attractive spin-spin exchange interaction between Bivacuum fermions due to
exchange interaction by means of CVC$; CVC! to the Pauli repulsion between BVF" of similar
spins, correspondingly. The latter effect may be responsible for Bivacuum ’dark energy’ and the
whole Universe expansion;

d) changing the equilibrium between virtual particles and antiparticles of the same
generation: e,%or". It follows from our theory, that the real, as well as virtual particles provide
the positive gravitational potential. For the other hand, the antiparticles (real or actual) generate
the opposite - antigravitational potential. However, the inertial mass of virtual particles and
antiparticles are equal, as determined by the absolute value of mass- energy symmetry shift.

In conditions of ideal Bivacuum symmetry the number of "originating # annihilating#
virtual sub-elementary fermions is equal to that of sub-elementary antifermions. The spatial
separation of virtual fermions and antifermions with opposite symmetry shifts, electric charges
and gravitational potentials is small in symmetric Bivacuum and probability of their annihilation
is high, which determines their short life-time. However, in asymmetric Bivacuum in presence of
the electric, magnetic or gravitational fields, the separation between virtual particles and
antiparticles occur and their different effects can be detected in experiments (see section 19.3).

Let us consider first the shift of density (.'ne,%,"! between virtual particles and virtual
antiparticles of the same generation in asymmetric Bivacuum (section 19.3):

n"F'
$ $ F)

!#Vir grad%G,E,H!
-%%%%%%,

n! - F"
! ,i

Vir 7 n$ - F"
$ ,i

Vir

    20.3
    20.3a

where: i % e,%," are three electron’ generations and the total density of virtual
sub-elementary fermions and antifermions is:

n% n! $ n$

n! , n$

    20.4
    20.4a

The shift of equilibrium between densities of virtual particles and antiparticles of opposite
charges and mass-energy in strong anisotropic electric and gravitational fields is accompanied by
generation of non zero difference of positive and negative virtual pressure of Bivacuum:
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.VirP! % 'ne$ mV
$v2

e$
! 'ne! mV

!v2
e!

i
    20.5

where for [C] phase of virtual particles when the relativistic mechanics is working (in
contrast to [W] phase), we may calculate mV

$ and mV
! from 3.3 and 3.4, if the external velocity (v!

is known;
e) changing the equilibrium between densities of virtual particles and antiparticles of the

different generations: e,%or". For example, in conditions, when the density increment of virtual
positrons, generated by the excess of the real electrons is equal to density increment of virtual
antiprotons - triplets of " - electrons (negatively charged virtual ions), generated by the excess of
positively charged ions:

! .'ne$ % !.'n"!     20.6

the excessive virtual pressure of Bivacuum will be determined by the excessive virtual
antiprotons density in any selected volume. It is a consequence of much bigger mass of virtual
antiprotons, than that of virtual electrons:

! .VirP! % .'n"! mV
$v2

"!
! .'ne$ mV

!v2
e$     20.7

The excessive virtual pressure, generated by virtual antiprotons is about 1800 times bigger,
than that generated by virtual positrons. For the case of virtual [antiprotons - protons] system the
corresponding ratio of contributions to thrust energy density of virtual antiprotons to virtual
positrons is:

VirP"!
!

VirPe$
! %

.'n"! mV
$v2

"!

.'ne$ mV
!v2

e$
~ 1800     20.8

The spatial separation of virtual particles and virtual antiparticles in capacitors is a
consequence of their opposite virtual charges and Coulomb interaction with positive and negative
electrodes of capacitors at the high voltage.

The experimental approaches to reach the above effects of symmetry shifts (20.1 - 20.10)
between torus and antitorus of Bivacuum fermions, generating virtual fermions and antifermions
are listed below:

1) gravitational fields: natural, like that of the Earth, and the artificial, generated by
centripetal acceleration of rotating cylinder or disk;

2) static electric fields, like in Biefeld-Brown effect -thrust of capacitors of high voltage. The
recursive arrays of capacitors of special geometry may provide cumulative Biefeld-Brown thrust
in direction, determined by orientation of the asymmetric electrodes. In general case this
direction do not coincides with that of the Earth gravitational potential;

3) rotation of magnets system, affecting the thrust of system and its effective mass
(magneto-gravitational Searl effect);

4) combination of static and saw-shape magnetic fields (the Bearden motionless
electromagnetic generator).

The rest mass m0 and charge (e) of real elementary particles are provided by fast rotation of
Cooper pairs of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions "BVF'$ BVF)#as around common axis with
velocity, corresponding to Golden mean conditions: vrot

ext % !1/2c.
The action of fundamental virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum with basic quantized

Compton frequency: n(0 % nm0c2/& %n % 1,2,3. . . ! on groups of Cooper pairs of virtual
particles: q"BVF'$ BVF)#as %q ,, 1!, forming big vortices with radiuses:
R ,, L0 % %L$L!!1/2 , can accelerate their rotation around common axis, driving to Golden
mean conditions from the lower limit: vrot

ext / !1/2c.
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The source of superfluous energy of Bivacuum, described in section 15, stands for
mechanism of overunity devices. The acceleration finally may transform the virtual particles to
real elementary particles at proper conditions. Virtual particles and antiparticles have mass
mV

$ ! mV
! - m0 and charge |'e $ !

'e ! | - e0 symmetry shift smaller, than the rest mass and

charge of real sub-elementary fermions and antifermions. The frequency of their "C#W#
pulsation is lower than fundamental Compton’s one (1). These reasons prevent the fusion of
virtual particles and antiparticles to triplets.

The other source of ’free’ energy of Bivacuum is the combinational resonance of de
Broglie waves of real elementary particles with fundamental Bivacuum virtual pressure waves
(VPW!! of basic quantized frequency $0

i % %m0
i c2!/& % $rot

i (see eq.2). The condition of
combinational resonance is:

$VPW % n$0
i % k$C#W

or : EVPW % nm0
i c2 % kmV

$ c2

    20.9
    20.9a

where: n and k are the integer numbers.
The energy exchange between VPW$ $ VPW! and real particles in the process of "C # W#

pulsation of pairs "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y of triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y $ F"
! ,z

i at pull-in -range state
accelerate them, driving to resonant conditions (20.9 and 20.9a).

In accordance to rules of combinational resonance of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves with
elementary particles, we have the following relation between quantized energy and frequency of
VPW! and energy/frequency of triplets C # W pulsation in resonance conditions:

EVPW! % &$VPW!
i % n&$0

i % &$C#W
i % R&$0 $&$B

or : EVPW! % nm0
i c2 % Rm0

i c2 $ mV
$v2 % Rm0

i c2 $ m0
i c2%v/c!2

R
R % 1 ! %v/c!2; n % 1,2,3. . . %integer numbers)

    20.10

    20.10a

where the angle frequency of de Broglie waves is: %$B!1,2,3 and:

$B % &/2mV
$LB

2 % mV
$v2/2&     20.11

The relation between translational most probable velocity of particle and quantization
number (n!, corresponding to resonant interaction of Bivacuum VPW! with pulsing particles, is:

v % c n2!1
n2

1/2
    20.12

At the conditions of triplets fusion, when n % 1, the translational velocity of particle is zero:
vn%1 % 0. When the quantized energy of VPWn

!, corresponds to n % 2, the resonant translational
velocity of particle should be: vn%2 % c & 0.866 % 2,6 & 1010cm/s.

It is anticipated, that at the velocity, corresponding to n - 1,5, the interaction of particles
with basic VPWn%1

! should slow down the their velocity, driving translational mobility to
resonant conditions: n % 1, v / 0. For the other hand, if velocity of particles corresponds to
n , 1,5, the pull-in range interaction with VPWn%2

! can accelerate them up to conditions: n % 2,
v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.

20.2 Possible explanation of Biefeld-Brown (B-B) effect

When a high voltage (~30 kV) is applied to a capacitor, whose electrodes have different
dimensions, the capacitor experiences a net force toward the smaller electrode, positive in most
cases. The B-B effect may have applications to vehicle propulsion in space. The physical basis
for the Biefeld - Brown effect is not understood in the framework of existing paradigm.

The confirmed experimentally Biefeld - Brown (B-B) thrust effect reflects the appearance of
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net force in asymmetric capacitors of unknown nature, increasing with voltage. In early works of
Brown and his patents the statement was done, that the sign of thrust is dependent on relative
position of the electrodes and is directed from bigger negative to smaller positive electrode. The
corresponding net force of B-B effect may increase or decrease the effective mass of capacitor.
This effect is existing in the air and smaller in vacuum.

Later the data appears, that the B-B is independent of polarity of applied voltage to electrodes
(Bahder and Fazi, 2003) and the orientation of capacitor as respect to plane of the Earth surface.
The latter points that B-B effect is not related to gravitational field of the Earth. In the same work
it was demonstrated the existence of B-B effect even in the case of one electrode capacitor -
suspended thin wire from the hot electrode of the high-voltage power supply. Once the voltage
supply approaches 35 kV, the wire starts to deviate and oscillate around initial vertical suspended
position.

The magnitude of the net force on the asymmetric capacitor was estimated in the same work,
considering two different mechanisms of charge conduction between its electrodes: ballistic ionic
wind and ionic drift. The calculations indicate that ionic wind is at least three orders of
magnitude too small to explain the magnitude of the observed force on the capacitor. The ionic
drift transport assumption leads to the correct order of magnitude for the force, however, it is
difficult to see how ionic drift enters into the theory (Bahder and Fazi, 2003).

The B-B effect in vacuum was confirmed, using the NASA two dimensional asymmetrical
capacitor modules. Two corresponding patents where granted to author Jonathan Campbell:

1) NASA patent US 6,317,310 (November 13, 2001 ) Apparatus & Method for Generating
Thrust Using a Two Dimensional, Asymmetrical Capacitor and

2) NASA patent application US6411493 ” Apparatus and Method for generating a thrust
using a two dimensional asymmetrical capacitor module ” (June 25, 2002 );

The first conductive element of each of two capacitors on the opposite ends of rotating in
horizontal plane rod of module can be a hollow cylinder or a solid cylinder. The second
conductive element of capacitor can be a flat disk, a dome. A dielectric is disposed between the
first conductive element and the second conductive element. The system also includes a high
voltage source having first and second terminals connected respectively to the first and second
conductive elements of two capacitors on the rod. Special test confirms that the thrust observed is
not the result of the ejection of electrons backward.

All known theoretical explanations do not explain the existing of B-B effect in vacuum (see
site of J-L Naudin: http://members.aol.com/jnaudin509/ ) and (Bahder and Fazi, 2003).

Using our Unified theory, we may explain this effect as a result of two process:
1) acceleration of the translational dynamics of conductivity electrons in the volume of

electrodes of capacitors in strong electric field, making the electrons most probable translational
velocity in eq.20.12 close enough to resonant velocity v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s at n % 2 and
$C#W / 2$0, when the additional acceleration under the influence of Bivacuum Pressure Waves
(VPW!! in conditions of combinational resonance (20.10 and 20.12) becomes effective. The
corresponding excessive internal kinetic energy of the electrons at big enough voltage can be
resulted in overcoming the autoelectronic emission threshold and electric break of capacitor,
following by thrust. In Searl machine such pull-in range energy exchange of conductivity
electrons with Bivacuum VPW! induce the ’spontaneous’ acceleration of rolls rotation around
stator of machine;

2) different pressure on positive and negative electrodes of capacitors, provided by virtual
negative sub-elementary fermions of ("! and by virtual positive sub-elementary antifermions of
(e! generation, correspondingly, acquiring the additional kinetic energy in the external space
between electrodes under basic %VPWn%1

! !e," action and their spatial separation in strong electric
field. The asymmetric internal and external pressure of real and virtual elementary particles,
correspondingly, is exerted by their hitting to the electrodes of opposite charge of capacitor,
creating thrust and capacitor propulsion.

The acceleration and increasing of virtual particles and antiparticles kinetic energy under
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VPWn%2,3
! action result in the excessive virtual pressure %&VirP!!, directed to positive electrode

if:
The virtual pressure effect, generated by kinetic energy of negative virtual sub-elementary

antifermions of heavy ("!! generation, is much bigger, than the positive virtual positrons (e$!
generation even at their equal density (n$ % n!!and may provide the lifting effect of capacitors:

&VirP! ~.Tres
k % 1

2 %n!mV
!v!

2 ! n$mV
$v$

2! # EG     20.13

where: n! and n$ are the densities of virtual antiparticles and virtual particles.
When the resulting virtual energy of all coherent virtual particles, hitting the electrode .Tk

res,
overcome the energy of gravitational attraction of capacitor (mCap! to the Earth (M!:

EG % G mCapM
r - .Tres

k     20.14

the lifting effect, confirmed by Naudin (http://members.aol.com/jnaudin509/) occur.
It is natural to assume, that the surface ions of positive electrodes presumably stimulate

negative virtual antifermions of heavy '" generation and the electrons of negative electrodes
stimulate positive virtual sub-elementary antifermions of light 'e $ generation. This may explains
the reason why the thrust in B-B effect usually is directed toward the positive electrode of
capacitor.

The asymmetric geometry of capacitor is also important factor for creating of gradients of
virtual sub-elementary antifermions, increasing the propulsion effect of capacitor in space
towards smaller electrodes, where the density of virtual particles is higher. Some evidence are
existing, that the difference in electrode dimensions is more important factor of thrust direction,
than their polarity. The independence of B-B thrust direction on polarity of applied voltage to
electrodes (Bahder and Fazi, 2003) and dependence of the net force direction on capacitor
asymmetry: always from bigger electrode to smaller one, we may explain in following way. The
electric field force lines connect the equal number of positive and negative charges on the surface
of opposite electrodes of capacitor.

If the square of 1st electrode (negative or positive) is bigger, than that of 2nd (positive or
negative) this means that the density of force lines, creating virtual ions or anti-ions in space
between electrodes is decreasing in direction from the small electrode to big one. This happens,
even if starting number and density of virtual anti sub-elementary fermions (e or "! near
electrodes is equal. Corresponding gradient of virtual particles energy and momentum density
determines direction of thrust of asymmetric capacitors. Such mechanism can work in vacuum
and any dielectric medium between opposite electrodes.

However, the existence of B-B thrust effect even with one electrode capacitor, independent
on sign of its charge, described above, points on difference of density of virtual particles and
virtual antiparticles even just after their excitation. The negative single electrode induce the
opposite Bivacuum asymmetric polarization. The thrust at high voltage (35 kV) was registered by
deviation of the wire from vertical position and its pendulum like oscillation, approximately 60o

angle from vertical. The piece of tape on the end of wire increases the effect (Bahder and Fazi,
2003; USA Army Research Laboratory, approved for public release).

As was mentioned already, the spatial separation between negative virtual anti-ions and
positive virtual ions, increasing their life-time, is due to Coulomb attraction induced motion to
positively and negatively charged electrodes, correspondingly.

Propagation of virtual particles and antiparticles in the volume of capacitor and/or alternative
polarization (symmetry shift) of Bivacuum dipoles - (BVF) in alternative electric field, can be
considered as a Maxwell’s ’displacement current’, responsible for corresponding magnetic field
origination.

The proposed mechanism of B-B effect, mediated by virtual particles and antiparticles, can
be verified using photo or dental films. Like in experiments of Sue Benford (2001) and
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Fredericks (2002), discussed in section 19.3, we anticipate the correlated tracks on
photoemulsion, produced by coherent groups of charged virtual particles and antiparticles.

The collective and coherent properties of the conductivity electrons in the electrodes of
capacitor are the important factor, which should increase the B-B effect, if our explanation is
right. For its verification I propose to use for the positive and negative electrodes of capacitors
the magnets from paramagnetic materials, where the electrons dynamics is ordered and
correlated much more than in regular metals. The optimal relation between the sign of
electrodes charge and their magnetic poles (N or S) in capacitors, providing the maximum of B-B
effect is a matter of experimental research.

The capacitors with specific shape, like two separated hemispheres, cones or pyramids, may
provide the asymmetric repulsion force between two opposite electrodes and corresponding
thrust. I named such capacitors Virtual Jet Generators (VJG), see [Kaivarainen,
http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0003001 (version 2000, section 10.2)].

20.3 Possible explanation of Searl Effect, based on Unified theory

The Searl effect, confirmed recently in experiments of Roshin and Godin (2000), displays
itself in decreasing or increasing weight of rotating permanent magnets, depending on direction
of their rotation as respect to Earth gravity vector: clockwise or anticlockwise and
self-acceleration of rotation after overcoming of certain speed threshold.

The setup (convertor) of Roshin and Godin is comprised by immobile stator and rotor,
carrying magnetic rollers and moving around the stator. The diameter of rotor is about 1 m. The
stator (weight 110 kg) and magnetic rollers (total weight 115 kg) were manufactured from
separate magnetized segments with residual magnetization of 0.85 T, a coercive force of [Hc]
~600 kA/m and a specific magnetic energy of [W] ~150 J/m3. The stator and rotor were
assembled on a single platform made of nonmagnetic material.

The Searl overunity device is also considered from the positions of our Unified theory.
Two accompanied its action effects - decreasing or increasing of the effective mass of

Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC), depending on clockwise or anticlockwise direction of rotor
of MEC, and its self acceleration should be considered separately, as far they are based on
different physical mechanisms and are not directly dependent on each other:

1. The increasing or decreasing of the effective mass of rotating magnetic system, named
Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC) in Searl effect can be a consequence of shift of equilibrium
between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins "BVF'# BVF)# to the left or right, depending on
clockwise or anticlockwise direction of MEC rotor rotation. This effect is due to corresponding
sign of mass symmetry shift of the huge number of BVF, surrounding system and between MEC
and the Earth surface. The primary unperturbed by MEC symmetry shift of Bivacuum is
determined by the Earth gravitational potential. The sign of additional symmetry shift in
Bivacuum and it absolute value |!&mV

$ c2 |H, generated by MEC, is dependent on clockwise or
anticlockwise magnets rotation, related to equilibrium shift of [virtual particles # virtual
antiparticles] to the right or to the left. This symmetry shift decrease or increase the gravitational
interaction between MEC and the Earth;

2. For explanation of self-acceleration of MEC rotor we proceed from assumption, that
between the velocity of MEC paramagnetic rolls rotation around stator and most probable
translational velocity of real ’free’ electrons in their coherent clusters near rolls surface and
dynamics of ions of rolls lattice the strong correlation is existing.

The additional acceleration of orchestrated collectivized electrons in moving magnets,
driving their translational velocity to resonant interaction with VPWn%2,3

! : n % 2,
v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s This pull-in range acceleration becomes possible after acquiring by the
surface electrons of rolling magnets the sufficient resulting velocity for combinational resonance
condition (20.12). This resulting velocity can be evaluated approximately, as a sum of the
internal most probable velocity of ’free’ electron gas, using Maxwell distribution:
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vin% 2kT
me

~ 107 cm/s at room temperature     20.15

and the additional translational electrons velocity increment, induced by the rolls of MEC
rotation around stator. After the rolls surface electrons velocity threshold overcoming (about
.vext$ 3 & 104 cm/s! the MEC rotor acceleration starts. At this condition the most probable
resulting translational velocity of the conducting electrons in paramagnetic parts of rollers
becomes close enough to resonant velocity at n % 2 for pull-in range conditions:

v % v in $ .v
ext

/ v n%2,3
res     20.16

The faster circulation of the orchestrated electrons within the rolls of MEC is due to their
coupling with ion lattice of paramagnetic rolls.

Self-acceleration starts, if the pull-in range becomes effective for the small enough value of
frequency difference near the combinational resonance of the electrons pulsation with quantized
VPW!:

&$res % %c2/&!"nm0 ! mV
$ #     20.17

where: n % 2,3, . . . %n , 1!.
The rolls accelerations is accompanied by enhancement of degree of its particles "C # W#

pulsation coherency and improving the conditions for combinational resonance of matter with
VPW! of Bivacuum.

20.4 The Variation of Weight of Rotating Magnets

The increasing or decreasing of the effective mass of rotating magnetic system, named
Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC) in Searl effect can be a consequence of shift of equilibrium
between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins "BVF'# BVF)# to the left or right, depending on
clockwise or anticlockwise direction of MEC rotor rotation. In turn, this shift induces
equilibrium shift "F'

!# F)
$# between virtual sub-elementary fermions (F'

!! and sub-elementary
antifermions (F)

$! of heavy ("! generation inside condensed matter of MEC and in the
surrounding space (air or vacuum) to the left or to the right. We proceed from assumption ,that
between the velocity of MEC rotation and rotation of virtual particles the strong correlation is
existing. The additional acceleration of virtual particles, driving their velocity to that of Golden
mean: v / #1/2c % 0,786c occur under the influence of Virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of
Bivacuum. This resonance becomes possible after acquiring by virtual asymmetric Bivacuum
fermions the sufficient velocity from curled magnetic field of MEC. After this velocity threshold
overcoming the MEC acceleration starts. It is induced by faster circulation of virtual particles
within the rolls of MEC due to collective and orchestrated coupling with real elementary
particles of MEC rotor.

In the case, if density of virtual anti sub-elementary particle and antiparticles is higher, that
of virtual sub-elementary particles of the same generation at clock-wise direction of MEC
rotation, this decreases the resulting positive mass symmetry shift in continuum of Bivacuum
fermions of e, % and " generations in space between MEC and the Earth, provided by
gravitational field of the Earth. Consequently, the in local space around MEC we get the
decreasing of the Earth gravitational potential and the effective mass of MEC.

The decreasing or increasing of weight of this rotating system is due to corresponding
change of the mass symmetry shift of the huge number of BVF, surrounding system, determined
by the Earth gravitational potential:

EG % +Mc2 - +c2 )%mV
$ ! mV

!!" $)%mV
$ ! mV

!!e     20.18

where M - )%mV
$ ! mV

!!" $)%mV
$ ! mV

!!e, is a mass of the Earth, taking into account the mass
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of all protons, neutrons and electrons in all atoms of the Earth.
The sign of symmetry shift in Bivacuum and its absolute value, dependent on clockwise or

anticlockwise magnets rotation, is determined by the additional local Bivacuum symmetry shift
%!&mV

$ c2!H, related to equilibrium shift of [virtual particles # virtual antiparticles] to the right or
to the left. The inertial masses of particles and antiparticles (real and virtual) are equal, in
contrast to gravitational masses, which are opposite by sign, but equal by absolute values, in
accordance to our theory. This means, that matter and antimatter (real and virtual) repel each
other, i.e. antigravitation takes a place in such a case.

This variation of weight of rotating magnets, starting before self-acceleration, can be
explained in the framework of Unified Theory by the influence of curled magnetic field on
dynamic equilibrium of Bivacuum fermions, as a dipoles with opposite charges, energy/mass and
magnetic moments.

The resulting constant of this equilibrium "KBVF'#BVF)
res %r!# we introduce as a product of

equilibrium constant, determined by gravitation "KBVF'#BVF)
G %r!# and that, determined by

magnetic field influence "KBVF'#BVF)
H %r!#. The resulting constant define the resulting Bivacuum

dipoles symmetry shift and value and direction of resulting gravitational potential (EG
res
!, which

may coincide or be opposite with the Earth gravity vector:

KBVF'#BVF)
res %EG, EH! % KBVF'#BVF)

G %r!KBVF'#BVF)
H %r!     20.19

where:

KBVF'#BVF)
G %r! % exp ! r0

r
)+mV

$ c2

m0
i c2 $ .UG,EM     20.20

and

KBVF'#BVF)
H %r! % exp ! r0

r
)H%%BVF' ! %BVF)!

m0
i c2 $ .UG,EM     20.20

where: .UG,H % .UG $ .UEM is the increment of Bivacuum equilibrium density energy,
determined by the external electromagnetic and gravitational fields. r0 is the unitary radius
vector; r is a distance between a source of gravitational and magnetic field radiation and point of
the effect observation.

In accordance to our model, the inertial properties of particles and antiparticles (real and
virtual) of the same absolute energy are equal, as they are determined by the absolute value of
their mass-energy symmetry shift:

|mV
$ ! mV

! |c2 % mV
! ! mV

$ c2     20.21

However, the signs of gravitational potentials of real and virtual particles and antiparticles
are opposite (8.14) and they should repel each other.

For the case of alternating electromagnetic field, the volume density of its energy in
Bivacuum is

.UEM % W % "/E2 $ %H2#/2     20.22

where / and % are Bivacuum permittivity and permeability, correspondingly, depending on
density of resulting virtual charge in given point of space.

In permanent gravitational potential of the Earth the positive or negative values of resulting
equilibrium constant: KBVF'#BVF)

res %EG, EH! and resulting gravitational potential [EG
res
%r!# is

dependent on the intensity and vector of the curled magnetic field, generated by rotating magnet
(clockwise or anticlockwise). These consequence of our theory is in total accordance with
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experiment (Roshin and Godin, 2000), showing that the weight of their rotating magnetic system
increases or decreases on 30-35%, depending on the direction of rotation.

We can see, from this formula, that if the resulting equilibrium constant of Bivacuum
fermions KBVF'#BVF)

res %EG, EH! is less than [1] and (.mV
G $ .mV

H!c2 , 0, the resulting gravitational
potential is positive (attraction). If it is bigger, than [1] and (.mV

G $ .mV
H!c2 - 0, the value of

EG
res

is negative (repulsion). If the influence of magnetic field and gravitation on Bivacuum
symmetry compensate each other .mV

G % !.mV
H, the resulting gravitational attraction of rotating

magnets to Earth is zero (EG
res

% 0!.
The shift of dynamic equilibrium (20.19) and corresponding Bivacuum symmetry, induced

by rotating magnetic field, in accordance to our model, should be accompanied by corresponding
mass (.mV % mV

$ ! mV
!! and charge (.e! % e$ ! e!! symmetry shift of Bivacuum double

cells-dipoles, followed by activation of their external movement with group velocity (v , 0!.
At this condition the actual charge of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions becomes bigger, than

the complementary one: e$ , e! and the difference between them .e! % e$ ! e! determines the
induced by rotating magnetic field uncompensated charge of BVF.

The motion of charged particles in electric and magnetic field turns their trajectory under the
influence of Lorentz force:

F % eE $ e
c "vH#     20.23

In the absence of electric field E % 0, the Lorentz force is:

F % e
c "vH#     20.24

As far the Lorentz force is normal to vectors v and H and do not produce a work, but only
change the trajectory of charged particle to screw curvature. This curvature is a result of
superposition of movement with velocity (v@!, parallel to H and uniform rotational movement in
direction normal to H with velocity (v%!.

The Lorentz force, acting on asymmetric Bivacuum fermions with uncompensated charge
.e! % |e$ | ! |e! |, moving in magnetic field (H) with velocity (v) by screw curvature, is:

|F|! % .e!
c vH sin*     20.25

where * is the angle between vectors (v) and (F).
The module of Lorentz force |F| at E % 0 is maximum at * % 900 and is equal to zero at

* % 00.

20.5 The Nature of Magnetic Shells Around the Convertor

One more unusual effect, discovered in work of Roshin and Godin (2000), is the appearance
of the vertical ’magnetic walls’ - zones of increased magnetic field strength, as compared to field
strength between them, arranged coaxially to the rotor center. We explain this, as a result of
ability of slowly moving under the influence of curled magnetic field the excessive Bivacuum
fermions (BVF' or BVF)! to form the quantized virtual standing waves around rotating magnets.

To quantify our explanation, we proceed from the assumption, that the constant of resulting
equilibrium between the actual and complementary states of BVF", (Km$#m!

res !, dependent on the
external group velocity (v!, is equal to constant of equilibrium [KBVF'#BVF)

res %EG, EH!# between
magnetic moments of BVF' or BVF) of opposite magnetic moments and spin.

Then formula (3.5) can be presented as:

Km$#m!
res %v! % |mV

! |c2

|mV
$ |c2 % 1 ! %v/c!2 - KBVF'#BVF)

res %EG, EH! % NBVF)

NBVF'
    20.26

From (20.26), we get:
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|mV
$ |c2 % |mV

$ |v2 $ |mV
! |c2     20.27

Putting (20.27) to (20.26) after simple transformation, taking into account (3.4), we get:

&2|mV
$ |2v2

&2m0
2c2 % L0

2

%LV
ext!2 % 1

KBVF'#BVF)
res %EG, EH!

! 1     20.28

where the resulting quantized spatial ’thickness’ of BVF", equal to that of sub-elementary
fermion (see 1.3b) is dependent on quantum number (n! like:

L0
%n! ~ dBVF"

%n! % &
m0c%2n $ 1!     20.29

and the radius of standing waves, formed by uncompensated/asymmetric BVF' or BVF' with
nonzero external group velocity (v , 0! and |mV

$ | , |mV
! | :

LBVF
ext % &

mV
$v     20.30

where: mV
$ % m0/ 1 ! %v/c!2 at v -- c, mV

$ - m0

As far:

1/KBVF'#BVF)
res %EG, EH! % KBVF)#BVF'

res %EG, EH!     20.30a

we get from (20.28) and (20.29; 20.30a ) the dependence of external radius of standing virtual de
Broglie wave of asymmetric BVF on quantum number (n!:

LV
ext%n! % &

mV
$v % &

m0c%2n $ 1! & 1
"KBVF)#BVF'

res %EG, EH! ! 1#1/2
    20.31

The series of standing waves, formed by quantized L0
%n! of asymmetric uncompensated

Bivacuum fermions (BVF), corresponding to quantum numbers:
n % 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12. . . , in accordance to our theory, is responsible for vertical
magnetic walls around the rotor with increased magnetic field strength (0.05T) and decreased
temperature (6-8 C0!, revealed experimentally by Roshin and Godin (2000).

The maximum of registered walls radius is about 1500 cm, however it leads from our
calculations, that the ground %L0

e !ext radius at n % 0 may be of LV
ext %7500 cm or even bigger.

Such a walls were not revealed in experiment due to technical difficulties. Assuming that m0 is a
rest mass of most common e ! electron, it is possible to calculate the value of equilibrium
constant KBVF)#BVF'

res %EG, EH!, for the latter condition (n % 0, LC
$ %7500 cm) from (20.28 and

2.30a), as:

KBVF)#BVF'
res %EG, EH! % 1 $ L0

LV
ext

n%0

2
8 1     20.32

It is obvious, that if L0
LV

ext
n%0

2
-- 1 then KBVF)#BVF'

res %EG, EH! is very close to 1.

From (20.26), knowing the value of KBVF)#BVF'
res %EG, EH! % 1/KBVF'#BVF)

res %EG, EH! it is easy to
calculate the external group velocity of asymmetric/uncompensated BVF, forming ’magnetic
walls around convertor under the Lorentz force action:

v % c"1 ! KBVF'#BVF)
res %EG, EH!#1/2     20.33

Corresponding external group velocity of asymmetric BVF, forming walls, evaluated from
(20.32) and (20.33), is very low: v % %20 ! 5! & 10!5cm/s.

The average experimental distance between 11 registered magnetic walls:
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.LC
ext % "LC

ext%n ! 1! ! LC
ext%n!#~ %50 3 80!cm     20.34

calculated using (20.31) is about 50 cm, increasing from the center to periphery.
The thickness of magnetic walls was about 5-8 cm and their height more than 500 cm. The

lower temperature inside the walls, as compared to temperature between them (i.e. the lower
kinetic energy of the air molecules), may be a result of decreasing of kinetic energy of air
molecules due to virtual standing waves of slightly asymmetric BVF formation and increasing of
Bivacuum electric permeability (10! in the volume of magnetic walls. The (10! increasing is a
consequence of virtual charge density increasing, defined by enhanced density of asymmetric
Bivacuum fermions with uncompensated charge in the volume of their standing waves around
rotating magnets.

The additional increasing of the intermolecular interaction potential and decreasing of
ionization potential in magnetic walls could be a consequence of the air molecules polarizability
elevation due to enhanced screening effect of Coulomb interaction between the electrons and
protons of the air molecules

Q %
qeqp
10r     20.35

by charged Bivacuum excitations (asymmetric BVF). The spontaneous [ionization
# recombination] of the air molecules in magnetic walls, as a result of (10! increasing, may
explain the visible photons emission in the region around converter. It is important to note, that
in this case the ionization is not induced by collision of molecules or strong external electric
potential, like at corona discharge.

The development of technology, based on Searl effect, could be used in future for extraction
of ’free energy’ of Bivacuum, converting the energy of virtual pressure waves (VPW!! to kinetic
energy of elementary particles, and for creation of new principles of space propulsion.

21 The Bearden Motionless Electromagnetic Generator (MEG)
Good descriptions of the Tom Bearden (2000 - 2002) free energy collector, as a part of

motionless electromagnetic generator (MEG) action principle, has been presented by Naudin
(2001) and by Squires (2000).

The interesting attempt for theoretical background of extracting energy from vacuum has
been done in work of Myron Evans (2002), using Sachs theory of electrodynamics (Sachs, 2002),
unifying the gravitational and electromagnetic fields. In this theory both fields are their own
sources of energy: the equivalent to mass and equivalent to 4-cuurrent, correspondingly. The
electromagnetic field influence the gravitational field and vice versa. The Sachs theory cannot be
reduced to the Maxwell-Heviside theory. The Evans (2002) comes to conclusion that just
because of existence of space-time curvature (always pertinent for our secondary Bivacuum), any
kind of dipole (like our sub-elementary particles F") can be used for extracting of energy from
space. The idea of dipole, as a free energy transmitter, has been used by Bearden (2000) for
explanation of his MEG.

The superfluous energy of space, extracted by Motionless Electromagnetic Generators
(MEG), constructed and patented in US by Patrick, Bearden, Hayes, Moore and Kenny (2002),
also can be a result of acceleration of charged real and virtual fermions or antifermions, induced
by resonant interaction with Bivacuum VPW! and Tuning energy, described in previous
sections. In such a way the ’free’ energy of Bivacuum is converted to additional kinetic energy of
the coherent electrons in ’collectors’. This increment of kinetic energy, like in B-B effect,
increases the electrons flux in short - living nonequilibrium states, realized in MEG. The role of
magnetic field action in MEG and de Palma overunity machines, based on Faraday disk, is to
increase the fraction of coherent electrons and cumulative effect of their interaction with
VPWn%2,3

! in conducting parts of devices.
In all kinds of known ’free energy’ generators, like in Kozyrev’s experiments, one or both of

interacting systems should be in nonequilibrium state. In capacitors, Searl machine and MEG it is
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nonequilibrium system, including virtual and real particles, tending to Golden mean conditions
under Bivacuum Virtual Pressure Waves %VPW!! action.

Let us analyze, how the ’self-acceleration’ of the electrons with Bivacuum Virtual Pressure
Waves (VPW!! after achievement of threshold of pull-in range conditions, produced by the local
permanent magnetic, electric and gravitational fields can increase the electric current:

1. By increasing the conducting electrons resulting group velocity (v / vn%2! and their
kinetic energy (mV

$v2! under the VPW! action, as far:

EE % *mV
$ c2 % *m0c2

"1 ! %v/c!2#1/2
.tr

VPWn%2
!

/ *2m0c2     21.1

2. By increasing the actual electric charge (e$!, with resulting group velocity (v / vn%2!
increasing, as far from (4.2):

e$
e % 1

"1 ! %v/c!2#1/4     21.2

In MEG the activation of the conducting electronic ’gas’ in ’collector’ occur in short-living
nonequilibrium states, induced by periodic action of the ramp generator in combination with
permanent magnetic field action. Such asymmetry of Bivacuum and starting acceleration of the
electrons is necessary for initiation of synchronization process between C # W pulsation of the
conducting electrons and VPWn%2,3

! . In these conditions the MEG action get the overunity ratio
of output to input energy (coefficient of performance: COP,1) (Naudin, 2001; Bearden, 2002).

The MEG, like other overunity devices, works on the principle water-mill, using the pull-in
range synchronization action of VPWn%2,3

! of Bivacuum, increasing the frequency of the electrons
C # W pulsation, related directly with their translational kinetic energy. The COP is not the
same as efficiency, which is always less, than 100%. It means, that the ’free energy’ devices are
not violating the law of energy conservation and have nothing common with perpetual mobile.

22. The hydrosonic or cavitational overunity devices
In hydrosonic or cavitation overunity devices, using ultrasound induced cavitation, the

collapsing of bubbles is accompanied by high temperature jump about 6000 K, ionization and
dissociation of liquids molecules (i.e. H2O # H$ $ HO!!, tearing off the electrons and visible
radiation (sonoluminescence). The additional accelerations of the electrons and protons in their
pull-in range conditions with VPWi

! provide the ratio of output to input energy (Coefficient of
performance) in the range 1,5 - 7.

In all kinds of known ’free energy’ generators, like in Kozyrev’s experiments, one or both of
interacting systems should be in nonequilibrium state.

The same principle of conversion of Bivacuum virtual pressure energy of (VPW i
!! to

additional kinetic energy of the electrons and protons in-pull in range conditions, close enough to
resonance ones %$C#W / n$0!, is working in all other known kinds of overunity devices:

- plasma-type devices;
- magnetic motors, like Faraday’s rotating disk;
- cold fusion, etc.
In all kinds of known ’free energy’ generators, one or both of interacting systems should be

in nonequilibrium dynamic state, necessary for achievement of quasi-resonant conditions of
"C # W# pulsations of elementary particles with Virtual Pressure Waves of Bivacuum.

The ability of our Unified theory to explain most important features of the phenomena, like
Biefeld - Brown, Searl effect and cavitational devices overunity action, can be considered, as a
criteria of theory validity.

RESUME
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The Hierarchical model of Bivacuum

New concept of Bivacuum is elaborated, as a dynamic superfluid matrix of the Universe
with large domains of virtual Bose condensation, standing for their nonlocal properties.
Bivacuum is represented by non mixing continuums of subquantum particles and antiparticles of
the opposite energies, with properties of quantum liquids, separated by energy gap.

The collective excitations of such quantum liquid (ether), form the quantized vortical
structures in Bivacuum - strongly interrelated donuts: toruses V$ and antitoruses V! of the
opposite energies with Compton radiuses L0

i % &/m0
i c of three electron’s generation (i % e,!, "!.

The pairs of these in-phase clockwise or anticlockwise rotating toruses and antitoruses
(cell-dipoles), form Bivacuum fermions (BVF' % V$( V!)i and antifermions (BVF) % V$* V!)i

of opposite spins. The intermediate state between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins, named
Bivacuum bosons, has two possible polarization: (BVB$ % V$') V!)i and (BVB! % V$)' V!)i.
Two Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins may form Cooper pair: [BVF' $ BVF)#.

The correlated actual torus (V$! and complementary antitorus (V!! have the opposite
quantized energy, mass, charges and magnetic moments, which compensate each other in
symmetric primordial Bivacuum (in the absence of matter and fields) and do not compensate in
secondary Bivacuum.

The opposite quantized energy of torus and antitorus (EV$ and EV!! are interrelated with
their radiuses (LV!

n ! as:

"EV!
n % !m0c2% 1

2 $ n! % !&$0%
1
2 $ n!#e,%," n % 0,1,2. . .

or : EV!
n % &c

LV!
n

e,%,"

where : LV!
n % &

m0c% 1
2 $ n!

% L0
1
2 $ n

e,%,"

    1

    1a

where: "L0 % &/m0c#
e,%," is a Compton radius of the electron of corresponding lepton

generation (i % e,%,"!; &$0
i % m0

i c2 and $0
i % m0

i c2/& is fundamental angular frequency of
Bivacuum.

The interrelations between increments of energy and radiuses of torus and antitorus in
primordial Bivacuum, i.e. in the absence of matter and field, are equal to:

.EV!
i % ! &c

LV!
i 2 .LV!

i % !EV!
i .LV!

i

LV!
i or :

! .LV!
i %

# LV!
i 2

#&c .EV!
i %

SBVB!
i

2hc .EV!
i % LV!

i .EV!
i

EV!
i

    2

    2a

where: SBVB!
i % # LV!

i 2 is a square of cross-section of torus and antitorus, forming
Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! and Bivacuum fermions (BVF"!.

The torus and antitorus (V$and V!! i of BVF" are both rotating in the same direction:
clockwise or anticlockwise. This direction determines the positive and negative spins
(S % !1/2&! of Bivacuum fermions: BVF' or BVF). In Bivacuum bosons (BVB!! with zero
spin, V$and V! rotate in the opposite directions.

The virtual mass, charge and magnetic moments of torus and antitorus of BVF" and BVB!

compensate each other. Consequently, BVF" and BVB! represent dipoles of three different
poles. There are three types of mass (mV

$ % |mV
! | % m0! i, electric (e$ and e!! and magnetic (!$

and !!! dipoles, describing properties of %BVF"! i % "V$+ V!#i and %BVB!! i % "V$') V!#i

corresponding to three lepton generations %i % e,%,").
The energy gap between torus and antitorus of symmetric %BVF"! i or %BVB!! i is:

"ABVF % EV$ ! %!EV!! % &$0%1 $ 2n!#i % hc
[dV$+V!]n

i     3
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where characteristic distance between torus (V$! i and antitorus (V!! i of Bivacuum dipoles
(gap dimension) is a quantized parameter:

[dV$+V!]n
i % h

m0
i c%1 $ 2n!

    4

From 1.6 and 1.7a we can see, that at n / 0, the energy gap ABVF
i is decreasing till &$0 and

the spatial gap dimension [dV$+V!]n
i is increasing up to Compton length %0

i % h/m0
i c.

The radius of each type of symmetric %BVF"! i or %BVB!! i in the ground state, when n % 0,
is equal to radius of corresponding generation torus:

Le % &/m0
ec ,, L% % &/m0

%c , L" % &/m0
%c     5

The smaller %BVF"!%," can be located inside and outside of bigger %BVF"!e.
The reversible transitions of torus and antitorus of (BVF" % V$+ V!)n

i between states with
different quantum numbers: n % 1,2,3. . . and fundamental Compton frequency

$0 % m0c2/& % c
L0

i
    6

are accompanied by the [emission # absorption] of virtual clouds (VC j,k
$ ~ V j

$!Vk
$! i and

anticlouds (VC j,k
! ~V j

!!Vk
!! i. It will be shown in this paper, that basic carrying Compton

frequency of [Corpuscle # Wave] pulsation is equal to (1.9) also.
The energy and momentum of primordial Bivacuum keeps constant in a course of strictly

correlated spontaneous transitions between similar/symmetric excited and ground states of torus
and antitorus of BVF" and BVB!, in realms of positive ($) and negative (-) energy, because these
transitions compensate each other.

The energy of asymmetric %BVF" and BVB!!' of secondary Bivacuum - in presence of matter
and fields is dependent on sign and value of Bivacuum symmetry shift: !&.(0

i % !.m0
i c2 and

Bivacuum excitation state.

The gradient of ratio of density of Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins BVF' and BVF) is
related to gradient of their equilibrium constant:

grad %1 ! KBVF!% grad %1 ! "BVF'#/"BVF)#!     7

like the gradient of density ratio of BVB$ and BVB! of opposite polarization:

grad %|1 ! KBVB! |!% grad %|1 ! "BVB$#/"BVB!#|!     8

may originate under the influence of rotating atoms, molecules or macroscopic bodies and curled
electromagnetic field.

The Bivacuum excitations: BVB!, BVF' and BVF) may have a broad spectra of radiuses and
energetic gaps, determined by the energy and effective mass of excitations. This means the
existence of fractal hierarchic structure of Bivacuum, as a superposition of different circulations,
pairs of torus or vortices.

Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW!) in primordial Bivacuum
Virtual clouds (VC j,k

$ ! i and anticlouds (VC j,k
! ! i emission and absorption in primordial

Bivacuum, i.e. in the absence of matter and fields, are the result of correlated transitions between
different excitation states (j,k! of torus (Vj,k

$ ! i and antitoruses (Vj,k
! ! i, forming symmetric

BVF"#i and "BVB! i, corresponding to three lepton generation (i % e,%,"! :

%VC j,k
$ ! i " "V j

$ ! Vk
$ #i ! virtual cloud

%VC j,k
! ! i " "V j

! ! Vk
! #i ! virtual anticloud

    9

    9a
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(VC j,k
$ ! i and (VC j,k

! ! i exist in form of collective excitations subquantum particles and
antiparticles, different from those, responsible for origination of torus and antitorus.

The process of [creation # annihilation# of virtual clouds should be accompanied by
oscillation of virtual pressure (VP!) and excitation of positive and negative virtual pressure
waves (VPW$ and VPW!! j,k.

In primordial Bivacuum the virtual pressure waves: VPW$ and VPW! totally compensate
each other. However, in asymmetric secondary Bivacuum, in presence of matter and fields the
total compensation is absent and the resulting virtual pressure is nonzero.

The [VPW!# and their superposition due to their virtuality do not obey the laws of relativistic
mechanics and causality principle.

The quantized energy of VPW! and corresponding virtual clouds and anticlouds, emitted #
absorbed by %BVF! i and %BVB! i as a result of their transitions between j and k states are:

EVPW j,k
$

i % &$0
i %j ! k! % m0

i c2%j ! k!

EVPW j,k
!

i % !&$0
i %j ! k! % !m0

i c2%j ! k!

    10

    10a

The quantized fundamental Compton frequency of VPW!:

n$0
i % nm0

i c2/&     11

For quantization number of energy of symmetric primordial Bivacuum n % %j ! k! % 1,2,3. . .
the total compensation of positive and negative Virtual Pressure Waves is existing:

nEVPW j,k
$

i % !nEVPW j,k
!

i % nm0
i c2 % n&$0

i     11a

Comparing this formula with expression for quantum potential %Q % mc2! in Sidharch’s
(1998) interpretation (eq.5 of Introduction) for the case, when m % m0 and n % 1, we can see
that they coincide. It means that in the framework of our theory the nonlocal quantum potential
of Bohm is equal to energy of most probable virtual clouds (VPW!!.

Two basic postulates, introduced in our theory

I. The absolute values of internal rotational kinetic energy of torus and antitorus are equal to
the half of the rest mass energy of the electrons of corresponding lepton generation, independent
on the external group velocity of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions: BVFas

" % "V$+ V!] and
Bivacuum bosons %BVB!!as:

"I# : 1
2 mV

$%vgr
in !2 % 1

2 |!mV
!%vph

in !2 |% 1
2 m0c2 % const

in

e,%,"
    12

II. The internal magnetic moments of torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of asymmetric
Bivacuum fermions and antifermions: BVFas

" % "V$+ V!] are equal to that of symmetric BVF"

!0 "
1
2 |e0 | &

m0c and independent on their external translational velocity, in contrast to changes
of their mass, internal angular velocities and electric charges, compensating each other:

"II# :
|!!$ |" 1

2 |e$ | |!& |
|mV

$ | vgr
in

rot
% |!!! |" 1

2 |!e! | |!& |
|!mV

! | vph
in

rot

%

% !0 "
1
2 |e0 | &

m0c % const

e,%,"

    12a

The dependence of the actual inertial mass (mV
$! of torus V$ of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions

(BVFas
" % V$+ V!) and Bivacuum bosons, on the external translational group velocity (v)

follows relativistic mechanics:

mV
$ % m0/ 1 ! %v/c!2 % m     13
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while the complementary inertialess mass (mV
!! of antitorus V! has the reverse velocity

dependence:

mV
! % !m0 1 ! %v/c!2     13a

The product of actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess) mass is a constant, equal to the
rest mass of particle squared and represent the mass compensation principle:

|mV
$ | & |!mV

! |%m0
2

or : |mV
$ | & |i2mV

! |% m0
2

    14
    14a

The sum of the positive actual and negative complementary energies of torus and antitorus
from (3 and 3a) is equal to doubled external kinetic energy of torus, equal to that of asymmetric
BVFas

" :

mV
$c2 ! mV

!c2 % mV
$v2 % 2Tk     15

The shift of symmetry between V$ and V! of BVF" , corresponding to Golden mean
conditions (v2/c2 % ! % 0,618! results in origination of uncompensated actual mass and charge
of asymmetric sub-elementary fermions and antifermions: %BVFas

" !! " F"
!.

In such a way our theory explains origination of the rest mass:

%mV
$ ! mV

! !!c2 % %mV
$v2!! % m0c2     16

and elementary charge:

|e|! " #3/2e0 % |.e! |! % |e$ !e! |!

where: %|e$ ||e! |! % e0
2 |e|! " |.e! |!

    17
    17a

of sub-elementary fermions/antifermions. The absence of magnetic monopole - spatially localized
magnetic charge, is one of the important consequences of our model of elementary particles, as
far: &!! % !V

$ !!V
! % 0, i.e. magnetic moments of torus %V$! and antitorus %V!! symmetry shift is

always zero, independently on the external group velocity of elementary particles.

Fusion of elementary particles from sub-elementary particles at Golden mean conditions

The fusion of asymmetric sub-elementary fermions and antifermions to triplets of
sub-elementary fermions - "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y $ F"

! ,z
i becomes possible also at the Golden mean

(GM) conditions. At this conditions, the triplets are stabilized by the resonance exchange
interaction of unpaired sub-elementary fermion F"

! ,z
i and paired (F'

$ and F)
!! with Bivacuum in

the process of their [Corpusle%C! # Wave%W!# pulsations. For the electron with opposite spins,
determined by the unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F'

!!S%$1/2 and (F)
!!S%!1/2, we have:

- "F'
$ $ F)

!#W
S%0 $ %F'

!!C
S%$1/2 ,i C/W

W/C
# - %F'

!!W
S%$1/2 $ "F)

! $ F'
$#C

S%0 ,i

or : - "F)
$ $ F'

!#W
S%0 $ %F)

!!C
S%!1/2 ,i # - %F)

!!W
S%!1/2 $ "F'

! $ F)
$#W

S%0 ,i

    18

    18a

The exchange interaction between paired sub-elementary particle and antiparticle with
opposite energy, charge and spin in the process of their in-phase pulsation may stabilize a
triplets. The "C # W# pulsation of "F'

$ $ F)
!# of triplets stands also for exchange interaction of

matter with Bivacuum.
The proton (Z % $1; S % !1/2! is constructed by the same principle as electron. It is a result

of fusion of pair of sub-elementary fermion and antifermion - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0
" and one unpaired

sub-elementary fermion %F"
$!S%!1/2

" of ["# !generation. These three components of proton have
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some similarity with quarks: %F"
$!S%!1/2

" ~ q$~ "$ and antiquarks (%F"
!!S%!1/2

" ~q!~ "!!.
The difference with quark model is that we do not need to use the notion of fractional charge

in our model of proton with spin S % !1/2:

p " - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0$ %F"
$!S%!1/2,

"

or : p " ""!! "$#S%0 $ %""$!S%!1/2

    18b

The charges, spins and mass/energy of sub-elementary particles and antiparticles in pairs
"F'

! ! F)
$#" compensate each other. The resulting properties of protons (p) are determined by

unpaired/uncompensated sub-elementary particle F'
$ ," of heavy " !electrons generation..

The neutron (Z % 0; S % !1/2! can be presented as:

n" - "F'
! ! F)

$#S%0
" $ "%F'

$!"$ %F)
!!e#S%!1/2,

or : n " ""$ $ "! #S%0
" $ %"'0!S%!1/2

"e

    18c

where: the neutral unpaired quark: qS%!1/2
0 % %""0!S%!1/2

"e is introduced, as a metastable complex
of positive sub-elementary " !fermion %F"

$!" with negative e !sub-elementary fermion of
opposite charge "F"

!#e:

%"'0!S%!1/2
"e % %""'$ # $ "F"

!#e!     18d

This means that the positive charge of unpaired heavy sub-elementary particle %F'
$!" in

neutron (n) is compensated by the charge of the light sub-elementary fermion %F)
!!e. In contrast

to charge, the spin of unpaired %F'
$!" is not compensated (totally) by spin of %F)

!!e in neutrons,
because of strong mass and angular momentum difference in conditions of the %F)

!!e

confinement. The mass of "- electron, equal to that of "-positron is: m"! % 1782%3! MeV, the
mass of the regular electron is: me! % 0,511003%1! MeV and the mass of % ! electron is:
m%! % 105,6595%2!MeV.

For the other hand, the mass of proton and neutron are correspondingly: mp % 938,280%3!
MeV and mn % 939,573 (3) MeV. They are about two times less, than the mass of "- electron,
equal, in accordance to our model, to mass of its unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F'

$!". This
difference characterize the energy of neutral massless gluons (exchange bosons), stabilizing the
triplets of protons and neutrons.

The pairs of quark and antiquark: "F'
$ $ F)

!#S%0,1
" % "q$$'q!#S%0,1 represents mesons with

neutral bosons properties.
The total energy, charge and spin of particle, moving in space with velocity (v) is determined

by the unpaired sub-elementary fermion %F"
!!z, as far the paired ones in "F'

$ $ F)
!#x,y of triplets

compensate each other:

Etot % mV
$c2 % &(C#W % R%&(0!rot $ %&(B

ext! tr % R%m0(0L0
2!rot $

h2

mV
$%B

2
tr

    19

where: R % 1 ! %v/c!2 is the relativistic factor; v " vtr
ext is the external translational group

velocity; %B % h/mV
$v is the external translational de Broglie wave length; the actual inertial mass

is mV
$ % m % m0/R.

The nature of corpuscle-wave duality and fields

The [Corpuscle (C! # Wave (W!# pulsations with Compton frequency:

(0
i % m0

i c2/& % c/L0 ~ 1021s!1     19a

where L0
i % &/m0

i c is a Compton radius of elementary particle, are accompanied by the
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"emission # absorption# of cumulative virtual clouds (CVC!) by each of sub-elementary
fermions of triplet and the recoil effect of unpaired F"

! ,i . The CVC! stands for the wave [W]
phase of particles.

The fundamental phenomenon of empirical de Broglie wave is a result of modulation of the
carrier Compton frequency of "C # W# pulsation ((0! and CVC!, by the frequency of the de
Broglie wave: (B

ext % mV
$vext

2 /& % 2#v/%B, where the the Broglie wave length %B % h/%mV
$vext! is

determined by the external translational momentum of particle: p % mV
$ v ext

It is assumed that the internal electromagnetic and gravitational interactions between
opposite electric and mass poles of the electric and mass-dipoles of sub-elementary fermions
turns to external ones, as a result of recoil effects, induced by "C $CVC!Rec

EE,EG

!) W# transitions. The

recoil energy increment of unpaired %F"
!! of triplets activate in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum

longitudinal (.! and transversal (/! elastic deformations, corresponding to Coulomb (EE! and
gravitational (EG! potentials of elementary particles and antiparticles. These shifts of Bivacuum
fermions from positions of equilibrium are followed by small shifts of mass and energy of torus
(V$! and antitorus (V!! of [C] phase of big number of BVFas

" dipoles, responsible for electric
(E) and gravitational (G) potentials, correspondingly. The magnetic (EH! and
magneto-gravitational (EHG! fields potentials are the result of antirecoil ’tail to head’ effects,
accompanied the reverse "W !CVC$Rec

EH,EHG

!) C# transition of F"
!. The antirecoil increments of energy

(EH, EH,G! are the sum of energies of virtual clouds %VC!.,/, emitted by asymmetric %BVFas
" !.,/

in the process of their relaxation/transition to symmetric state: BVFas
" VC

/ BVF0
" .

The energies of electric - recoil and magnetic - antirecoil, as well as gravitational and
magneto-gravitational effects are opposite by signs and equal by the absolute values. However
their physical natures are different, as the excited (corpuscular) and transition (wave) states of
infinitive number of BVF.

The excitation # relaxation processes in huge volumes of Bivacuum are accompanied the
high - frequency "C # W# pulsations of elementary particles. These ultrafast reversible dynamics
is possible due to nonlocal properties of corresponding Bivacuum domains with dimensions,
determined by virtual de Broglie waves of BVF with external momentum, close to zero:

%BVF % h/"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c# % h/)BVF % h/"%mV
$v2/c# / (     20

The pulsations of pair "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y
i of each elementary particle (triplet) in the plane (x,y),

normal to orientation of unpaired sub-elementary fermion (z!, may participate in conversion of
recoil (tension) to antirecoil (relaxation) energy.

Taking into account the dynamic recoil (electric EE
C/W) and and antirecoil (magnetic EH

W/C)
effects, compensating each other, as well, as gravitational %EG

C/W! and magneto-gravitational
(EH,G

W/C) effects, formula (19) for total energy of elementary particle can be presented as:

Etot % mV
$c2 % R%m0(0L0

2!rot $
h2

mV
$%B

2
tr
$ %EE

C/W ! EH
W!C! $ %EG

C/W ! EH!G
W/C!     21

Where the recoil energy of Bivacuum elastic deformation, induced by "C / W# transition of
unpaired %F"

!! of triplets activate in superfluid matrix of Bivacuum longitudinal (.! and
transversal (/! elastic reversible deformations. Due to antirecoil effects these deformations can
be considered, as the outgoing and incoming elastic spherical waves. These reversible shifts of
BVF from positions of equilibrium are followed by corresponding shifts of mass and energy
between torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of [C] phase of big number of BVFas

" , responsible for
electric (E) and gravitational (G) potentials, correspondingly, with resulting (total) energy:
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EE % E.
Rec % *mV

$c2 % *"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % !EH

Antirec

EH
Antirec % * %mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~ r0

r

(

) |EV$ ! EV! |.tr
BVF ~ r0

r "VirP$ ! VirP!#.

EG % E/
Rec % +mV

$c2 % +"Rm0c2 $ %mV
$v2! tr# % !EH,G

Antirec

EH,G
Antirec % +%mV

$ ! mV
!!c4/v2 ~ r0

r

(

) |EV$ ! EV! |/tr
BVF ~ r0

r "VirP$ ! VirP!#/

    22

    22a

    23

    23a

where: * % e2/&c % %e/Q!2 is electromagnetic fine structure constant; +i % %m0
i /MPl!2 is the

gravitational fine structure constant, introduced in our work (Kaivarainen, 2001; 2003);
"VirP$ ! VirP!#./ are the uncompensated (superfluous) longitudinal and transverse virtual
pressures; r0 is the unitary radius-vector.

The new mechanism of the remote quantum entanglement between unpaired sub-elementary
fermions of two coherent triplets - elementary particles with similar frequency of "C # W#
pulsation and opposite spins (phase), connected by the external virtual spin, momentum and
energy guides (VirGSME

ext !, is proposed (Fig.4).
The same mechanism of spin (information), momentum and energy exchange can works as

well between macroscopic systems, containing coherent molecular clusters (mesoscopic Bose
condensate).

This kind of remote nonlocal exchange interaction, connecting paired sub-elementary
fermions in triplets, is a background of macroscopic magnetic poles (N) and (S) origination.

The ”push # pull” mechanism of macroscopic magnetic [N]S%$1/2 and [S]S%!1/2 poles
origination in general case do not need the charge and spin exchange (Fig.5). However, the
kinetic energy and momentum exchange between [Sender] and [Receiver] with opposite spins
and counterphase "C # W# pulsation is crucial.

The actual (NS%$1/2
$ ; SS%!1/2

$ ) and complementary (NS%$1/2
! ; SS%!1/2

! ) poles of the external
(macroscopic) magnetic dipoles are the consequence of momentum-energy exchange between
remote triplets in realms of positive and negative energy. Such simultaneous positive and
negative energy flux in opposite directions, is mediated by pulsation of energy and radiuses of
torus (V$! and antitorus (V!! of Bivacuum bosons: BVB$% "V$') V!#, correspondingly.
Corresponding energy increments of the actual torus and complementary antitorus of BVB!,
forming VirGext, are directly related to increments of particles external velocity %.v!, equal to
that of each of sub-elementary fermion/antifermion:

.EV$ % $.mV
$c2 % $ p$

R2 %.v!F'
$

"F'
$$F)

!# % mV
$c2 .LV$

LV$ N,S
actual

.EV% % !.mV
$c2 % .mV

!c2 % ! p!

R2 %.v!F'
!

"F'
$$F)

!# % !mV
!c2 .LV!

LV! N,S
complementary

    24

    24a

where: p$% mV
$v; p!% mV

!v are the actual and complementary momentums; LV$ % &/mV
$c

and LV! % &/mV
!c are the radiuses of torus and antitorus of BVB! % "V$ + V!#, forming

VirGS,M,E
in,ext .

In accordance to new mechanism of momentum, total and magnetic energy instant exchange
between Sender [S] and receiver [R], proposed, the total energy increment (.Etot! and its
magnetic and magneto-gravitational fractions (.EH % *.Etot and .EG % +.Etot! are related to
to positive and negative virtual pressure increments &VirP$ and &VirP! as:
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.Etot % .|mV
$c2 |F'

$
F'
$$F)

!
% m0v

R3 .v % p
R2 .v ~ "&VirP$

$ &VirP!#

or : .Etot % &"%mV
$ ! mV

!!c2%c/v!2# % 2Tk

R2
.v
v % 2Tk

R2 & lnv

.EH % *.Etot ~ "&VirP$ ! &VirP!#.

.EH!G % +.Etot ~ "&VirP$ ! &VirP!#/

    25

    25a

    25b
    25c

where: the translational momentum: p % mV
$v; the inertial actual mass: mV

$ % m0/R;
2Tk % mV

$v2.
A big number of such force lines in positive energy realm connect the coherent elementary

particles of North and South poles of macroscopic magnetic dipoles. We may assume that each
[N]S%$1/2 pole corresponds to paired sub-elementary fermion of positive spin and each [S]S%!1/2
pole - to that of negative spin.

The nature of virtual replica of material objects

Introduced in our theory notion of Virtual replica (VR) or virtual hologram of any material
object in Bivacuum, is a result of interference of fundamental Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW0

!!
and Virtual Spin Waves (VirSW0

!1/2! of Bivacuum (reference waves), with virtual ”object
waves” (VPWm

! ! and (VirSWm
!1/2!, representing the corresponding whirls in Bivacuum (VirG in!

of rotating triplets, modulated by translational and librational de Broglie waves of the object
molecules.

Stability of Virtual Replica (VR) of macroscopic object, as a hierarchical system of curls in
superfluid Bivacuum, could be responsible for so-called ”phantom effect” of this object, even
after this object replacement to remote position or even total destruction.

The hierarchical stable systems of complex macroscopic VRmac and phantoms are the result
of superposition of quantized VR of atoms, molecules, their clusters, forming mesoscopic Bose
condensate (mBC). Similar long-living mesoscopic and macroscopic rotation structures exist in
liquid superfluid 4He and 3He. It is known that in certain conditions (vorticity gradients), the
vortices has a tendency to attraction and association (Schester and Dubin, 1999). The beams of
the external Virtual Guides [VirGSME

ext #, connecting atoms of mesoscopic Bose condensate (mBC)
in the volume of real object, like coherent water clusters in microtubules of biological cells or
clusters of nucleotides in their chromosomes - can be the important stabilizing component of the
ether bodies , i.e. macroscopic virtual replicas (VR) and phantoms (ghosts). Such mechanism
could be responsible for self-organization and stabilization of mesoscopic virtual rotating
structures to macroscopic ones with overall shape of such ’ether body’, close to that of real
macroscopic object, including living organisms.

The nature of principle of Least action and time

It follows from Unified theory, that the Principle of least action is a consequence of Virtual
Pressure Waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum influence on pulsing particles, driving the dynamics of
matter to conditions of combinational resonance with Bivacuum: $C#W / n$0.

The dimensionless pace of time for any closed system is determined by the pace of its
kinetic energy change (anisotropic in general case), related to change of Bivacuum Tuning
Energy: TEi % %mV

$c2 ! nm0c2! i % &%$C#W !n$0!, introduced in our work, as a difference
between the total energy of particle, related to frequency of its [C # W# pulsation and
fundamental quantized frequency of Bivacuum, equal to Compton one:

dt/t % d ln t % !d lnTk#x,y,z % !d ln"%1 $ R!TEi
x,y,z

or: "dt/t % !d ln"%1 $ R!%$C#W !n$0!#x,y,z

    26

    26a

where: R % "1 ! %v/c!2#1/2 is relativistic factor; n % 1,2,3. . . is quantization number of
VPW! energy and frequency: EVPW % nm0c2 % n&$0
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The time for each selected closed system of particles is a parameter, characterizing the
average velocity and acceleration of these particles, i.e. this system dynamics. The pace of time is
zero and time - infinitive, if kinetic energy of closed system is permanent. The pace of time and
time itself are uncertain (dt/t % 0/0; t % 0/0), if the translational velocity is permanent and equal
to zero (v % 0 % const!.

Virtual Guides of spin, momentum and energy

A lot of experimental results, like Kozyrev’s ones, incompatible with existing paradigm, find
the explanations in terms of our theory, confirming the existence of new kind of Bivacuum
mediated nonlocal interaction between distant systems, realized via nonlocal Virtual Guides
(VirGSME

ext ! of spin, momentum and kinetic energy between Sender (nonequilibrium system) and
Receiver. The worm like VirGSME

ext can be formed by Bivacuum bosons or Cooper pairs of
Bivacuum fermions. Synchronization of "C # W# pulsation between remote elementary particles
under the action of all-pervading Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (VPW!! is important factor
in quantum entanglement.

In virtual microtubules (VirGSME
ext ) the time %t % 0/0! is uncertain and its ’pace’ to zero, as far

the external velocities (v! and accelerations (dv/dt! of Bivacuum bosons (BVB!!, composing
these microtubules, are zero.

The time for each selected closed system of particles is a parameter, characterizing the
average velocity and acceleration of these particles, i.e. this system dynamics.

A lot of experimental results, like Kozyrev’s ones, incompatible with existing paradigm, find
the explanation in terms of our theory and confirm the existence of this new kind of Bivacuum
mediated nonlocal interaction between distant objects. The combinational resonance of
Bivacuum VPW i

! with elementary particles is the external factor, acting on all material objects
(including biological ones), slowing them to down Golden mean conditions , corresponding to
zero-point oscillation or acceleration, depending on detuning range. Synchronization of "C # W#
pulsation between remote elementary particles under the action of Bivacuum VPW! is the
important condition of quantum entanglement.

The concrete results, like the equality of curvature of electromagnetic potential of the
electron to the Bohr radius of hydrogen atom, directed radiation, accompanied the charges
nonuniform acceleration, explanation of the rest mass and charge origination, the absence of
Dirac monopole in nature and fairly close evaluated magnetic moment of the electron to
experimental one, also confirm our theory.

The mechanism of overunity devises action
The main source of ’free’ energy of Bivacuum, used in overunity devices, is the forced

combinational resonance of de Broglie waves of real elementary particles with fundamental
Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of basic quantized frequency $0

i % %m0
i c2!/&. The

condition of forced combinational resonance in pull-in range conditions is:

$C#W / "$VPW % n$0
i #

or : mV
$ c2 / EVPW % nm0

i c2

    27
    27a

where: n % 1,2,3. . . is the integer quantum r number.
The energy exchange between VPW$ $ VPW! and real particles in the process of "C # W#

pulsation of pairs "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y of triplets - "F'
$ $ F)

!#x,y $ F"
! ,z

i at pull-in -range state
accelerate them, driving to resonant conditions (27 and 27a).

In accordance to rules of combinational resonance of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves with
elementary particles, we have the following relation between quantized energy and frequency of
VPW! and energy/frequency of triplets C # W pulsation in resonance conditions:
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&$C#W
i % R&$0 $&$B / &$VPW!

i % n&$0
i

or : mV
$c2 % Rm0

i c2 $ mV
$v2 % Rm0

i c2 $ m0
i c2%v/c!2

R / nm0
i c2

R % 1 ! %v/c!2; n % 1,2,3. . . %integer number)

where the angle frequency of de Broglie waves is: %$B! and:

$B % &/2mV
$LB

2 % mV
$v2/2&     29

The relation between translational most probable velocity of particle and quantization
number (n!, corresponding to resonant interaction of Bivacuum VPW! with pulsing particles, is:

v % c n2!1
n2

1/2
    30

At the conditions of triplets fusion, when n % 1, the translational velocity of particle is zero:
vn%1 % 0. When the quantized energy of VPWn

!, corresponds to n % 2, the resonant translational
velocity of particle should be: vn%2 % c & 0.866 % 2,6 & 1010cm/s. At n % 3,we have from (30):
vn%3 % c & 0.942 % 2,83 & 1010cm/s.

It is anticipated, that at the velocity (30), corresponding to n - 1,5, the interaction of
pulsing particles with basic VPWn%1

! after forcing of oscillation should slow down the their
velocity, driving translational mobility to resonant conditions: n % 1, v / 0. The 2nd and 3d
laws of thermodynamics, reflecting the ’spontaneous’ cooling of matter can be a consequence of
just this conditions.

For the other hand, if velocity of particles corresponds to n , 1,5, their pull-in range
interaction with virtual pressure waves VPWn%2

! of higher frequency (2$0
i ! can accelerate

elementary particles up to velocity (30), corresponding to n % 2, v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.
Virtual particles and antiparticles have mass mV

$ ! mV
! - m0 and charge |'e $ !

'e ! | - e0

symmetry shift smaller, than the rest mass and charge of real sub-elementary fermions and
antifermions. The frequency of their "C#W# pulsation is lower, than fundamental Compton’s
one: $

C#W
i - $0

i % m0
i c2/&. These reasons prevent the fusion of virtual particles and

antiparticles to triplets. The action of fundamental virtual pressure waves (VPW!! of Bivacuum
with Compton frequency ($0

i ! on groups of Cooper pairs of virtual particles:
q"BVF'$ BVF)#as %q ,, 1!, forming big vortices with radiuses:

R % &/ mV
$ ! mV

!
i
c ,, L0

i % %L$L!!1/2 % &/%m0c! , can accelerate their rotation around
common axis, driving to Golden mean conditions from the lower limit: vrot

ext / !1/2c. It is another
- virtual source of superfluous energy of Bivacuum, standing for mechanism of overunity
devices. This acceleration finally may transform the virtual particles to real elementary particles.
It happens in strong enough fields, providing starting symmetry shift of Bivacuum fermions and
corresponding external velocity and frequency of "C#W# pulsation, necessary for forcing of
oscillation and synchronization with VPW!.

Most technically simple example of propulsion, based on mechanism of the accelerated
electron gas in the electrodes of capacitor as a result of forced resonance with VPWn#2

! , is
presented by Biefeld-Brown (B-B) effect. This effect is confirmed in many laboratories over the
world (Naudin, http://members.aol.com/jnaudin509/, Bahder and Fazi, 2003). When a high
voltage (~30 kV) is applied to a capacitor, whose electrodes have different dimensions, the
capacitor experiences a net force toward the smaller electrode, positive in most cases. The B-B
effect may have applications to vehicle propulsion in space. The physical basis for the Biefeld -
Brown effect is not understood in the framework of existing paradigm. Using our Unified theory,
we may explain this effect as a result of two process:
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1) acceleration of the translational dynamics of conductivity electrons in the volume of
electrodes of capacitors in strong electric field, making the electrons most probable translational
velocity in eq.7 close enough to resonant velocity v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s at n % 2 and $C#W / 2$0,
when the additional acceleration under the influence of Bivacuum Pressure Waves (VPW!! in
conditions of combinational resonance (6 and 8) becomes effective. The corresponding excessive
internal kinetic energy of the electrons at big enough voltage can be resulted in overcoming the
autoelectronic emission threshold and electric break of capacitor, following by thrust. In Searl
machine such pull-in range energy exchange of conductivity electrons with Bivacuum VPW!

induce the ’spontaneous’ acceleration of rolls rotation around stator of machine;
2) different pressure on positive and negative electrodes of capacitors, provided by virtual

negative sub-elementary fermions of ("! and by virtual positive sub-elementary antifermions of
(e! generation, correspondingly, acquiring the additional kinetic energy in the external space
between electrodes under basic %VPWn%1

! !e," action and their spatial separation in strong electric
field. The asymmetric internal and external pressure of real and virtual elementary particles,
correspondingly, is exerted by their, hitting on the electrodes of opposite charge of capacitor,
creating thrust and capacitor propulsion.

Some evidence are existing, that the difference in electrodes dimensions is more important
factor of thrust direction, than their polarity. The geometrical asymmetry of capacitor may
provide the ’focusing’ of collective momentums of real and virtual particles increasing the B-B
effect.

The collective and coherent properties of the conductivity electrons in the electrodes of
capacitor are the important factor, which should increase the B-B effect, if our explanation is
right. For verification of given explanation, I propose to use for the positive and negative
electrodes of capacitors the magnets from paramagnetic materials, where the electrons dynamics
is ordered much more than in regular metals. The strong enhancement of B-B effect is
anticipated.

The Searl overunity device is also considered from the positions of our Unified theory.
Two accompanied its action effects - decreasing or increasing of the effective mass of

Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC), depending on clockwise or anticlockwise direction of rotor
of MEC, and its self acceleration should be analyzed separately, as far they are based on different
physical mechanisms and are not directly dependent on each other:

1. The increasing or decreasing of the effective mass of rotating magnetic system, named
Magnetic Energy Converter (MEC) in Searl effect can be a consequence of shift of equilibrium
between Bivacuum fermions of opposite spins "BVF'# BVF)# to the left or right, depending on
clockwise or anticlockwise direction of MEC rotor rotation. This effect is due to corresponding
sign of mass symmetry shift of the huge number of BVF, surrounding system and between MEC
and the Earth surface. The primary unperturbed by MEC symmetry shift of Bivacuum is
determined by the Earth gravitational potential. The sign of additional symmetry shift in
Bivacuum and it absolute value |!&mV

$ c2 |H, generated by MEC, is dependent on clockwise or
anticlockwise magnets rotation, related to equilibrium shift of [virtual particles # virtual
antiparticles] to the right or to the left, increasing or decreasing the gravitational interaction
between Earth and MEC.

2. For explanation of self-acceleration of MEC rotor we proceed from assumption, that
between the velocity of MEC paramagnetic rolls rotation around stator and most probable
translational velocity of real ’free’ electrons in their coherent clusters near rolls surface and
dynamics of ions of rolls lattice the strong correlation is existing.

The additional acceleration of orchestrated collectivized electrons in moving magnets,
driving their translational velocity to resonant interaction with VPWn%2

! : n % 2,
v / 2,6 & 1010cm/s.

This pull-in range acceleration becomes possible after acquiring by the surface electrons of
rolling magnets the sufficient resulting velocity for combinational resonance condition (27-28a).
This resulting velocity can be evaluated approximately, as a sum of the internal most probable
velocity of ’free’ electron gas, using Maxwell distribution:
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vin% 2kT
me

~ 107 cm/s at room temperature     31

and the additional translational electrons velocity increment, induced by the rolls of MEC
rotation around stator. After the rolls surface electrons velocity threshold overcoming (about
.vext$ 3 & 104 cm/s! the MEC rotor acceleration starts. The velocity increment is induced by
faster circulation of the orchestrated electrons within the rolls of MEC due to their coupling with
ion lattice of paramagnetic rolls.

The superfluous energy of space, extracted by Motionless Electromagnetic Generators
(MEG), constructed and patented in US by Patrick, Bearden, Hayes, Moore and Kenny (2002),
also can be a result of acceleration of charged real and virtual fermions or antifermions, induced
by resonant interaction with Bivacuum VPW!. In such a way the ’free’ energy of Bivacuum is
converted to additional kinetic energy of the coherent electrons in ’collectors’. This increment of
kinetic energy, like in B-B effect, increases the electrons flux in short - living nonequilibrium
states, realized in MEG. The role of magnetic field action in MEG and de Palma overunity
machines, based on Faraday disk, is to increase the fraction of coherent electrons and cumulative
effect of their interaction with VPWn%2,3

! in conducting parts of devices.
In hydrosonic or cavitation overunity devices, using ultrasound induced cavitation, the

collapsing of bubbles is accompanied by high temperature jump about 6000 K, ionization and
dissociation of liquids molecules (i.e. H2O # H$ $ HO!!, tearing off the electrons and visible
radiation (sonoluminescence). The additional accelerations of the electrons and protons in their
pull-in range conditions with VPWi

! provide the ratio of output to input energy (Coefficient of
performance) in the range 1,5 - 7. Our theory predicts that in strong magnetic field this
coefficient will increase.

The same principle of conversion of Bivacuum virtual pressure energy of (VPW i
!! to

additional kinetic energy of the electrons and protons in-pull in range conditions, close enough to
resonance ones %$C#W / n$0 at n , 1!, is working in all other known kinds of overunity
devices:

- plasma-type devices;
- magnetic motors, like Faraday’s rotating disk, de Palma N-machines, etc.
In all kinds of known ’free energy’ convertors, one or both of interacting systems: Bivacuum

and/or conducting elements of convertors should be in nonequilibrium state, necessary for
achievement of quasi-resonant (pull-in range or gripping) conditions of "C # W# pulsations of
elementary particles with Virtual Pressure Waves of Bivacuum in non ground excitation state:
VPWn%2,3

! %n , 1!..

Abbreviations and definitions, introduced in Unified theory'

- (V$! and (V!! are correlated actual torus and complementary antitorus of Bivacuum,
formed by non mixing subquantum particles of the opposite energy;

- (BVF' % V$ ( V!! i and (BVF) % V$ * V!! i are cells-dipoles of three opposite poles:
actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess) mass, positive and negative charge, positive and
negative magnetic moments, separated by energetic gap, named Bivacuum fermions and
Bivacuum antifermions. The opposite half integer spin S % ! 1

2 & of BVF", notated as (' and )!,
depends on direction of clockwise or anticlockwise in-phase rotation of pairs of [torus (V$!$
antitorus (V!!], forming them. The index: i % e, %, " define the energy and other properties of
three lepton generations;

- (BVB! % V$ + V!! i are Bivacuum bosons, representing the intermediate transition state
between BVF' and BVF);

- (VC j,k
$ ~ V j

$!Vk
$! i and (VC j,k

! ~V j
!!Vk

!! i are virtual clouds and anticlouds, composed from
subquantum particles. Virtual clouds and anticlouds emission/absorption accompany the
correlated transitions between different excitation states (j,k! of torus (Vj,k

$ ! i and antitorus (Vj,k
! ! i
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of Bivacuum dipoles BVF"#i and "BVB! i. Virtual particles and antiparticles in our model are
the result of certain superpositions of virtual clouds: VC j,k

$ and VC j,k
! ;

- VirP! is virtual pressure, resulted from the process of [creation # annihilation# of virtual
clouds (VC j,k

! !;
- VPW$ and VPW! are the positive and negative virtual pressure waves of Bivacuum,

related with oscillations of (VirP!);
- &VirP! % |VirP$!VirP! | ~ VPW$ ! VPW! ~ |VC j,k

$ ! VC j,k
! |S%0 # 0 means the

excessive virtual pressure, being the consequence of secondary Bivacuum asymmetry;
- F"

$ and F"
! are sub-elementary fermions and antifermions of the opposite charge ($/-) and

energy. They emerge due to stable symmetry shift between the actual (V$! and complementary
(V!! torus of BVF" cells-dipoles: [BVFas

" /F"
!# to realms of positive or negative energy of

Bivacuum dipoles, correspondingly. Their stability is determined by the resonant exchange
interaction with Bivacuum pressure waves (VPW!! in the process of their [Corpuscle # Wave#
pulsations;

- *"F'
! $ F)

$# $ F"
$+e$ is the coherent triplet of twosub-elementary fermions and one

sub-elementary antifermion, representing the positron;
- *"F)

$ $ F'
!# $ F"

!+e! is the coherent triplet of twosub-elementary antifermions and one
sub-elementary fermion, representing the electron. The absolute values of energy of
sub-elementary particles/antiparticles in both triplets and their increments are equal and
determined presumably by energy of uncompensated [F"

!+;
- %CVC!! is cumulative virtual cloud of subquantum particles, representing [W] phase of

sub-elementary fermions/antifermions, pulsating between the Corpuscular [C] and the Wave [W]
phase: "C # W#. These reversible high-frequency quantum beats are accompanied by [emission
# absorption] of CVC;

- ! % %v2/c2!ext, in % 0.6180339887 is aGolden mean ;
- VirBC is virtual Bose condensation of Cooper - like pairs [BVF'$ BVF)# and [BVB!#,

providing the nonlocal properties of huge Bivacuum domains;
- TE is Tuning Energy of secondary Bivacuum, slowing down (cooling) the thermal

dynamics of particles in one conditions of combinational resonance with Bivacuum virtual
pressure waves (VPW!! and accelerating them in another;

- VirSW!1/2 are Virtual spin waves, excited by the recoil effects of angular momentums of
cumulative virtual clouds (CVC!) of sub-elementary particles in triplets *"F'

!$ F)
$# $ F"

!+. They
are highly anisotropic, depending on orientation of triplets in space;

- VirGSME
in,ext are the internal and external nonlocal virtual spin-momentum-energy guides,

formed by pair of standing VirSWS
$1/2 BVB!

%5% VirSWR
!1/2 of opposite spins, excited by paired

sub-elementary fermion and antifermion of the same triplet *"F'
! $ F)

$# $ F"
!+ i and between

unpaired sub-elementary fermions F"
!+ i of coherent different distant triplets (elementary

particles) of Sender and Receiver. The internal VirGSME
in is responsible for magnetic dipole

properties of triplets.
- (mBC! means mesoscopic molecular Bose condensate in the volume of condensed matter,

determined by 3D standing de Broglie waves of molecules, related to their librations (in liquids)
or translations (in solids);

- VR is the Virtual Replica (virtual hologram) of elementary, particles, atoms, molecules,
macroscopic objects and their different forms, including living organisms. The complex
hierarchical VR are, created as a result of interference of basic reference Bivacuum virtual
pressure and virtual spin waves (VPW0

! and VirSW0
!1/2! with modulated by molecular dynamics

of the object similar kinds of waves (VPWm
! and VirSWm

!1/2!;
- %EVR! is the Earth VR ;
- %SVR! is a Star (Sun, in private case) system Virtual Replica;
- BMI is the new fundamental Bivacuum and Mediated Interaction, extra to known

electromagnetic, gravitational, weak and strong interactions.
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**********************************************************************
'The abbreviations are not in alphabetic, but in logical order to make this glossary more

useful for perception of new notions, introduced in our work.
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